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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the various aspects of middle school
students’ mathematics task solving in a context that connects the students’ experiences in outof-school and in within-school contexts. Specifically, the study explores the forms of
mathematical reasoning that the students used while engaged in such contexts and also the
influence of collaboration on the forms of mathematical reasoning used. Since the term
mathematical reasoning is often used in mathematics education research and practice without
clear definition, a considerable part of the literature review is dedicated towards identifying a
reasonable conceptualization and framework for mathematical reasoning. In order to meet the
goals identified above, the study analyzed a small section of existing data from a broader NSFfunded study known as Connecting In-school and Out-of-school Mathematics Practice whose
main aim was to have mathematics learning and practice in and out of school integrated and be
complementary. For the purposes of this study, the focus was on the work of four pairs of
students. To develop the findings, the study analyzed both the students’ written work and audio
transcripts from their small group and whole-class discussion sessions during task solving.
Findings indicate that when students are engaged in task solving in a context that
connects their relevant out-of-school and within-school experiences, they use creative
mathematical reasoning more often than imitative reasoning. Furthermore, working
collaboratively in terms of setting common goals and exploring various strategies to meet such
goals in a joint problem space has significant impacts on the forms of mathematical reasoning
used. Specifically, collaboration tended to encourage production of more nuanced
argumentation and hence conceptual mathematical understandings. Although relatively fewer,
there were also instances where collaboration tended to lead to imitative reasoning.

Implications on how these findings could be useful for mathematics teacher education
programs, textbook authors, and mathematics teachers are discussed.
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Chapter 1– Introduction
It is not uncommon in today’s society to hear people saying that they do not see why
they had to learn mathematics in school. Sentiments of this kind sometimes come from
students themselves especially when they do not see the ways in which the mathematics that
they are learning can be applied in daily life or in the study of other areas of mathematics
and/or other subjects. Although such statements are often taken lightly, they do say something
about how mathematics is taught (and learned) in our schools.
According to Hiebert (2003), many mathematics learning environments in school
expose students more to memorized procedures/algorithms in solving mathematics tasks than
to meaningful methods. Some of these procedures and algorithms are often represented using
mnemonics (e.g., SOH CAH TOA for finding the trigonometric ratios for right triangles, Keep
Change Flip (KCF) for dividing a fraction by a fraction, Drop Less One (DLO) for the power
rule in finding derivatives). Although these algorithms may be effective in finding answers to
many textbook and test problems, researchers (e.g., Stylianides A. & Stylianides G., 2007)
have shown that a sole reliance on the procedures/algorithms for learning purposes hampers
conceptual understanding of the ideas behind these algorithms and is often detrimental to
student learning (e.g., Brousseau, 1997). Such ways of teaching and learning mathematics
often lead to students developing a view of mathematics as a fixed body of knowledge with
formulas to be memorized and used in various contexts. While most mathematicians and
mathematics educators know that mathematics is a growing body of knowledge, this view may
not be shared by many of their students.
Although some teaching environments that encourage the use of such approaches do
explain the mathematical ideas behind the formulas and algorithms, they rarely give students
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an opportunity to intellectually engage in the creation of such ideas. This has led many
students to believe that every mathematics problem has a formula or a “shortcut” technique for
solving. In some cases, mathematics teachers engage students in the derivation of such
formulas but as soon as the formula is derived, the students tend to forget all that goes into the
derivation of the formulas and start using them mechanically. Furthermore, this derivation is,
in some cases, decontextualized and done through teacher explanation. Inability to recreate
these formulas by students once forgotten or failure to use alternative methods could be an
indication of a lower level of intellectual engagement with the concepts. This situation may be
indicative of non-meaningful learning of mathematics.
Research studies on meaningful learning in mathematics (e.g., Hiebert, 2003) indicate
that shortcut ways of learning mathematics (e.g., by memorizing mathematical ideas and
overreliance on formulas and algorithms) are popular among students and teachers because
they require a lower cognitive demand on the part of the students and are easier to teach on the
part of the teacher. As discussed above, this kind of learning (otherwise known as rote
learning) where the students do not gain a deep and meaningful understanding of mathematics
has been found to not only hamper students’ later learning but also negatively impact their
view of mathematical knowledge, leading them to view it as a subject comprised of a fixed set
of truths/facts that were “discovered” by mathematicians and that do not have any connection
with cultures or daily life (Boaler, 1998). This idea is made explicit by Millroy (1992) when
she stated:
Mathematical knowledge has commonly been portrayed as consisting of universal
truths which exist independently of people and which are discovered by mathematicians
through a process of formal reasoning. Mathematical reasoning, unlike any other
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cognitive activity, is believed to be a decontextualized activity, tied to a formal
system which relies upon a specifically defined set of symbols. These ideas have
led to a view of mathematics as divorced from ordinary human activity and devoid
of social, cultural and political considerations. (p. 1)
A growing body of research has consistently shown that the development of
mathematical knowledge is deeply rooted in cultures and has social/political considerations in
its growth (Cobb & Yackel, 2002; Masingila, 2002). As such, if students are to learn
mathematics meaningfully, aspects of culture and/or context should not be ignored. One
implication of these research studies has been the creation of teaching and learning
environments that not only engage learners cognitively, but also incorporate students’
experiences in out-of-school contexts and considers the social aspects of mathematics learning
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), 2000).
One way of distinguishing between students who learn mathematics meaningfully from
those who learn by rote is by analyzing the arguments that they make in support of their
mathematical claims (Lithner, 2008). The former category of students is able to argue for their
claims/strategies by referring to the mathematical components involved in a given
task/problem-solving situation. These students are often able to convincingly explain to others
why their solution strategies work. Researchers have shown that students’ ability to come up
with such arguments in mathematics is one of the most important aspects of doing mathematics
(Ball & Bass, 2003; Francisco & Maher, 2005; Maher, 2005; NCTM, 2000, Yackel & Hannah,
2003).
Arguments made by mathematics students can be used by researchers to characterize
the kind of mathematical reasoning that the students engage in (Lithner, 2008). According to
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Lithner, arguments that students make based on memorized strategies and/or procedures are
indicative of imitative reasoning (IR) while arguments based on intrinsic mathematical
properties of the involved components is indicative of the more desired type of mathematical
reasoning (MR) called creatively founded mathematical reasoning (CMR). The latter reasoning
(CMR) is associated with meaningful learning while the former (IR) is associated with rote
learning. Most studies on mathematical reasoning are either context-free or based on contexts
that students do not relate with (Yackel & Hannah, 2003). Research on MR in contexts that
connect students’ out-of-school and in-school experiences in mathematics are rare. This is my
endeavor in the current study.
In this study, I draw from four bodies of literature in mathematics education:
meaningful learning of mathematics, students’ mathematical reasoning (creative, imitative,
memorized, etc.), collaborative problem solving, and learning in context.
In part, this study seeks to add to the research base on mathematical reasoning by
investigating the role of out-of-school contexts in students’ mathematical reasoning. Figure 1
illustrates the above-mentioned bodies of literature.
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Figure 1. Bodies of research literature informing this study.
I adopted Lithner’s (2008) definition of mathematical reasoning – “the line of thought adopted
to produce assertions and reach conclusions in task solving” (p. 79). Crucial to this “line of
thought” is the nature of the arguments made to support claims. Hence, reasoning is not
restricted to formal logic or complete mathematical proofs. In fact, the reasoning used by a
student may even be wrong, but it is still reasoning as long as there is some kind of sensible (to
the reasoner) rationale or backing provided.
Problem solving, on the other hand, will be defined as a process of finding a solution to
a problem for which one has no known solution method or algorithm (Schoenfeld, 1992). This
means that a problem depends more on the person solving it and their knowledge than the
creator of the problem. Problems may be complex or simple. A system of 8 equations with 8
unknowns may be complex to solve but if someone has access to technology or is patient
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enough to work through the system using known algorithms, then that is not a problem to that
person. On the other hand, one equation with one unknown may appear easy but be genuinely
problematic to another person. This definition of a problem implies that in terms of reasoning,
someone may solve what may appear to be a simple problem using “sophisticated” and more
desirable forms of reasoning than someone who solves a complex problem to which they
already know a strategy. In the latter case, the solver is simply executing what they know while
in the former, the solver may engage in creating new knowledge (right or wrong) for
themselves.
Aim of this Study
The main aim of this study was to investigate middle school students’ forms of
mathematical reasoning in a setting that connects the students’ in-school and out-ofschool/real-life experiences. These forms will be determined to be either creative mathematical
reasoning or imitative reasoning with further categorization where possible. The definition of
mathematical reasoning is drawn from Lithner’s (2008) conceptualization of reasoning
presented in later sections. The out-of-school context chosen is designing miniature golf holes.
Specifically, I seek to answer the following research questions:
1. What forms of mathematical reasoning do middle school students exhibit when
engaged in various aspects of designing miniature golf holes?
2. How does collaboration between and among students influence the forms of
mathematical reasoning used?
In order to answer these research questions, I used existing data collected over a sixmonth period by my advisor, Dr. Joanna Masingila, and her research team. I found most of the
data suitable for my study for several reasons. First, the students were engaged in problems
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solving involving a wide range of scenarios whose focus was geometry but still cut across
mathematical topics. Furthermore, they worked in a setting that involved an out-of-school
context of miniature golf. Second, the teacher played the role of facilitator and asked questions
to help clarify students’ thinking – the same conditions I would have pursued if I were to
collect the data myself. Third, the students worked collaboratively in pairs but submitted their
written work individually. Lastly, the students were asked to write journal reflections on their
strategies which was helpful in understanding some of their written work. I provide more
information on the specifics of the data used in chapter three.
Guiding Frameworks
As discussed above, this study draws on four bodies of mathematics education literature
– mathematical reasoning, collaborative problem solving, meaningful learning, and learning
mathematics in context. While mathematical reasoning is defined in ways that are sometimes
contradictory (see Chapter 2), I chose to use the more specified Lithner’s (2008) model of
mathematical reasoning that is based on extensive research literature on students’ learning
difficulties in mathematics and on meaningful learning of mathematics. Lithner’s framework
fits well with the overarching goal of the study (i.e., to explore ways of enhancing meaningful
learning in mathematics among students).
Schoenfeld’s (1992) problem solving framework will also be relevant for this study in
the sense that different forms of reasoning will be explicit depending on the nature of the
problem that students solve. Solution strategies and forms of reasoning are likely to be shaped
by the nature of the problems that the students face in the real-life context. Although I expected
students would try to use previously learned algorithms to solve familiar problems in an outof-school context, such algorithms may require certain modifications in order to be
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successfully used in a new context. The ability to make such modifications and provision of
rationale (through argumentation) for the same could be indicative of higher forms of
mathematical reasoning (e.g., CMR).
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Chapter 2 – Related Literature
The current study draws on four bodies of literature in mathematics education. These
bodies are learning in context, mathematical reasoning, meaningful learning, and collaborative
problem solving. The first part of the chapter provides an elaboration of the theoretical
frameworks guiding the study followed by a review of literature in these four bodies of
research literature. The chapter ends by providing a summary of the literature in light of
knowledge gaps in the literature to which the current study sought to contribute.
Theoretical Frameworks
Realistic Mathematics Education
The theory of realistic mathematics education (RME) has its origins in the Netherlands.
Hans Freudenthal is credited with developing RME, but other researchers such as Gravemeijer
(1994) and Treffers (1987) have had significant influence on the development of the theory and
its use. This theory has had significant impact on the teaching and learning of mathematics in a
number of countries, such as England, United States of America, South Africa, Netherlands,
and Japan, among others. The framework has also been used in many scholarly work on the
teaching and learning of mathematics.
The theory, developed in the early 1970’s, emphasizes that students would learn
mathematics in a more meaningful way if mathematics lessons are built on realistically rich
contexts (Zulkardi, 1999) that are relevant to the students’ everyday life experiences.
Furthermore, this theory views mathematics as a human activity and that mathematical
knowledge is a product of this activity. As a result, students are expected to experience
mathematics in ways that are similar to the ways through which mathematics was invented.
Learners should, however, be guided through the process in order to avoid frustration.
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Students’ informal strategies are viewed as assets that can be used as foundations for building
formal mathematical ideas. This happens through what the theory refers to as mathematization
(Treffers, 1987).
Treffers (1987) identified two types of mathematization namely horizontal and vertical
mathematization. In horizontal mathematization, students come up with mathematical tools and
strategies for solving problems situated in the real world. An example of horizontal
mathematization is when students are able to recognize the formal mathematics required in
certain real-life contexts and express such problems in mathematical terms. Vertical
mathematization on the other hand involves the ability to reorganize mathematical problems
and ideas within the system of mathematics. An example of vertical mathematization is when
students are able to see the relationship between different representations of equations of
straight lines or when they are able to come up with a generalization from few specific cases.
Freudenthal (1991) on the other hand, argued that “horizontal mathematization leads from the
world of life to the world of symbols” while vertical mathematization involves moving within
the world of symbols” (p. 41). Both of these forms of mathematization are equally important
and a focus on one only may not lead to fully development of mathematical knowledge among
learners.
The “realistic” situations as suggested by RME serve as a strong source of triggering
student construction of mathematics knowledge through conceptualizing concepts, procedures
and tools for solving problems. Although real-life contexts are of great importance, the use of
the term realistic in RME is not limited to real-life or out-of-school contexts only; the use of
the term realistic here is broadly conceptualized to include problem situations that students can
imagine (van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2000; van den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Drijvers, 2014). This
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view of the term realistic comes from the Dutch expression “zich realiseren”, which means “to
imagine”. In articulating this idea, van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (2008) stated that:
[T]he latter [realistic] does not mean that the connection to real life is not important. It
only implies that the contexts are not necessarily restricted to real-world situations. The
fantasy world of fairy tales and even the formal world of mathematics can be very
suitable contexts for problems, as long as they are “real” in the students’ minds. (pp. 9–
10)
RME, therefore, suggests a less formal way of learning mathematics that is significantly
different from the more structured way that begins with axioms/definitions and proceeds to
lemmas/proofs as establishment of truth of mathematical statements. An example of RME in
use would be a situation where students find out (or are provided with) bank interest rates (say
4% per annum) and the principal amount invested (say $200) and then asked to find the
relationship between time and total amount. A problem such as this is experientially real for
students since they can imagine it but is not fully structured. Typically, mathematics lessons
have approached problems of this type in a formal way by first defining the functions and their
properties followed by relevant proofs and then applications. This is not the spirit of RME.
In general, there are six principles that can be used to summarize RME. First, the
activity principle requires active participation of students in the learning process. Second is the
reality principle which, as explained above, requires use of “real-life” contexts in learning.
Third is the level principle which suggests that learners pass through various levels of
understanding. These levels are often manifest in the different ways of mathematization.
Fourth, we have the intertwinement principle. This principle suggests that mathematical
domains such as geometry, numbers, among others are heavily connected and thus should not
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be considered in isolation. Fifth is the interactivity principle which views mathematics learning
as a social/human activity requiring interaction among participants. Last is the guidance
principle. According to this principle, teachers should play a proactive role in students’
learning by offering appropriate scaffolding as the learners explore various ideas.
Influence of RME in the current study. In the current study, I analyzed data that
were collected in ways that align with the principles of RME as outlined above. First, as part of
the data collection tools, tasks were designed and selected such that they draw from the
students’ real-life (out-of-school) context of miniature golf. Through the initial phases of the
larger project (described further in chapter 3), the miniature golf context was determined to be
the one that students were most familiar with (i.e., experientially real) and that would provide
rich opportunities for exploring geometry and measurement ideas. This design aspect of the
major project is consistent with the reality principle of RME.
Second, since part of the principal researcher’s goal was to investigate students’
developing cognitive forms in out-of-school contexts and how these cognitive forms could be
used to enhance learning of school mathematics, the research team did not offer structured
lessons on how to go about solving the tasks. Rather, with only appropriate support by the
team/teachers, the students in the teaching experiment class were allowed enough time to
grapple with the material and their strategies investigated. This aspect of the project is
consistent with both the guidance, activity, and the intertwinement principles of RME.
Finally, the fact that students were encouraged to work collaboratively during the
project is consistent with the interactivity principle of RME. Interaction among students
impacts students’ thinking processes and hence solutions. In determining the role of
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collaboration on students reasoning, an important and obvious requirement is to have students
work in a collaborative setting.
Apart from the data collection procedures, RME also influence the data analysis
procedures that I used. First, in determining the influence of collaboration on students’
reasoning in out-of-school contexts, it is necessary to characterize the interactivity among
students and how that impacts their collective reasoning. Although RME does not offer tools
for understanding the nature of interaction/collaboration among students, Roschelle and
Teasley’s (1995) framework (explained later) for analyzing collaborative problem solving was
used alongside Lithner’s (2008) framework for characterizing the nature of student
collaboration and its impact on their reasoning.
Another theoretical foundation on which this study was anchored is known as the
emergent perspective developed by Cobb and Yackel (1996). This is described in the next
section.
The Emergent Perspective Theory
The emergent perspective is a social constructivist theory whose main aim is to
understand and describe the culture formation in inquiry-based mathematics classrooms (Cobb
and Yackel, 1996). The framework integrates the ideas of interactionism (Bauersfeld, 1995)
and constructivism (von Glasersfeld, 1995) and allows analysis of both individual and
collaborative activity among learners in the classroom. Cobb and Yackel made this point clear
by stating that the emergent perspective represents “the view that mathematical learning is both
a process of individual construction and a process of acculturation into the mathematical
practices of the wider society” (p. 460).
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The inclusion of the interactionism aspect in the framework led to the formulation of
three core concepts, namely social norms, sociomathematical norms, and mathematical
practices. Social norms include the beliefs that classroom members (students and teachers)
hold about their roles in the classroom as well as the roles of others (Cobb & Yackel, 1996). In
traditional classroom settings, for example, many students believe that their role is to listen
carefully to their teacher and answer questions when asked by the teacher. In reform-based
classrooms, however, students’ role usually requires active participation in learning by
explaining their understanding to the rest of class or to small group members and critiquing the
thinking of others (NCTM, 2000).
Sociomathematical norms, according to Cobb and Yackel, represent individual
learner’s beliefs and values about what constitutes “a different mathematical solution, a
sophisticated mathematical solution, an efficient mathematical solution, and an acceptable
mathematical explanation” (p. 178). For example, knowledge that proposers make should be
supported by mathematical objects and not social objects is a sociomathematical norm.
Another example of a sociomathematical norm is knowledge of what counts as a different
solution strategy from other class members’ solution strategies. It is important to note that the
formation of sociomathematical norms is not restricted to inquiry-based settings such as the
one in which the framework was developed. Rather, the norms can develop in any classroom
regardless of the instructional methods/tradition being used.
Mathematical practices, on the other hand, correspond to students’ ways of thinking
(conceptions) about mathematics and the way they do mathematics. In a particular classroom,
mathematical practices may be taken-as-shared, which means that the practices have been
accepted in the classroom and no longer need justification. Yackel and Cobb noted that the
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relationship between an individual student’s conception of mathematical ideas and classroom
mathematical practices is indirect but reflexive. Hence, classroom mathematical practices
strongly influence an individual students’ conception (understanding) of mathematics but do
not determine it. On the other hand, through sharing and negotiating individual mathematical
conceptions, classroom mathematical practices are formed. In this sense, therefore, the
practices are considered emergent as opposed to already existing.
Influence of the Emergent Perspective on the current study . The various tenets
of the Emergent Perspective as described above have direct and indirect influence on the
current study. The social norms tenet of the framework for example, is reflected in the fact that
students in the current study worked collaboratively. In any collaborative work, establishment
of social norms and rules of engagement is important in guiding the participants. These social
norms were negotiated and agreed upon before the study began and even continued to develop
over the course of the study. It was agreed for example, that students would engage in the
activity without expecting the teacher to tell them the solutions to the problems. The students
and their groups were to explore various problems collaboratively and be ready to explain their
thinking.
The sociomathematical norm of justifying one’s reasoning is common in problem
solving settings like the one I investigated. When this sociomathematical norm is in practice, it
is expected that the thinking of other students in the group is influenced in some ways and
hence the overall group solution. Similarly, since taken-as-shared mathematical practices often
need no justification, the nature and frequency of these practices may have an impact on the
type of reasoning (explained elsewhere) that students engage in. These aspects of the Emergent
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Perspective prompted the need to investigate how collaboration among students could
influence students’ forms of mathematical reasoning.
Other ways through which the Emergent Perspective influenced the study are in data
collection and data analysis. The study utilized interview data collected through interviewing
pairs of students as opposed to individual students. By interviewing pairs, it is easy to capture a
great deal of students’ collective strategies since both of them contribute to the interview. In
analyzing the data, part of the codes that were used for investigating the influence of
collaboration on students’ mathematical reasoning were derived from the emergent
perspective. Depending on how these practices are initially formed, they may lead to
inaccurate conceptions of some mathematical ideas. For example, if students agree that an
angle is formed only when two lines intersect, they may end up concluding that a straight angle
is not an angle since two intersecting lines are not easily seen. Such mathematical practices
were carefully questioned in order to understand students’ forms of reasoning.
Learning in Context
This section provides a review of literature on the role of context in the teaching and
learning of mathematics. The first part of the section provides various definitions of context as
used in in mathematics education research literature related to mathematics tasks.
Defining Context in Mathematics Education
The term context, in general, is defined in different ways in education. The most
common notion is that context refers to the learning environment or some aspects of learning
tasks that students are expected to learn from (Borasi, 1986; van den Heuvel-Panhauizen,
2005). In mathematics education, context may refer to features of a task that help the readers to
understand the task better. Such features may include pictures, verbal descriptions, among
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others (van den Heuvel-Panhauizen, 2005). Other scholars have defined context in
mathematics tasks as various representations (algebraic, graphical, pictorial, etc.) of
mathematical concepts (Davis, 2007; Zandieh, 2000). An example is the idea of an angle and
trigonometric ratios in mathematics. These could be represented algebraically, graphically,
pictorially, or even verbally (or textually).
According to Marrongelle (2004), context in mathematical problem solving refers to
non-mathematical aspects of the task that have to be translated in mathematical terms in order
to successfully solve a problem. On the other hand, Mitchelmore (1996), van den HeuvelPanhuizen (2000), and van den Heuvel-Panhuizen and Drijvers (2014) asserted that the context
of a mathematics tasks may be a realistic or artificial real world. This expanded notion of
context as a situation that does not have to be real, but that can be imagined by students, is
consistent with the RME and was thus adopted for the current study.
Role of Context in the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics
There is a commonly held view among mathematics education researchers that context
plays a significant role in student learning (Boaler, 1998; Pratt, Ainley, Kent, Levinson, Yogui
& Kapadia, 2011). Lesh, Hoover, Hole, Kelly, and Post (2000), for example, argued that
appropriate context helps students recognize the important role that mathematics plays in
solving real-world problems. Boaler (1993) noted that carefully selected contexts for learning
may help avoid confusion and a feeling of being placed at a disadvantage for learners.
In the spirit of the research work mentioned above, many countries have spent (and
continue to spend) many resources in reforming their curricula in ways that reflect students’
everyday experiences in and out of school (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999). It has been
established that since people engage in informal mathematics methods of solving problems in
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the real world, using relevant contexts would promote meaningful learning of school
mathematics (formal methods) (Pratt et al., 2011). Although this is a generally agreed upon
notion, research has shown that in-school (or formal) and out-of-school (or informal)
mathematics differ in significant ways and that planning in-school experiences such that they
draw on students’ out of school experiences is not necessarily an easy task (Masingila & de
Silva, 2001).
The Common Core Learning Standards for Mathematics (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Offices, 2010) has
emphasized that teachers should engage students in solving problems situated in real-world
contexts. These recommendations further encourage providing students with opportunities to
explain, analyze, and interpret mathematical ideas in the real world. Similar emphases have
been expressed by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in the Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000). Other countries that have reformed
their mathematics curricula to involve relevant context include South Africa, Singapore, Japan,
and the United Kingdom (UK).
Research on Importance of Context in Mathematics Learning
A number of empirical studies on the importance of context in the teaching and learning
of mathematics have been conducted (e.g., Boaler, 1993; Ibrahim & Rebello, 2012; Lesh &
Doerr, 2003; Pratt et al., 2000; Stillman, 2012; Yoon, Dreyfus, & Thomas, 2010). Although the
studies focused on various aspects of context and learning, they seem to agree that context
does play important roles in student learning.
When mathematics is taught and learned with tasks that are situated in real-world
contexts, students are more likely to see connections between the mathematics that they are
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learning and hence more likely to transfer the knowledge that they learn to such and other
contexts (Ibrahim & Rebello, 2012; Michelsen, 2006). In a study to find ways of integrating
the teaching of science and mathematics, Michelson (2006) suggested that modelling could be
a helpful way of connecting mathematics to the world of science for students to see how
abstract mathematics concepts are used in science. Consistent with this view of the importance
of context in mathematics, Yoon et al. (2010) also argued that real world contexts serve as
utility sites where students can see how application of mathematics.
Another important role of real-world context in learning is that it provides students with
the motivation to continue working on tasks and ability to see multiple task solution strategies.
This sustained motivation and perseverance may allow teachers to see student difficulties in
learning certain concepts needed in solving the task (Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006). Johnson
(2012), for example, conducted a study in a science context in which he asked students to
construct a temperature-rate graph. He noted that student difficulties in completing this task
involved a failure to note and represent the rate when changing from increasing to decreasing.
He attributed these difficulties to a weak understanding of inflection point in calculus.
Dominguez (2010), in another study, engaged preservice teachers (PTs) in solving a model
eliciting activity (MEA) in an economic context. The activity, aimed at understanding the PTs’
ways of thinking about co-varying quantities, provided an opportunity for students to see how,
even with unique solutions, problems could be solved in multiple ways. Furthermore, the PTs’
ways of thinking through engaging with the activity formed a basis for the creation of more
MEAs with a single answer, but multiple solution strategies in mathematics and physics.
Another rationale for using real-world contexts in learning mathematics is that the
contexts provide students with opportunities to create mathematics (or to mathematize) from
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situations that may not appear to be involving any mathematics (Lesh et al., 2000; Michelson,
2006; Yoon et al., 2010). Given problems in the real-world context, students think through the
problems and with varying degrees of support come up with mathematical ways (e.g.,
equations) to solve them. This ability to mathematize, according to Freudenthal (1993),
promotes conceptual learning of the relevant mathematical methods and concepts embedded in
the problem.
Although a majority of studies on the role of context in the teaching and learning of
mathematics have shown favorable results, a few have found context to be a limiting factor to
student learning of mathematics. Cooper and Dunn (2000), for instance, explored how 11-14year-old students in the UK performed on contextualized and non-contextualized problems
taken from national test papers, and reported that a majority of students (especially ones from
low socioeconomic backgrounds) performed worse on contextualized problems than on noncontextualized problems. In the interviews, the researchers noted that in some cases, students
used their backgrounds and familiar contexts in erroneous ways that the questions did not
intend. Below is one of the problems used in the interviews:
A drink and a box of popcorn together cost 90 p. Two drinks and a box of popcorn cost £
1.45. What does a box of popcorn cost?
In solving this problem, some students gave an answer of 50 p with the reason being
that 40 p is usually the cost of a can of soda at a sweetshop. Cooper and Dunn noted that
although context such as one above may be suitable/sensible to some students, there is the
possibility of having students from low socioeconomic backgrounds that may not have
experience with buying sodas and popcorn themselves. The researchers went on to argue that
caution should be taken while choosing context for pedagogical purposes.
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In general, most of the literature on the role of context in the teaching and learning of
mathematics suggest that context plays a crucial role in promoting learning. However, there is
scarce research on how such contexts and informal methods of solving problems could be
integrated to promote the teaching and learning of in-school (formal) mathematics. I argue that
one way of doing this is by seeking to understand students’ forms of reasoning in such contexts
(real or simulated) and investigate how the various contexts could influence that reasoning. In
the current study, I analyzed the forms of mathematical reasoning of students who engaged in
designing (and playing) in a miniature golf context and follow it up with an investigation of
how such students reasoned in formal mathematics classrooms about mathematical ideas
investigated in this context.
Mathematical Reasoning
I begin this section by providing various definitions of mathematical reasoning (MR)
and then narrow down to the less explored forms of mathematical reasoning, which include
creative mathematical reasoning (CMR) and imitative reasoning (IR). I provide a detailed
explanation of how these forms of MR are characterized.
Defining Mathematical Reasoning
Just like the term context has different definitions, the term mathematical reasoning
(MR) is also defined differently by different people in mathematics and mathematics education
(Jeannette, 2017). However, unlike context, the term MR is used so often that in some cases,
people do not define it when used in scholarly literature and curriculum documents (Yackel &
Hannah, 2003). As Jeannette (2017) noted, when the term is used people may emphasize on
various aspects hence the need to come up with a “coherent conceptualization” (p. 2). This lack
of clarity in the definition of MR, according to Jeannette (2017) is problematic in at least two
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ways. First, it leads to confusion among teachers and hence inconsistencies in implementing
curricular goals aimed at promoting MR among students (Lithner, 2007). Second, it makes
scholarly work on MR appear uncoordinated and moving in different directions (Jeannette,
2017). Steen (1999) added to this debate for the need for a more consistent definition when
they noted that, sometimes MR
denotes the distinctively mathematical methodology of axiomatic reasoning,
logical deduction, and formal inference. Other times it signals a much broader
quantitative and geometric craft that blends analysis and intuition with reasoning
and inference, both rigorous and suggestive. This ambiguity confounds any
analysis and leaves room for many questions. (p. 270).
Some of the most prominent conceptualizations of MR in mathematics education literature are
based on the process aspect (Stylianides, 2008), the product aspect (Haylock, 1997), process
and product (Cabasut, 2005; Durand-Guerrier & Arsac, 2005), and potential to generate new
knowledge (e.g., Lithner, 2008). The process aspect involves the nature of mental activity
involved in producing end results (through inferencing) while the product aspect involves
considering the product of such mental activity. Examples of the process aspect include
generalizing (Stylianides, 2008), conjecturing (Mason, 1982; Stylianides, 2008), identifying a
pattern, proving (Duval, 1995), convincing (Cassabut, 2005), arguing (Pedemonte, 2002) and
finding examples (Mason, 1982). Other researchers have emphasized a structural view of MR.
This view includes reasoning forms such as deductive, inductive, and abductive (Duval, 1995;
Meyer, 2010; Rivera, 2008). Duval’s (1995) deductive reasoning, for example, argued that a
reasoning sequence is classified as MR only if it starts with given mathematical statements and
makes logical connections to reach a conclusion. Riviera (2008) and Meyer (2010) on the other
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hand emphasized that MR starts with observations and then seeks possible explanations for the
observations (abductive reasoning).
Another conceptualization of MR was proposed by Haylock (1997) and draws on
research on creativity in psychology and in mathematics education. This view emphasizes the
ability to break from various kinds of mind sets (fixations) about mathematics and seems to be
more product-oriented than process-oriented. The Isosceles Triangles Task (Figure 1) is an
example of a task whose solutions are likely to illustrate MR by breaking away from
commonly held fixations in Haylock’s (1997) terms:

Figure 2. Isosceles triangles task (adapted from Haylock, 1997)
This task used by Haylock requires students to draw and shade isosceles triangles inside
the given quadrilaterals with the properties that (a) the triangle should have XY as one of the
sides, and (b) one should make the area of the triangle as large as possible. Typical responses
to the first two quadrilaterals indicate that students tend to take the horizontal line as the base
(Content universe fixation). However, if a solver is to succeed on the third shape, he or she
must break away from this fixation. The ability to break away from such kinds of fixations is a
desired form of MR. In yet another example, Haylock (1997) provided students with an
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incomplete quadrilateral with two sides each measuring 2 cm and asked them to draw the other
two other sides such that the area of the resulting quadrilateral is 2 cm2 or less. His analyses
indicated that several participants in the study imposed restrictions on themselves by drawing
“only rectangles or convex quadrilaterals” (p. 71). Student products to such kinds of tasks have
been used to identify MR. As noted above, these views of MR appear to place more emphasis
on the product aspect of MR than on the process that goes into producing such products. This
means that students’ reasoning is only implied in the solutions that they produce. I argue that
an MR view that does not consider student thinking may not have sufficient pedagogical
power.
Lithner (2008) provided a recently developed conceptualization of MR based on studies
on meaningful learning and student difficulties in mathematics learning. This framework
considers not only the product, but also the process and the creativity aspect (Haylock, 1997;
Silver, 1997). Lithner viewed MR in terms of its power in generation of new knowledge. He
further categorized MR based on the nature of argumentation that reasoners make while
supporting claims about [mathematical] statements. If the arguments are based on mere recall
of answers, procedures and/or algorithms, the reasoning is categorized as imitative, which I
explain later. However, in a case where the reasoner does not have access to an
algorithm/procedure and is unable to recall solutions, a reasoning sequence based on intrinsic
mathematical properties may occur.
Lithner (2008) characterizes this kind of reasoning as creative. I argue that this kind of
reasoning is common when people are solving problems in real-life contexts without using
formal mathematics or formulas that are learned in school. Depending on their experience level
with relevant formal mathematics, arguments made by students in support of their strategies
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may be based on intrinsic mathematical properties or otherwise. It is important to note that the
arguments may not use precise mathematical language but that does not make them nonmathematical.
A directed graph (Figure 3) is used to represent the reasoning pattern with 𝑣1
representing a reasoner’s state of knowledge and of the task (problematic or otherwise). The
edges leaving 𝑣1 represent strategy choices (e.g., recall, construction, guessing). After this,
solvers reach new knowledge states (𝑣2 and 𝑣3). The edges leaving 𝑣2 and 𝑣3 represent
strategy implementation. At this point, knowledge that was not available at 𝑣1 is constructed or
recalled, forming an integrated knowledge/task state labeled 𝑣5.

Figure 3. Reasoning sequence (adapted from Lithner, 2008)
The process keeps going until a conclusion is reached (e.g., 𝑣7). Depending, among other
factors, on what strategy solvers choose, some solution paths would be longer than others. For
example, the path that starts with 𝑣1 and ends at 𝑣7 is longer than the one that starts with 𝑣1
and ends in 𝑣6 via 𝑣3. The length of the solution path does not, however, determine the
complexity or difficulty of the strategy used. As stated earlier, one of the most important
components of the framework is the argumentation that supports the transitions (e.g., 𝑒3,6)
between vertices. Depending on the nature of supportive argumentation that one offers, their
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reasoning pattern could be categorized as imitative or creative. In the next section, I elaborate
on the parts of this framework and provide some examples. I also provide a rationale for using
it in the current study.
Imitative Reasoning. Imitative reasoning (IR) is characterized by no flexibility in the
students’ thinking process, which implies that the student (reasoner) does not produce new
sequences of reasoning. The arguments from the student supporting the solution strategies are
based only on surface mathematical properties. IR can be further categorized into either
memorized reasoning (MR) or algorithmic reasoning (AR). In MR, the student relies on
recalling of complete answer(s) to a problem. The student’s work is just writing down the
solution. An example of MR is the case where a student writes down a complete proof to a
theorem without understanding any of its parts.
AR, on the other hand. happens when some calculations are required in order to solve a
problem. In this case, recalling an answer is not enough. Instead, the student recalls an
algorithm (or procedures and rules) for solving a given task. AR may be difficult to identify
especially if the student recalls the arguments that support the various parts of the algorithm. In
this case, it might take a well-designed task or skilled questioning in order to notice AR.
Depending on how the algorithm is argued out or remembered, AR can be further
broken down to familiar AR (FAR), delimiting AR (DAR), and guided AR (GAR). FAR
happens when the student is able to recognize a task as being of a familiar type based on its
features and then executes it. DAR happens when a student is able to recall several related
algorithms but is not sure which one is more appropriate for a given situation. In this case, the
student eliminates the algorithms from consideration based on surface task features. Since
DAR involves some kind of guessing, argumentation may not be given. When one algorithm
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fails, a different one may be tried. An example of DAR is when a student is asked to find the
maximum and minimum values of a second-degree polynomial (e.g., 𝑦 = 7 + 3𝑥 − 𝑥 2 ) in a
given interval (say [-1,5]. The student goes on to differentiate (gets a first-degree polynomial)
and then sets it equal to zero and then solves it (gets one solution). The student then stops
because they expect two values (minimum and maximum). Whenever DAR and FAR are not
possible many students resort to GAR. GAR happens when a student seeks guidance from an
external source (e.g., textbook, peer, teacher). The source tells the student all the steps without
engaging the student in deeper thinking about intrinsic mathematical properties of the situation.
Creative Mathematical Reasoning. As stated earlier, creative mathematical
reasoning (CMR) is a kind of reasoning that generates new knowledge. The following three
characteristics are used to identify CMR:
a. Novelty – A new (to the student) reasoning sequence is required. The reasoning
may be original or a forgotten one is recreated;
b. Plausibility – There needs to be arguments supporting the strategy choice and its
implementation. The arguments need not be based on formal mathematics (i.e., not
proofs); and
c. Mathematical foundations – The arguments are based on intrinsic mathematical
properties of the relevant components.
An example of a reasoning sequence that can be classified as CMR is provided by
Lithner (2008):
Problem: Find the largest and smallest values of the function 𝑦 = 7 + 3𝑥 − 𝑥 2 on the
interval [-1,5]. (p. 10)
Anne’s reported solution to this problem is as follows:
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First, she decides to draw the graph in order to get a pictorial view as shown in Figure
4:

Figure 4. Minimum and maximum values of a function.

From the graph, she could see that the minimum is at the endpoint, at x = 5. Next, she
needs to determine the maximum. She sees the maximum seems to be at x = 1.5, but
quickly notices that such a y value would not be determined from a graph. She then
calculates several values near x =1.5 but she is unable to use them. She takes a pause
and then decides to use derivatives. She relates derivatives of functions to slopes and
recognizes that for this function, the slope is zero at the maximum point. She then takes
the derivative of the function and then computes the corresponding y value as 9.25. She
checks to ensure that it fits with the graph.
This reasoning is CMR because Anne recreates a forgotten solution strategy.
Throughout the solution, she provides arguments that appear to be based on various
mathematical properties relating to quadratic functions. Clearly, she is not simply
following an algorithm blindly or recalling the solutions. In the current study,
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arguments of this and other kinds were be extracted from students’ written work as well
as classroom videos and/or interviews in order to determine the type of reasoning used.
The next section provides the details (and rationale) for using this framework to study
students’ mathematical reasoning.
Rationale for the Choice of Analytic Framework
In the current study, I adopted Lithner’s (2008) conceptualization of MR since it
incorporates the element of creativity in students’ thought processes. I argue that solving
problems with out-of-school contexts involves varying degrees of creativity (both
mathematical and non-mathematical) that the school system may not capture. Part of the reason
for this is the fact that there is not much literature on how students engage in creatively
founded mathematical reasoning in out-of-school contexts. Just like the example provided
above, most studies on MR and even creativity appear to be restricted to decontextualized and
in-school mathematical contexts. Hence, investigating how students reason in out-of-school
contexts would be a valuable addition to the mathematics education literature in its continuing
effort to integrate in-school and out-of-school mathematics.
Furthermore, many studies taking a sociocultural lens have shown that students’ out-ofschool activities (e.g., Masingila, Davidenko, & Prus-Wisniowska, 1996) do impact their
learning of mathematics in school. Specifically, students have been found to be more persistent
in solving out-of-school problems and using “mathematical techniques” that could be said to
be way above their level in the regular school system (Lowrie, 2005). Although the anchoring
of the arguments in such solutions may be based on non-formal language/imprecise
mathematical properties, such reasoning can still be classified as creative according to the
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framework adopted in this study. An investigation of whether and how out-of-school contexts
can promote CMR would be an important addition to the mathematics education literature.
Although Lithner’s (2008) framework on MR is still developing, many recent studies
on MR have used the framework in studying various aspects of mathematical reasoning.
Granberg and Olsson (2015), for example, used the framework to characterize students’
collaborative reasoning while solving problems with Geogebra software. Hershkowitz, Tabach,
and Dreyfus (2017) used the framework to study the role of creative reasoning in knowledge
shifts in mathematics classrooms. To investigate why students do not develop sufficient
mathematical competence, Johnson, Nordqvist, and Lithner (2014) developed a teaching
experiment and used this framework to conclude that overreliance on AR was the major cause
of limited mathematical competence among students. Students who used CMR more often
developed better competence than those who used IR. Other studies that have used the
framework to analyze reasoning alongside other variables such as self-efficacy, beliefs, ability,
among others.
It is important however, to note that the use of IR does not imply a lack of deeper
understanding or inability to reason creatively. Furthermore, I am not suggesting that
mathematics algorithms should not be taught and learned. People can use algorithms
depending on the purpose for which the task is intended. For teaching and learning purposes,
however, the use of algorithms without considering why they work appears to be
counterproductive and serves to promote the undesired rote learning among students (Lithner,
2014). Furthermore, research shows that students who learn purely through imitative reasoning
using formulas and algorithms are more often than not unable to recreate solution pathways
whenever the algorithms or formulas cannot be recalled.
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One issue that the critics of Lithner’s (2008) framework point out is that it does not
consider the many variables (e.g., mathematical competence, nature of context) that could
affect someone’s reasoning. While this is true, the framework does provide us with a way to
characterize creative MR in the context of task solving, an aspect that is lacking in the many
product and/or structure-oriented frameworks for MR. For research purposes, the framework
necessitates the use of tools such as interviews that allow one to track someone’s arguments
and how these arguments are supported (a central part of the framework) during or after task
solving. This framework has been used alongside other frameworks by some researchers
studying task analysis and investigating a variety of teaching situations that may foster
students’ creative reasoning. For the current study, interviews were part of the data collection
tool used in collecting the existing data that I analyzed. Although meant for a different
purpose, these data were suitable for the purposes of the current study since they were
collected in ways that are consistent with the suggestions offered by many researchers who
have used Lithner’s (2008) framework to analyze mathematical reasoning. I should point out
that if I were to collect these data myself, I would do nearly everything that was done in
collecting the existing data. Chapter three provides a further elaboration of this point.
Mathematical Reasoning in Context
An earlier section presented a general overview of the role of context in student
learning. In this section, I provide a review of studies that have investigated how students
reason mathematically within contexts. As indicated earlier, the definition of context in this
study is expanded in order to reflect the ideas of the theoretical framework informing the study
(RME). Context is not limited to out-of-school real-life settings only. Rather, context may
involve interesting and “realistic” situations in class that students are able to imagine.
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In a study aimed at investigating students proportional reasoning in mathematics,
Hilton, A., Hilton, G, Dole and Goos (2013) set up a kitchen garden project in which students
explored various aspects of mathematics while working on the gardens. The project provided
opportunities for a variety of proportional situations such as part-part-whole comparisons and
identifying different components according to their relative densities. The students were
involved in measuring different quantities such as soil PH at the time of planting, and the
amounts of ingredients required to make certain meals at the time of harvest. Findings of the
study indicate the context was very useful in student reasoning in a variety of ways. For
example, when the students wanted to divide dough into fifteen equal pieces, they discussed
about the best shape that they would need to model the dough into in order to make the task
easier. This provided them an opportunity to see parts in relation to the whole. The students
were able to notice that using a circular shape would be difficult, especially when the number
of pieces required was odd (such as 15 in this case).
In another activity related to the garden mathematics, when students were asked to
make a fruit kebab using a 1: 2: 1: 2: 1 ratio of ingredients, the researchers reported that the
students found this fairly easy. However, when the ratio was changed to 1: 0.5: 1: 0.5: 2, the
students appeared to struggle. The researchers, however, reported that “through hand-on
activity and group discussion, they [students] were able to reach plausible solution [to the
problem]” (p. 24). As one teacher noted “they were using proportional reasoning beyond their
skill levels because they had a real reason for finding answers” (p. 24). In general, the context
provided a great opportunity for developing and using mathematical terminology in the
students’ discussion, and a reference point for discussions following in class.
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Another study that found context as a powerful tool of promoting student reasoning was
conducted by Meletiou and Paparistodemous (2015). In this study, the researchers designed a
statistics teaching experiment aimed at supporting students’ reasoning about sampling issues
by drawing on students’ informal understandings of sample and sampling in out-of-school
contexts. Opportunities for connecting informal understanding to formal understandings were
created. Findings of this study indicate that the involved students (11-12 year old’s) developed
strong understandings of the concepts of sample and sampling as a result of the familiar
contexts. As was reported by Hilton et al. (2013), this study indicated that, by connecting
informal understandings and formal ideas, the students developed sophisticated understandings
of the ideas of representativeness and fairness in statistics.
In a study conducted by Palm (2002), students were asked to determine the number of
buses that would be required to take 540 students to a school excursion given that each bus has
40 seats. Some of the students’ answers included 13, 13.5, and 14. These answers, according to
the researcher can be regarded correct depending on the interpreted purpose and how they are
argued out for. For instance, if the purpose is to find the actual number so that a bus company
can be contacted to provide the buses (a matter of context), then 14 could be a suitable answer.
If, on the other hand, the purpose of the answer is for making future decisions about student
transportation, then 13.5 could be a more suitable answer. Furthermore, in a real-life context of
transporting students in a bus it is possible to have more than one student occupy one seat and
some students may seek to consider such information. In order to make context clearer the
researcher changed the context by providing the students with an order sheet to be filled out by
the students at the end. Findings indicated that, due to this extra information linked to the
context, 97% of the students were able to discard the “half bus” answer.
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Labato, Rhodehamel and Hohensee (2012) also conducted a study to investigate what
students notice during task solving and how such noticing impacts their reasoning about slope.
The researchers investigated two classrooms that used reform-based curriculum but with
varying emphases on context. In one class, for example, the teacher did not use the term slope
until lesson nine while in the second class, the teacher introduced slope earlier during the fifth
lesson and even provided the formula for computing slope that students used without much
connection to context.
In one of the tasks used in the data collection for the study, the students were provided
with a graph of the amount of water in a pool against time and asked to compute the slope and
interpret it. Findings indicated that students in the class that laid little foundation for the
concept of slope struggled with the problem and tried to use the “rise-run” formula that they
had been given by drawing steps and counting boxes. This formula gave them different slopes,
which made them to conclude that the line did not have slope. In the other class, however,
students were able to interpret points on the line correctly as quantities (time and amount of
water) and anchored their arguments in the features of the context.
Researchers (e.g., Cooper & Dan, 2000) have argued that most school contexts are
artificial and that they tend to hinder students from using their common sense in solving
context problems. For example, the bus problem discussed by Palm (2002) above shows how
students’ strategies may be impacted by their actual lived experiences. It is these kinds of
situations, in part, that promote negative attitude towards mathematics among students and the
views that mathematics is not useful at all in real life. Hence, in order to promote favorable
views of mathematics among students, it is important to study the forms of mathematical
reasoning that students use in contexts that consider the students’ out-of-school experiences.
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The literature reviewed above has also shown that students are able to use sophisticated
methods that are sometimes above their mathematical level. Use of such strategies could be an
indication of higher forms of mathematical reasoning (such as creative mathematical
reasoning). Studies that seek to characterize students’ CMR in out-of-school contexts are
extremely rare in mathematics education hence the need for the current study.
Collaborative Problem Solving
In this section, I provide a brief review of literature on student collaboration in
mathematical problem solving. I start the section by providing a definition of collaboration that
the current study adopts and then proceed to the literature on collaborative problem solving.
Specifically, I attend to the literature on the importance of collaboration in problem solving in
mathematics learning, ways of enhancing collaboration in problem solving and the impact it
could have on students’ mathematical reasoning.
Defining Collaboration
When students work in groups, there is often the tendency to divide the work among
themselves and bringing the different parts together as a group solution (Granberg & Olsson,
2017). Although some may see this division of labor among students in a group as
collaboration, according to Roschelle and Teasley (1994) this is cooperation, not collaboration.
Roschelle and Teasley define collaboration as “a coordinated, synchronous activity that is the
result of continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem” (p.
70). In this sense, therefore, collaboration involves working together (mutual engagement) in
such a manner that members are able to offer their ideas and have them discussed to a point
that they are either taken up, accepted with modifications, or abandoned from consideration,
but with reasons that make sense to the proposer of the idea and to the rest of the members in
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the group. From the foregoing definition of collaboration, collaborative problem solving can be
defined as problem solving in which group members work in collaboration.
Research on Collaborative Problem Solving
Student collaboration in mathematical problem solving has been cited as an important
activity in mathematics learning (e.g., Enyedy et al., 2008; Goos, 2004; NCTM, 2000; Staples,
2007). As a result of this, several researchers have sought to explore various aspects of
collaborative problem solving such as its role in promoting deeper mathematical understanding
(Francisco, 2013), construction of authority among group members (Langer-Osuna, 2016), the
nature of student (social) interactions during collaborative problem solving (e.g., Mercier,
Vourloumi, & Higgins, 2017), ways of communicating ideas among group members (Bjuland
et al., 2008), among others.
Other studies (e.g., Francisco, 2012; Stein, 2001) have sought to document ways
through which student collaboration and discussion could promote mathematics learning in
general. One such way is through the fact that during collaboration, students have the
opportunity to test their ideas against those of others and hence refine their own ideas and
thinking processes (Francisco, 2012). This refinement of ideas and thinking occurs through
argumentation on the various ideas and approaches that are made available in a joint problem
space (Souchy McCrone, 2005; NCTM, 2000; 2005; Stein 2001).
Mercier, Vourloumi, and Higgins (2017) conducted a study involving 10-11-year-old
students to determine the role of multi-touch technology on various group interaction modes
and the ideas pursued by the groups. In this study, two groups of students worked
collaboratively on three mathematics problems with one group using a multitouch surface and
the other using paper and pencil. Findings of this study indicated that students were more
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successful when ideas are followed and built upon as opposed to when they are ignored.
Furthermore, ignoring ideas occurred more in the paper and pencil group than it did in the
multitouch group. The use of multi-touch technology increased the chances of ideas being
responded to and followed upon to their conclusion.
These findings are in agreement with the earlier findings by Francisco (2012). Although
Francisco’s study did not explore use of multitouch technology, the findings indicated that
increased collaboration among students enabled the students to build more sophisticated ways
of reasoning in mathematics by not only having their ideas followed upon, but also by
responding to and building on other group members’ proposed ideas. Francisco’s findings
point to the need to have all group members not only propose ideas, but also respond to the
ideas proposed by others. Indeed, this should be the spirit of collaboration as suggested by
Roschelle and Teasley (1996). Bjuland (2004) on the other hand asserted that when working in
groups, sometimes it is possible to be “just told what to do” (p. 211). A situation like this
suggests that there is little participation and the benefits of collaboration may not be fully
realized.
The importance of full participation in collaborative problem solving has prompted
research on many other areas including the role of the teacher in promoting collaboration.
Langer-Osuna (2016), for example, conducted a study in which he observed elementary school
children as they engaged in collaborative problem solving under the guidance of their teacher.
Findings indicated that teachers play a critical role in influencing the interaction patterns
among group members. For example, the students who were evaluated positively tended to feel
more authoritative in their groups and appeared to propose even more ideas. Their counterparts
on the other hand, appeared suppressed and withdrawn in subsequent discussion sessions and
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at times their proposed ideas were not pursued. However, whenever the teacher focused the
whole group on the ignored ideas, the proponents of those ideas seemed motivated and highly
engaged. As a result, they proposed even more ideas and challenged their counterparts’ ideas.
This pattern continued as students appeared to exchange authority from time to time.
Collaboration and Mathematical Reasoning
Although collaborative problem solving is well studied from multiple perspectives as
illustrated by the studies above, there are relatively few studies that investigate how
collaborative problem-solving influences mathematical reasoning. Reasoning in a collaborative
problem-solving setup can be well understood in light of Roschelle and Teasley’s (1994) joint
problem space (JPS) framework. In a JPS, shared knowledge is generated by setting and
pursuing common goals, describing the current problem state, and being aware of available
solution strategies or tools. Solvers working in a JPS need to be constantly aware of where they
are at any given time, where they are headed, the challenges they are facing, and possible ways
of overcoming the challenges so that they reach their desired destination. Although a JPS is a
collaborative group, ideas must be introduced into it by individual members. The individual
ideas are then collaboratively negotiated until the group creates shared understandings on the
problem state.
According to Lithner’s (2008) mathematical reasoning framework, individuals provide
arguments in support of claims made and their reasoning is characterized based on these
arguments. Although Lithner’s framework is meant for studying individual reasoning, this
study integrates it with the JPS framework to characterize mathematical reasoning in
collaborative problem solving. Instead of characterizing individual arguments provided in
support of mathematical assertions and claims, I used the negotiated and agreed upon
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arguments to characterize mathematical reasoning. This move was considered important in the
current study because for practical teaching purposes, a student’s ideas are always shaped by
the contribution of an external source such as the teacher or student.
A few studies on the impact of collaboration on students’ mathematical reasoning have
been conducted. One such study was conducted by Granberg and Olsson (2015) involving 1617-year-old students working collaboratively on geometry problems. The students worked in
pairs on the same computer using GeoGebra™ software. The data, collected in form of
recorded student conversations, were analyzed using Roschelle and Teasley’s (1996)
framework for collaboration and Lithner’s (2008) framework for creative/imitative
mathematical reasoning. This environment, the study reported, enhanced collaboration between
students due to the fact that the students had to work together on the shared space (same
computer) without splitting the problem into individual parts. This finding is consistent with
the findings by Mercier et al. (2017) and Francisco (2013). On mathematical reasoning, the
study reported that the feedback provided by the GeoGebra™ software served as ideas for
discussion and negotiation in the JPS created between the pairs.
The feedback from GeoGebra™ was interpreted individually first, then the individuals
shared their understandings with one another. The individual understanding served as resources
from individuals for negotiation in the JPS. Similarly, more ideas emerged from students
themselves and were discussed and negotiated sometimes with the help of the software. By
working collaboratively in this manner and negotiating ideas from time to time, the study
reported that the students displayed more creative mathematical reasoning than imitative
reasoning.
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Although Granberg and Olsson’s (2015) study provided insightful results on
collaborative problem solving, it used a decontextualized task. In the current study, therefore, I
sought to investigate the role that collaboration could play in enhancing students’ mathematical
reasoning during collaborative problem solving in a context that connects the students’ out-ofschool experiences (miniature golf) and within school experiences.
Summary of the Literature Review
This chapter addressed four main bodies of literature in mathematics education. These
include mathematical reasoning, collaborative problem solving, the role of context in
mathematics learning, and meaningful learning. While these bodies of literature do not fully
pertain to all parts of the current study, they, nevertheless, play an integral part in situating the
main problem under investigation. For example, while the literature on learning in context may
not be extensively seen in the analytic procedures (Chapter 4), the data used in the study
involved students working in a setting that connected the students’ real-life (out-of-school)
experiences and within-school experiences. Thus, some mathematical interpretations that the
students made may draw from their daily life experiences and the literature from that body
helps the reader understand the context of the original study. For purposes of characterizing
mathematical reasoning, it is important for the nature of arguments made to be determined. For
example, certain interpretations of fractions in everyday life settings are different from the
interpretations in formal mathematical settings (within school). One example that comes out in
the data is when students argue that a quantity is half just because it is not full.
The review has revealed gaps in various areas regarding mathematical reasoning. First,
despite the fact that most people in mathematics and mathematics education use the term
mathematical reasoning, this term is in fact not well defined epistemologically and that people
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often use the term with the assumption that everyone understands what it means. The result of
this is uncoordinated research studies and policies that are difficult to implement. In the current
study, I sought to use a definition of mathematical reasoning advanced by Lithner based on
decades of studies on meaningful learning and student difficulties in mathematics learning. In
the development of this definition, definitions offered by other scholars have also been
considered. I believe that studying mathematical reasoning from this perspective contributes to
efforts that seek to make research in the area of mathematical reasoning synchronous.
Second, although there are studies documenting students’ solutions of mathematical
problems in informal (out-of-school) contexts and in formal (in-school) contexts, there are
significantly fewer studies that seek to investigate how the two forms of mathematics
complement each other. Furthermore, these strategies are only concerned about general
learning outcomes and do not pay particular attention to particular aspects of learning such as
forms of reasoning. The current study, therefore, seeks to address this knowledge gap by
investigating students’ forms of reasoning while engaged in a learning mathematics in a
context that connects in-school and out-of-school contexts.
Third, the literature review indicated that although there is sufficient knowledge on the
role of social contexts in mathematics learning, there is not enough literature on the nature of
these social contexts in regard to mathematical reasoning. Part of the reason for this is, as cited
earlier, a lack of a common definition of mathematical reasoning. For example, while we know
that working in groups to learn mathematics has positive outcomes in general, not much is
known about how individual differences contribute to individual students’ and groups’
reasoning. Another aspect that emanates from the literature is that it could be difficult to tell
when group members are involved in cooperation instead of the more desirable collaboration.
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The current study, therefore, sought to find out how students’ forms of reasoning could be
impacted when engaged in genuine collaboration as defined.
In order to address the gaps identified, I seek to use part of the existing data collected
through National Science Foundation-sponsored grant (RED-9550147) awarded to Dr.
Joanna O. Masingila under the Faculty Early CAREER Development Program. The NSF
grant funded a project called “Connecting In-school and Out-of-school Mathematics
Project”. The next chapter provides a detailed description of this project as well as other
methodological considerations in this study.
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
Research Design
The main goal of this study was to investigate students’ mathematical reasoning in a
context that connects the students’ out-of-school and in-school experiences and how such
reasoning is influenced by various components. Specifically, I seek to answer the following
research questions:
1. What forms of mathematical reasoning do middle school students exhibit when
engaged in various design aspects of miniature golf holes?
2. How does collaboration influence middle school students’ mathematical reasoning
while designing miniature golf holes?
In order to answer the above research questions, I used qualitative methods to analyze
secondary data collected in a project called Connecting In-school and Out-of-school
Mathematics Practice (CIOMP). Specifically, I used document analysis methodology on
classroom audio/video transcripts and students’ written artifacts (journal reflections and daily
worksheets). I analyzed four audio/video transcripts from different lessons each with a length
of about an hour. The page range for each transcript was 12 – 20 pages and the total number of
pages was about 70. For every student participant, I also analyzed about 1 page of written work
on four episodes for a total of 24 pages. Similarly, I examined about 1 page of journal
reflection writing for every student for a total of 8 pages. Thus, I examined a total of 34 pages
worth of written artifacts. According to Corbin and Strauss (2008), document analysis is a
powerful method that allows a scientific examination and interpretation of existing data such as
the one used in this study in order to draw meanings and to make conclusions. The CIOMP
was an NSF-funded project and was originally conducted by my advisor, Dr. Joanna
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Masingila, over a six-month period involving students at a middle school in a suburban school
district in the northeastern United States. In the next section, I provide a description of the
project, its goals, and the methods through which data were collected. I end the section by
illustrating how most of the CIOMP data as was collected suits the goals of this study by
analyzing a small chunk of the data using the analytic frameworks adopted for this study.
Connecting In-School and Out-Of-School Mathematics Project
The major goal of the CIOMP project was to understand how middle school students’
mathematical practices in out-of-school contexts and in-school contexts could be integrated in
order to promote their mathematics learning. This project, conducted in several phases,
investigated the cultural artifacts and conventions that students used in making meaning of
mathematical ideas using Saxe’s (1991) framework. The framework has three major
components that include (a) goals emerging during activities, (b) cognitive forms and functions
constructed during these activities, and (c) interplay among different cognitive forms. Saxe
(1991) used this framework to demonstrate how out-of-school cognitive forms could be used in
doing in-school problems and vice versa. In this framework, social interaction is seen as an
important component in the formation of emerging goals. This idea of social interaction is also
relevant to the current study and is seen as one aspect that could impact students’ mathematical
reasoning. Specifically, the second research question in the current study seeks to determine
how interaction, herein called collaboration, influences students use of various forms of
mathematical reasoning.
Mathematically Rich and Interesting Context
In the first year of the CIOMP project, data were collected from six sixth-grade students
who volunteered to participate in the study. The data were collected through activity sampling
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with electronic pagers and logs, field observations on each student in out-of-school contexts,
interviews with students about logs and observations, logs kept by parents and students, and
interviews with students and parents about the logs and their activities. The aim of this initial
phase of the project was to determine the kinds of activities in which students engage in out-ofschool contexts and to determine which of the activities were mathematically rich for use in
mathematics classrooms.
In consultation with the teacher (Mrs. S.) teaching the classes from which the students
were drawn, the team agreed on miniature golf as a suitable activity to use. Mrs. S. provided
useful input in making this decision since she had extensive knowledge of her students as well
as the curriculum that she taught. The team chose the miniature golf context because (a) it was
familiar to all the six respondents, and (b) it was thought to be one in which all the students in
the school would have some experience. Since cultural relevance is one of the theoretical
foundations on which the current study is based, having the students engage in a familiar
context (in this case, miniature golf) is in line with the study. I chose geometry for two
reasons: (a) geometry is among the topics that students struggle with the most, and (b) most
proofs at the school level - these involve a great deal of argumentation - come from within the
geometry strand. The next section explains the design principles of the teaching experiment.
The data that I will use to answer the above research questions come from this teaching
experiment.
The Teaching Experiments
The teaching experiment for the CIOMP project was designed following the principles
of Saxe (1991b) on constructing classroom practices with students’ out-of-school features.
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This framework was used by Saxe (1991b) in constructing a thematic board game in which
students took the role of treasure hunters. In this class,
(a) mathematics was not a target of instruction; (b) mathematics learning served the
accomplishment of pragmatic objectives; (c) artifacts shaped the form of emergent
mathematical problems; (d) emergent problems displayed a range of complexity
levels; (e) individuals played an active role in problem formation; (f) the solutions
of mathematical problems were valued for their coherence, not for the correct use
of rigidly prescribed procedures. (pp. 18-19)
As mentioned earlier, the preliminary phase of the project involved collection of data
on out-of-school activities that students found interesting and that were mathematically rich.
The selected activity (i.e., miniature golf) was then used to construct a classroom practice on
geometry and measurement. In this teaching experiment, students were asked to design a
miniature golf course with each pair of students designing a hole. Some of the challenging
mathematical ideas (emergent goals) that appeared to emerge as students engaged in the
project include:
a. Measuring the length of curved sides;
b. Measuring “bumps” (i.e., partially submerged cylinders) on a hole;
c. Representation of three-dimensional figures in two dimensions;
d. Figuring out the measurements that they needed and how to use the measurements to
locate a cup on a hole;
e. Determining lengths of diagonals on scale drawing;
f. Understanding that measurement involves estimation and error;
g. Integrating their intuitive ideas with new learnings and use of tools;
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h. Measuring the circumference of the base of a cone; and
i. Developing language to articulate their emerging ideas about scale drawing and how it
relates to the original object.
These goals emerged at several points during the project. The first goal (measuring
length of curved sides), for example, emerged on Day 2 of the teaching experiment when the
research team and the students visited an indoor recreation center that had two miniature golf
courses. During this visit, the students were given directions to take measurements and makes
sketches so that someone could use those sketches to build holes just like the original ones.
The challenge of measuring curved sides was common among all groups. These emerging
goals and the strategies that students used to achieve them formed the basis for classroom
discussions. Data obtained from such discussions were valuable in characterizing and
determining the forms of reasoning that student used as well as the role of collaboration in
bringing out various forms of mathematical reasoning.
The control groups. There were six classes involved in the CIOMP project. Three of
the classes (the teaching experiment) explored and learned ideas of geometry and measurement
using the miniature golf context as described above while the other three (control) were taught
by other teachers following more traditional (textbook driven) approaches. Although the
teachers for the control class taught in the spirit of the Standards, the classes did not have the
feature of out-of-school contexts as designed by the researcher. The focus of the current study
was exclusively on students in the experimental class and thus does not make comparisons
with students in the control group.
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Participants and Data Sources
Although the CIOMP project was large in scope, data were mainly collected from
sixteen students. These students were distributed across six different classes, three of which
were experimental (miniature golf geometry) while the other three were control (traditional,
textbook-driven geometry). One of the experimental classes was accelerated while the other
two were not accelerated. Table 1 provides a summary of the classes:
Table 1. Summary of classes
Teacher
T1

Content

Type of
class
Regular

Trad.
Geometry
T2
Trad.
Regular
Geometry
T2
Trad.
Accelerated
Geometry
T3
Golf
Regular
Geometry
T3
Golf
Regular
Geometry
T3
Golf
Accelerated
Geometry
KEY: F = Female; M = Male

Data Source
3 students (1F, 1M; 1 Resource); pre- and postinterviews
3 students (1F, 1M; 1 Resource); pre- and postinterviews
2 students (1F, 1M); pre- and post-interviews
3 students (1F, 1M; 1 Resource); pre- and postinterviews
3 students (1F, 1M; 1 Resource); pre- and postinterviews
2 students (1F, 1M); pre- and post-interviews

The data in the original study were collected from these participants in various forms.
The first tool used was face-to-face interviews (pre- and post-intervention) with two to three
students from each of the six classes. The pre- and post-intervention interviews were
approximately 10 weeks apart. Since the pre-intervention interview was too long and could not
fit one class period, it was split into two parts and administered at different times. The second
source of data was daily video- and audio-taped records of four case study students and their
partners during the experiment. Other data sources were (a) pre-, during-, and post-unit
interviews with the four case study students, (b) copies of all work from all students in the
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three teaching experiment classes, and (c) video- and audio-taped records of the three
experimental class lessons over 18 days.
For the current study, I analyzed the data from classroom audiotapes (transcripts) as
well as students’ written work. The focus was on the work of four pairs of students who
worked together throughout the project. These students were (pseudonyms): Andrew and
Chris; Sonia and Milly; Marco and Marcus; and Sharon and Katie. The teacher/researcher was
Dr. Joanna, who was assisted by a research assistant (RA Rapti) and one of the teachers (Mrs.
S). It is worth noting that although Mrs. S did not intentionally create environments that
connect students’ in-school and out-of-school experiences, she, nevertheless, taught in the
spirit of the Standards and engaged students in constructing mathematical knowledge. What
was added to the classroom learning environment in the original study was the design of the
connected in-school and out-of-school context. The principal researcher, the research assistant,
and Mrs. S collaborated in lesson preparation. In the next section, I provide the tools and
frameworks that I used to analyze these data.
Data Analysis
This section is broken down by research question. I describe how each research
question was answered by providing a description of the analytic frameworks as well as the
specific data sources from the broader CIOMP project that were used. Since I analyzed
existing data, I also provide a few examples of how the analysis tools that I employed were
used for each research question.
Research Question 1
To answer this research question, I analyzed students’ written work and classroom data
(small group and whole class discussions) in the form of lesson transcripts from the
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experimental group. I entered the transcripts in a qualitative data analysis software
(MAXQDA) and then coded them using constructs from Lithner’s (2008) framework for
mathematical reasoning. According to the framework, one of the most important components
in characterizing reasoning is the nature of argumentation that is made in justifying claims.
Hence, it was imperative that I be able to establish a way of identifying these arguments from
students’ work and classroom contributions. The fact that students in the CIOMP project
worked in pairs in an environment that encouraged explanation of their thinking during lessons
and in written work made it possible to identify both written and verbal arguments made in
support of their strategies and claims. Furthermore, the students chosen for participation in the
study had been identified by their teachers as being “fairly articulate”.
The first step in Lithner’s four-step procedure of characterizing student reasoning is to
identify the emergency of problem states as students work on a given mathematical activity.
Problem states are situations that arise during mathematical activity that students may need to
address as they proceed with the main activity. Following the problem states are three other
steps that include strategy choice (e.g., recalling, constructing, guessing, discovering, etc.),
strategy implementation (executing the strategy to find a solution), and conclusion (a final
solution is reached, or new problem state emerges that is not explored further). Following the
above categorization, I identified arguments (written and/or spoken) made in support of
strategies and/or claims and used them in characterizing the kind of reasoning that the students
used. Whenever argumentation was not provided or whenever provided statements did not
seem to qualify as argumentation, I used my own judgement and experience as a mathematics
teacher to infer them based on their written work and/or prior discussions. Based on their
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nature, the argumentation led into one or more of the following categories which I referred to
as reasoning forms:
a. Imitative reasoning (IR): This form of reasoning is characterized by arguments
advanced based on surface properties or non-mathematical properties. Surface
properties, according to Lithner, are properties that have “little or no relevance in a
specific situation” (p. 6) and are usually unstable and not sufficient to consider
when justifying a mathematical claim. For example, when deciding which one of
the two fractions 9/15 and 2/3 is bigger, considering only the sizes of the individual
integers is a surface property while considering the quotients is an intrinsic
property. Whenever it was possible, I further categorized IR arguments as implying
algorithmic reasoning or memorized reasoning. Algorithmic reasoning (AR)
involves arguments that imply complete reliance on an algorithm or formula to
solve a problem without evidence of using the algorithm in novel ways. AR can be
further broken down into familiar AR or delimiting AR. Familiar AR happens when
there is evidence suggesting that the same algorithm has been used before in class
or in another setting, but the user is unable to explain why it works. Delimiting
algorithmic reasoning on the other hand happens when a reasoner tries to choose
one from two or more algorithms in a particular situation. In this case, the reasoner
is unable to determine what algorithm to use and why. Therefore, delimiting AR
may lack supportive arguments. Imitative reasoning characterized by arguments
indicating complete recall of a solution could be categorized as memorized
reasoning. For the current study, the main focus was on determining the reasoning
forms used as being either IR or CMR, the subcategories of IR were not a major
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part of the study and may not be presented in much detail. However, a mention of
such categories is made from time to time.
b. Creative Mathematical Reasoning (CMR): Whenever the arguments provided were
determined to be (a) based on intrinsic mathematical properties of the components
involved in a given reasoning sequence, and (b) implied novelty (creation of a “new”
strategy or recreation of a forgotten one) then the reasoning was categorized as
CMR. Intrinsic mathematical properties are the foundations on which arguments that
lead to CMR are anchored. Figure 5 provides a graphical illustration of the
framework described above.

Figure 5. An overview of reasoning types (adapted from Lithner 2008)

Provided next is a step-by-step breakdown of the analytic procedures used in the study to
develop the findings.
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I first parsed the lesson transcripts from the classroom audiotapes into episodes
according to mathematical activity and the idea in focus. In order to achieve this goal, I closely
examined the lesson transcripts and determined when the instructor focused the discussion
away from one idea to the next. Next, I determined the presence (or lack) of a problem
situation as required by the analytic framework described above. It is important to note,
however, that presence of a problematic situation does not necessarily mean higher forms of
reasoning (e.g., CMR) will be used. Unlike in problem solving, CMR or IR can occur with or
without the presence of a problematic situation. Therefore, for further analysis, I considered all
episodes for which students engaged in rich discussions whether or not the students met a
problematic situation. I determined the presence of a problematic situation from the students’
verbal responses and/or contributions during the classroom discussions as well as from their
written work whenever possible.
Following the parsing of episodes as described above, I used students’ verbal
contributions during the task solving process in class with their partners as the main data
source for determining the forms of reasoning that they engaged in. As pointed out earlier, the
students were also given daily worksheets which they completed in pairs in class and or at
home whenever they did not complete them within the scheduled class time. I used these
written works alongside the verbal contributions in class as a way of determining the
implementation of their discussed strategies. The discrepancies in students’ class-determined
strategies and their implemented strategies (in worksheets) were minor and did not affect the
overall reasoning used (at least in class). Apart from using the written work to determine
strategy implementation, the work proved vital in determining strategies and arguments for
pairs that were not able to finish their work in class. Although most of the tasks in the
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worksheets asked the students to explain their work and provide justification for their
strategies, there were some cases in which the students did not do this. This lack of explicit
argumentation made it difficult to determine the students’ reasoning forms. As indicated
earlier, I inferred the students’ argumentation in a sensible manner based on available
information.
In the students’ audio transcripts, there were interjections (scaffolds) by the teacherresearcher from time to time in form of questioning, making suggestions, asking students to
explain their work, among others. While these interjections were important in bringing out the
reasoning, they were not a focus of the study. Therefore, these interjections are not analyzed
any further. It is worth noting, however, that these interjections were well-measured and did
not provide the students with solutions. When such interjections provide solutions, then, we
would have a kind of imitative reasoning known as guided reasoning.
In the next step, I used Lithner’s characterization of arguments as either being anchored
in intrinsic mathematical properties, or surface properties/non-mathematical properties to
determine the nature of the arguments in as described above. As indicated earlier, some
arguments were directly provided in students’ contributions during task solving in class while
others were implied in their written work. Whenever arguments were anchored in intrinsic
mathematical properties, such properties were provided regardless of whether the arguments
were directly provided or implied in students’ written work. Some examples of mathematical
properties that some arguments were found to be anchored in were fraction equivalence and
general number sense (more detail in chapter four and Appendix C).
In the final step, I made a determination of the form of reasoning used by the
participants as either IR or CMR. Whenever evidence was available, IR was further
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subcategorized into other forms as explained earlier. It is worth noting that most of the
argumentation happened during strategy choice phase and hence some sections of the
transcripts that were coded as strategy choice were also coded as argumentation.
A visual representation summarizing the analytic procedures is provided in Figure 6.
This figure also provides more information on how the students’ work in small group, whole
class, and in written artifacts was integrated in characterizing the forms of reasoning used.

Figure 6. Summary of analytic procedures
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Figure 6 shows that the first step was to examine the work of each small group (pairs) in
order to determine the strategies used, justifications offered, and conclusions reached, if any.
Small groups either had complete solutions or incomplete solutions. In both cases, I went
ahead to double check the pairs’ contributions during whole class discussion as well as
examine their written work, including for complete solutions with incomplete/no
argumentation. In all of these cases, it was still possible to characterize reasoning directly but
double checking with written artifacts and whole class discussion was necessary just in case
the reasoning sequence changed course. The red arrow connecting “partial/no argumentation”
to “characterize reasoning” means that I had to rely on inference to determine the forms of
reasoning.
Whenever there was no conclusion reached by the students in their small group work, I
followed the pairs to the whole class session to examine any contributions they made. If they
contributed, I examined the contributions in light of the whole class discussion as well as their
written work before characterizing their reasoning. If, on the other hand, there were no
contributions made, I assumed that they agreed with what was discussed in class and hence
examined the whole class discussions as if the discussions were theirs. I also double checked
their written artifacts before characterizing their reasoning, although there were a few cases
(e.g., incomplete or no work shown on written artifacts) where I characterized reasoning
directly.
Illustration of Analytic Procedures
Research Question 1. Below is an example illustrating how I used the model
proposed above to analyze the data in order to answer the first research question:
Episode 1 (Not a full episode):
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I parsed the episode in this illustration from the classroom data in which the class was
discussing various considerations (e.g., measurements) that one would need to take into
account in order to reproduce a miniature golf hole when given its scale drawing. The
mathematical activity (or task) in focus for this episode is how to locate the position of the cup.
The cup was measured to be 3 feet from the top corner and 3 ½ feet from the bottom corner
(see Figure 7). It was 3 inches in diameter.

Figure 7. Locating the hole.
The below conversation is only a small section of the episode and can be regarded as a subtask
within a broader task of reproducing the hole. The beginning of the episode would be the point
when the instructor introduced the idea of reproducing the hole while the end would be the
point where the instructor led the class to a different idea during the class. That would be a
long conversation and I chose not to include it here as the below section is enough for the
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purpose of illustration. The presented excerpt is from the work of only one of the pairs (Marco
and Marcus).
Marcus:

Yeah. How did you get where the hole [cup] was?

Marco:

Um, it was kind of hard because it is like 30 in. like that. And so, you
had to find where 30 in. meets, where 3 boxes meet. Oh, it should be
right there.

Marcus:

I think what she wanted us to do was with the protractor, like 30 in. is
equivalent to 1½ in. which is 3 boxes on this one. So, 1½, take your
protractor, go right on there.

Marco:

Right there.

Marcus:

Stick it like that. Go around like that.

Marco:

Oh, yeah.

Marcus:

And then the same thing on the other side and then where they meet.

Illustration of Analysis for Research Question 1. The first step is to assess the
problem state for task solvers. The conversation in the excerpt above suggest the presence of a
problematic situation. Marcus asks his partner Marco, “how did you get where the hole [cup]
was?”, an indication that he did not have an already known strategy to solve this task. Marco
on his part responds by stating that “it was kind of hard”, an indication that he also faced some
difficulty solving the task. He then goes ahead to state what he thinks should be done but still
Marcus appears to cast doubt on his partners suggestion. In determining the students’ used
strategy, it is important to consider their written work (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Marco and Marcus’s written work for locating the cup.
The next step is to determine the students’ strategy choice and implementation. From
Marco and Marcus’s written work in Figure 8, it is evident that their strategy involved using a
pair of compasses to construct two intersecting circles. They then took the point of intersection
as the location of the cup. There is further evidence for this from the classroom data above
where one of the students stated that “And so, you have to find where 30-inch meet, where 3
boxes meet”. The other student extended this idea by suggesting that they use “a protractor”
[pair of compasses] instead of counting boxes [squares].
From the classroom data, it appears that the students talked about drawing two circles
of the same radius (30 inch each). From their written work however, it is immediately
noticeable that the two circles as suggested by the duo in class cannot be of the same radius.
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The students might have noticed that this is in contradiction to the distances as measured in the
rough sketch (from the top corner to the cup and from the bottom corner to the cup are 3 ft and
3.5 ft respectively) and adjusted that error. Doing this, however, did not change the overall
strategy used. Rather, it points to a possible presence of verificative argumentation- a kind of
argumentation where students seek to check the validity of their strategies.
After strategy choice and implementation, the next step is to determine the conclusion
reached by the students. From the above discussion of Marcus and Marcos’s solution, we see
that they located the cup as the point of intersection of the two circles and labeled it as “cup”.
This is what counts as the final answer to the task of locating the position of the cup and hence
marks the end of the reasoning sequence.
The final step is to characterize the form of argumentation and hence the reasoning
form used. In characterizing the pairs’ reasoning, I examine any arguments that the students
may have made. This is done by focusing on the pair’s conversation (classroom data) during
strategy choice. However, since the written work does not provide written arguments, this is a
typical case where I made reasonable inferences if possible, from the written work as explained
earlier. In order to do this meaningfully, it is imperative that a connection is made with the
available classroom data.
The statement “And so, you had to find where 30 in. meets, where 3 boxes meet”
indicates that the students recognize the importance of the point of intersection as a way of
determining the location of the arc. However, from their classroom data and even written work,
it is not easy to determine the argumentation for this strategy. The students’ use of the strategy
appears to rely on trying to recall what they might have seen or heard in a discussion of a
similar (or perhaps the same) problem in another setting. This is evident when Marcus says, “I
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think what she wanted us to do was with a protractor [pair of compasses], like 30 inch is
equivalent to 1 ½ inch which is 3 boxes on this one”. The intrinsic property that would be
expected in this case is an understanding of radii of circles as well as properties of intersecting
circles. For example, when two circles with radii r1 and r2 intersect, there are two points of
intersection and the distance from one center to any of the two points is the same.
Although Marcus and Marco recognized that there would be two points of intersection
and that they only had to take one of them (the one in the figure) there is no evidence
suggesting that they understood the intrinsic properties of intersecting circles described above.
According to Lithner’s framework explained above, an important characteristic of creative
reasoning is argumentation that is based on intrinsic mathematical properties of the involved
components as opposed to surface properties. Marcus and Marco’s work above does not
provide argumentation, yet their written work suggests that they were only trying to recall what
they might have seen in another setting. As a result, their reasoning on this task is categorized
as IR. Furthermore, since there is evidence of recalling a full procedure, the reasoning is
further categorized as memorized reasoning.
It is important to note that the various components of this reasoning may have been
informed by the fact the students were working in collaboration. Therefore, the ideas that are
generated and agreed upon as the pairs worked in collaboration were attributed to both
students. This is one of the new ways through which I used Lithner’s framework in this study.
As pointed out earlier, most use of the framework in the existing literature views reasoning as
individual activity that is not affected by external factors (e.g., collaboration). This study
considers how working in collaboration and various forms of input by others may impact the
forms of mathematical reasoning used; an issue that I explored in the second research question.
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The next section illustrates the analytic procedures that I adopted for the second research
question.
Research question 2. Just like the first research question, this question was answered
by exclusively focusing on the collaborative work of the students in the teaching experiment
group. I used Roschelle and Teasley’s (1995) framework for analyzing collaborative task
solving followed by a description of how such collaboration influenced the reasoning as
determined in the first research question. Roschelle and Teasley’s framework allows
examination of interactions among participants when engaged in collaborative problem solving
with respect to the idea of a “joint problem space (JPS)” (p. 69). A JPS is, according to
Roschelle and Teasley, made up of “emergent, socially-negotiated sets of knowledge elements
such as goals, problem state descriptions, and actions” (p. 69). The following are some of the
dimensions in this framework that I used in understanding the nature of student collaboration
and its possible influence on the forms of mathematical reasoning used:
The first component of the collaboration framework is turn taking. Roschelle and
Teasley’s (1996) framework suggests that the basic elements of turn taking include various
discourse units like questions, acceptances/agreements, disagreements, and repairs. I used
these elements as the a priori codes for the turn taking category. It is important, however, to
point out that some of these codes were determined to be, in most cases, serving more than one
purpose. Whenever questions were asked, for example, it was determined that sometimes they
served as a way to disagree, or as a call for ideas into the JPS (e.g., what do you think? How
did you do this?) or both. Similarly, not all disagreements happened through questioning; in
some cases, disagreements happened by someone just introducing a different idea that is in
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contrast to the idea with which they disagreed. In short, I closely examined instances of this
kind in order to determine the appropriate code to use in light of their context.
Acceptances/agreements on the other hand were identified in two ways. The first was
when a group member does not challenge the suggested idea (e.g., by remaining quiet) or when
they explicitly say that they do agree. A second way used alongside the first involved
examining the corresponding written work of students that worked in the same pair and/or in
the same class. This was done in order to determine whether the strategies that the students
supposedly agreed to were actually used as they were discussed in their pair or in class as a
whole.
According to Rochelle and Teasley, the flow of turns is used as a measure of the extent
to which participants understand each other and develop common understandings of the
problem. Generally, smooth turns indicate higher collaboration among participants. Since I was
interested in the role of collaboration in influencing forms of reasoning, I focused more on
smooth turns and investigate how these smooth turns and the actions around the turns
contributed to the various parts of the students’ reasoning (especially argumentation).
The next component of the framework is referred to as socially distributed productions
(SDPs). These are kinds of turn taking where an idea begins with one member and then the
next member takes it up and develops it in various ways such as providing suitable examples or
giving the idea a new dimension altogether (these are referred to as extensions; they are not
necessarily disagreements). SDPs spread over interrelated goals and are hence effective ways
of producing shared knowledge among participants (Rochelle and Teasley, 1996).
I examined how SDPs contributed to the developing of the participants’ strategies
and/or the arguments and hence forms of reasoning. An example of where SDPs impact
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reasoning is when one student suggests an argument in support of a certain strategy that is in
turn taken up by the next student (with whom the originator of the idea is in collaboration) who
then improves the argument (e.g., by providing further examples or even rephrasing using
better mathematical language). If the original argument is based, for example, on memorized
procedures or non-mathematical properties and is hence weak, the next student may improve it
in the ways suggested above. It is also possible for the collaborator to extend the argument in
such a way that anchors it even more firmly in the non-intrinsic properties. If the originator of
the idea being debated gets convinced by the extension (whether positive or not) and accepts it,
then, SDP is said to have successfully influenced their shared reasoning. There are, of course,
other variants of the above scenario.
Another important component of Rochelle and Teasley’s framework is repairs. Repairs
are the means by which collaborators seek to fix problems with communication and
disagreements in the group. When repairs are successful, “mutual intelligibity” (Roschelle &
Teasley, 1995; p. 78) is high. Repairs are characterized by intense negotiations that may be
about content or even procedures. In using the CIOMP data, I investigated repairs associated
with various parts of mathematical reasoning. I focused on repairs that happened around
solution strategies as well as around argumentation. In general, repairs happen whenever a
group member accepts (and uses) ideas that are different in some way from the ones they
originally held, meaning that they were convinced. In using ideas or strategies that are different
from their originally suggested ideas, it was necessary to establish that these students had not
only accepted the different ideas proposed by their collaborators but also understood them.
One of the ways through which I did this was to refer to the students’ written work.
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A final component of the framework is called narrations. These are the ways (verbal)
through which collaborators monitor each other’s actions and interpretations during task
solving. Through narration, collaborators are able to recognize differences in their
understandings. These differences often make the grounds for repair hence leading to shared
understanding. Narration may be equated to the idea of metacognition in individual task
solving in which one is always seeking awareness of their ongoing problem-solving process by
monitoring their own work. The difference in this case is that narration is done by both oneself
and other persons while collaboratively solving the same task. Narration can happen around
problem understanding, strategy choice/implementation, and even argumentation. Therefore, in
a successful collaborative setup, narrations are often present throughout the task solving
process and will often trigger other aspects of collaboration such as repairs. In this sense,
therefore, narrations would inform the form of mathematical reasoning that students engage in.
Although these were not directly observed or coded in the data, they were always occurred
implicitly.
Illustration of Analysis of Research Question 2. Since the second research
question sought to determine the role of participant collaboration in their mathematical
reasoning, I used two of the four episodes analyzed for the first research question. These two
episodes were chosen because they had complete classroom data and written work. This meant
that it would be possible to examine the establishment of a JPS and other collaboration
processes described above. It is worth noting that, unlike in research question one where it was
possible to infer strategies and, in some cases, argumentation by using students’ written work
only, determination of the above aspects of collaboration could not be done without classroom
data. Therefore, the two student pairs that provided data for answering the second research
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question were able to complete the task under consideration during normal classroom time. As
for the other two pairs, their incomplete work had to be done out of class and hence not
entirely useful for answering the second research question. Only when collaboration is
successful did I follow up an episode to determine the impact on reasoning.
Below is an example of how I used the analytic model described above to answer the
second research question. For consistency purposes, I chose to use the same episode as the one
used in the illustration of research question one above. For this case, however, the focus is
more on collaboration than reasoning since the reasoning part had already been determined.
Marcus:

Yeah. How did you get where the hole [cup] was?

Marco:

Um, it was kind of hard because it is like 30 in. like that. And so, you
had to find where 30 in. meets, where 3 boxes meet. Oh, it should be
right there.

Marcus:

I think what she wanted us to do was with the protractor, like 30 in. is
equivalent to 1½ in. which is 3 boxes on this one. So, 1½, take your
protractor, go right on there.

Marco:

Right there.

Marcus:

Stick it like that. Go around like that.

Marco:

Oh, yeah.

Marcus:

And then the same thing on the other side and then where they meet.

Several codes relating to collaboration are present in the above snippet. These include
suggested idea, questioning, disagreement, acceptance, and extensions. The first line “How did
you get where the cup was” was coded as questioning since Marcus seeks to know how his
partner solved the problem of locating the cup. Questioning, according to Rochelle and
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Teasley’s framework is an aspect of turn taking. Marco then responds by suggesting a method
of locating the cup. This response will be coded as suggested idea which falls under the
category of SDPs according to the framework. At this point, a Joint Problem Space (JPS) is
said to have been initiated since the students have a common goal of finding a strategy for
locating the position of the cup.
In responding to Marco’s suggested idea, Marcus appears to take it up but then gives it
a new dimension by suggesting use of a protractor instead of counting boxes. He backs his
response with a statement that appeared to suggest that this is how the instructor would like the
task solved. I coded Marcus’s response as both an extension and disagreement because, in part
(the tool) he is disagreeing with his partner and in part he is agreeing (the overall strategy). On
his part, Marco agreed to Marcus’s response when he said, “Oh yeah”. This part was coded as
agreement and repair. Finally, a look at Marco’s written work suggests that he used this
strategy as suggested. This was a case of successful repair.
From the above conversation, we see that Marco’s solution (and hence reasoning) was
influenced by the fact that he worked in collaboration with Marcus. This happened in at least
two ways. First, he identified that it was hard to find the meeting point and when the idea of
using a pair of compasses was suggested, he took it up (repair) and used it. Furthermore, he
seemed to understand this idea at least in the form in which it was presented to him. This is
evident from the fact that he was able to modify it to fit the situation by not using the same
radii of 30 inch as was suggested by his partner. On argumentation, the pair did not provide
much argumentation for why this method works. If anything, they both agreed that it is how
their teacher wants it done and used that fact as the only possible argument. Hence, the
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reasoning in this case (designated as IR) was influenced by the kind of collaboration that led to
the above shared argument which was not based on any intrinsic mathematical properties.
Development of Findings from Analysis
I used the analysis processes described above to analyze the work of eight students
(four pairs) involved in the major CIOMP study. These were the students that participated in
the experiment group and that had been identified by their teacher as fairly articulate.
I identified four mathematical activities on the concept of area that I used as a guideline
to parse the classroom transcripts into episodes described earlier. These ideas correspond with
certain parts of students’ written work and classroom discussions. The ideas include:
1. Area of a right triangle
2. Area and similarity
3. Area by decomposition - higher polygons (octagon)
4. Area of irregular shapes (shapes with non-straight edges)
Following the analysis of the data, the findings are presented in two ways. First, I
present detailed descriptions of the episodes and the accompanying tasks as well as the
rationale for selecting those episodes. This is followed by a determination of the reasoning
forms as explained earlier in order to answer the first research question. The process is then
repeated for the second research question but with a focus on collaboration. Finally, I used
tables to present the summaries of the findings for the study. More information is provided
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 – Results and Findings
Introduction
In this chapter, I present the results and findings of this study. The two research
questions that I sought to answer were: (1) what forms of mathematical reasoning do
middle school students exhibit when engaged in various aspects of designing miniature
golf holes?, and (2) how does collaboration between and among students influence the forms
of mathematical reasoning used? The chapter is split into two parts. In the first part, I provide a
an overview of the data and episodes that I analyzed, and the results and findings for the first
research question. In the second part, I review a subset of the data from the first part, but with a
focus on student collaboration to answer the second research question. In each of the parts, I
provide an overview of the analytic framework as well as a rationale for my choice of the
episodes I analyzed.
Part 1: Forms of Mathematical Reasoning Used by Students
In order to answer the first research question stated above, I analyzed data from the
following four episodes parsed from classroom data and students’ written artifacts from the
larger corpus of data from the study in the miniature golf context:
1. Episode 1: Area of the triangular part of a miniature golf hole
2. Episode 2: Similar figures and area
3. Episode 3: Area of an octagonal miniature golf hole
4. Episode 4: Area of an irregularly shaped miniature golf hole/figure
I named the episodes based on various features that the tasks in the episodes possessed.
For example, although the main task in the first episode had the shape of a pentagon, the
students subdivided it into two parts (a triangle and a rectangle) before proceeding. I selected
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their work on the triangular part because of the rich discussions in which the students engaged.
This also informed the naming of the episode as “area of a triangular part of a miniature golf
hole” (more detail in the next section).
In determining the form of reasoning used by each pair of students in the episodes listed
above, I applied Lithner’s (2007) analytic framework for mathematical reasoning in several
ways. First, I read through the transcripts of each pair’s work multiple times to understand
their solution. Whenever necessary, I consulted their written work to gain more insights into
their work. I then determined the nature of the task given to the students as either posing a
problematic situation or a non-problematic situation. I regarded a task as problematic
whenever the students did not seem to have prior knowledge (memorized or otherwise) of the
solution strategy. This would mean that in solving the task, the students engaged in problem
solving as defined by Schoenfeld (1992). Problem solving was, however, not my focus in this
study. A non-problematic situation, on the other hand, occurred when students appeared to
know the solution to the task beforehand and thus engaged in what is referred to as exercise
(Schoenfeld, 1992).
After establishing the nature of the task to each pair, I determined their strategy choice.
Strategy choice refers to the methods that the students suggest (and use) for solving a given
task whether in a problematic situation or a non-problematic situation. Third, I looked for
portions of students’ work that provide argumentation in support of the strategies used. In
some instances, argumentation and strategy choice happened at the same time and thus I coded
such portions of the transcript with multiple codes. Finally, I characterized the anchoring of
such argumentation as either being anchored on intrinsic mathematical properties or surface
properties/non-mathematical properties. It is this last step that I then used to determine the
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forms of reasoning the students used. The next section has the practical application of the
analytic details described, beginning with a description of each episode and the rationale for
selecting the episode as part of the analysis.
Episode 1: Area of the Triangular Part of a Miniature Golf Hole
The episode of the area of the triangular part of a miniature golf hole was part of a
larger task in which the students were given a scale drawing of a miniature golf hole (Anne’s
hole) and asked to determine its area. This happened a day after the students had visited an
indoor miniature golf course (Fun Scape), examined several miniature golf holes, and had
discussed various aspects of the holes, as well as collected data (by way of various
measurements) for use in other future lesson aspects of the geometry unit. Anne’s (a fictitious
student) hole had the shape of a concave irregular pentagon as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. A scale drawing of Anne’s miniature golf hole.
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While working on this task, all students described the hole as a combination of two
geometrical shapes, that is, a rectangle and a right triangle. Thus, their solutions were done in
two parts, that is, the area of the rectangle and the area of the triangle. Before working on this
task, however, the teacher-researcher led the class in rich discussions about area with a focus
on defining it and determining how it can be measured. Over the course of the discussions,
they agreed to define area as “the number of square units enclosed inside a figure” and
determined that one of the ways of measuring area is to split up a region into equal-sized
squares and then count them. One of the interesting and thought-provoking issues that came up
during the discussions was whether area has to be flat. This was, however, not explored since it
was above the students’ grade level and was not the focus of the lesson. It should be noted that,
although Anne’s hole was depicted on paper to be flat, in real-life context, golf holes may not
be flat. It might be interesting to know if the fact that the students visited a place with a
miniature golf course and took several measurements of their own influenced the students in
raising this issue.
Since the rectangular region appeared split into a countable number of squares, the
students found this part fairly easy to complete. In fact, some of them came up with (and used)
the area of a rectangle formula (𝐴 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ × 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ). They were able to see the connection
between the dimensions and the total number of squares in a rectangular part of the hole. The
triangular part, however, posed a significant challenge to the students and led to intensive
discussions among themselves. Several strategies emerged during the discussions.
I chose to analyze this episode for two reasons. First, since the students engaged in
extensive discussions while working on the task and provided argumentation in support of their
strategies, it would be easier to determine their reasoning more accurately (Lithner, 2008).
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Second, I saw the fact that many different strategies were used as an indication of different
ways of thinking about the same problem and that it would be appropriate to account for them.
I chose to call this episode “area of the triangular part of a miniature golf hole” because, as
stated earlier, that is how the students perceived the problem. It would be possible to find the
area of the trapezium to the lower side of the hole (the “empty” part) and then subtract it from
the area of the whole rectangle, but none of the student pairs used this method.
Having defined area as the number of square units enclosed in a [plane] figure, this task
seemed to pose difficulties stemming from the fact that some of the squares were split in two
parts of different size with one part inside the triangle and another outside. Regardless of how
the students looked at it, there were always non-rectangular parts. While some students settled
on estimation, others appeared to discover even more accurate methods to handle this task. In
the next section, I provide the work done by each of the four groups by illustrating students’
problem situation (problematic or non-problematic), strategy choice/implementation, and the
argumentation in support of their strategies. Finally, I offer a characterization of the nature of
students’ argumentations based on whether they are anchored in intrinsic mathematical
properties, surface properties, or non-mathematical properties and a determination of the forms
of reasoning for all pairs.
Sharon and Katie
Problem situation: A problematic situation in task solving, according to Lithner
(2008), occurs when “it is not obvious” (p. 257) to someone on how to proceed with solving a
task. A problematic situation does not have to occur at the beginning of solving a task. Rather,
it can occur in the middle, or even when someone is nearly done with the task. For their part,
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Sharon and Katie faced a problematic situation in solving the area of a triangular part of a
miniature golf hole right at the beginning as illustrated in the excerpt below:
Sharon:

This one is harder because it doesn’t have a whole unit.

Katie:

Yeah, but it is like, it is pretty much split in half, right?

Sharon:

No.

Katie:

Yeah, never mind.

Sharon:

So, we have to use area. We have to know the right dimensions
because there is no other way to find out. There are 20 whole
squares and some more like parts.

In this conversation, Sharon and Katie do not appear to have prior knowledge of finding
the area of a triangle. Although they had already solved the rectangular part, Sharon exclaims
that “this one is harder because it doesn’t have a whole unit”, meaning that some of the squares
in the triangle are only partly covered. The initial strategy suggested by Katie is that the
wholes are split in half. However, on noticing that this was not true she says, “never mind” and
immediately resorts to search for a more “appropriate” strategy. It was not clear what Sharon
meant by the statement “we have to use area. We have to know the right dimensions because
there is no other way to find out”. Perhaps she was thinking of finding the three sides and use
them in some way. Sharon and Katie’s strategy choice (and implementation) was influenced by
discussions in the whole-class setting and is illustrated in the next section.
Strategy choice and implementation: By the time the whole-class discussion was
started, Sharon and Katie had not decided on a strategy. Therefore, I shifted my focus to what
they said during the whole-class discussion, but could not find their contribution either in the
transcript. Consistent with Roschelle and Teasley’s (1995) framework and other studies on
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students’ collaborative work in mathematics (e.g., Francisco, 2012; Stephan & Rasmussen,
2002 ), I assumed that Sharon and Katie agreed with the strategy presented by Vicky since they
did not challenge it. In support if this move, Francisco (2012) states that “an idea was regarded
as agreed upon if it was used [in class] and no one challenged it” (p. 424). Vicky’s strategy
was based on square counting and estimation as illustrated in the excerpt below:
Vicky:

Well, okay. We totaled up those rectangles and put the [inaudible] and
totaled up that. Then you count like the ones on the bottom and if
they were more than half then you would have it, but if they were
less than half, then you wouldn’t.

Dr. Joanna:

So, let me repeat it and see if I am saying it right. Up here you
decided to make this a rectangle. You counted those squares.

Vicky:

Right.

The students solved the rectangular part of the problem by counting the number of
squares and then figured that they could use some version of the same strategy for the
triangular part. In their strategy, they chose to focus on the segment (the hypotenuse side of the
triangle) cutting across the squares and if a square was more than half-covered to the inside of
the triangle, they would regard it as a whole square. Squares that were covered less than half
were not counted. Figure 10 illustrates Sharon and Katie’s implementation of their strategy.
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Figure 10. An illustration of Sharon and Katie’s strategy
The blue-checked squares are squares that are more than half covered and thus were
counted, but the red-checked squares are less than half covered and thus were not counted.
This is what the students meant when they said that “if they were more than half then you
would have it, but if they were less than half, then you wouldn’t.” The area of the triangular
part, therefore, according to the strategy would be the total number of full squares that are
inside the triangle (18 of them) and the total number of estimated full squares from the halves
(6 of them). One can ask the question “why would this strategy work?”. In the next section
(argumentation), I provide Sharon and Katie’s answer to this question.
Argumentation: Sharon and Katie argued in support of their strategy by saying that the
area lost by not counting the red-checked squares would “even out” with the area gained by
counting as full squares the blue-checked ones. The excerpts below illustrate this:
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Dr. Joanna:

So, let me repeat it and see if I am saying it right. Up here you decided to
make this a rectangle. You counted those squares.

Vicky:

Right.

Dr. Joanna:

Then down here you would count all the ones on the triangular part and
if they included more than half of the square you counted it and if it
didn’t, like this one here, it is not half and you didn’t count that one.

Vicky:

Right.

Dr. Joanna:

And your idea was that it would even out so you would get an idea.

Vicky:

Right.

Dr. Joanna:

I mean a good number. Okay. Seth?

By observing Figure 10 it indeed appears that the students worked on the assumption
that the total area of the partial squares on the inside of the triangle would equal the total area
of the partial squares on the outside of the triangle. This is what informed their idea of evening
out. This strategy looks similar to the idea of rounding off decimal numbers where we often
round up numbers when the last digit in the decimal is 5 of more and round down when it is
less than 5. Using this thinking, a number such as 3.6 would be rounded up to 4.0 while a
number like 3.4 would be rounded down to 3.0. We observe, in this example, that the sum of
the two unrounded numbers (3.6 + 3.4) is indeed 7.0 just like the sum of the two rounded
numbers (4.0 + 3.0). It is worth noting, however, that this strategy may be less accurate in a
case with numbers such as 3.2 and 3.6. Here, one would round the numbers to 3.0 and 4.0
whose sum is 7, but the sum of the unrounded numbers is 3.2 + 3.6 = 6.8, hence leading to an
undercount by 0.2. Using this strategy, therefore, gives an estimate with a fairly wide range of
accuracy compared to the actual area. It is worth pointing out that in a stricter situation, it
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would be required that this assumption be proven. However, such a requirement was not
necessary in this situation. The students used the assumption as an argument for not counting
regions that were less than half-covered and counting regions that were more than halfcovered. Unlike this task, a later episode (episode 4) gives the students a task with an irregularshaped miniature golf hole with more squares that are covered beyond one half than ones that
are less than half-covered. For that task, counting or not counting squares in this manner would
lead to a large deviation from the area.
Marco and Marcus
Problem situation: Just like Sharon and Katie, Marco and Marcus did not have a
known solution strategy at the time they started working on the task. The following excerpts
confirms this:
Marcus:

Yeah, and then figure this rectangle out, the area.

Mrs. S.:

Do you know how to find the area of a triangle?

Marcus:

Not really.

Marco:

The problem with that, there is no problem with that, but how would you
count like these little microscopic ones.

When Mrs. S. asked if they knew “how to find the area of a triangle”, Marcus
responded by saying “not really”. The challenge is further highlighted by Marco when he noted
that “the problem with that ... how would you count like these little microscopic ones?” By
“microscopic ones”, the student appeared to be referring to the small triangular pieces formed
by the hypotenuse side of a tringle cutting across the squares. While they would not have a
problem with the part that is covered with full squares inside the triangle, it would be
problematic to account for the area covered by the non-square pieces. The task of finding the
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area of a triangle in this case, therefore, posed a truly problematic situation for Marco and
Marcus.
Strategy choice: Marco and Marcus’s strategy was similar in some ways to that of
Sharon and Katie and involved square counting. This is illustrated in the excerpt below:
Mrs. S.:

Well one strategy, one thing you could do is count it, right? You
could obviously count it. What would you do with these, if you
are counting with these boxes that are not full boxes?

Marcus:

Well, you can sometimes, if you look, you will have like one real
small segment and one real large segment and sometimes you can
put them together to make what one full segment would be. A lot
of times that happens like on this one.

Christina:

Right. We did do that. Here is 14 and here was 6. Then what we
did was for the bottom part, the diagonal part, we found out the
whole squares and the part squares and then matched them up
together to make a whole square.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay, so like here there is this part used, maybe it would go
together with that part over there to make a whole square. Okay.
Dana?

Mrs. S.:

Dana, I can’t hear you back here, I am sorry.

Dana:

You couldn’t do it because after a lot more squares, it wouldn’t
look the same.

In this whole-class conversation, we see that the students were inspecting the squares
and pairing up any two partly filled squares that looked like they could make a whole into a
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full square (see Figure 11). For example, the partly filled squares labeled 1 are paired together
as the first full square while the partly filled squares labeled 2 are paired together and counted
as the second full square, and so on. In total, therefore, there are 24 full squares obtained by
taking the sum of the six constructed squares and the 18 full squares that are fully inside the
triangle.

Figure 11. An illustration of Marcus and Marco’s strategy.
Although this strategy seems similar to Sharon and Katie’s, there is a fundamental difference
between the two. While Sharon and Katie’s strategy considered any partly covered square as 1
square if it is more than half-covered and 0 if it is not, this strategy requires pairing up the
squares. In other words, regions that are less than half-covered are not ignored. A possible
difficulty, however, that Marco and Marcus could face in using their strategy is a case where
there is an odd number of partly covered squares or a case where the squares are partly covered
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such that it is not possible to pair the squares into full squares by mere inspection. For Sharon
and Katie, one can say that they would just count squares that are more than half-covered as
full squares and otherwise zero. This strategy would work (not necessarily leading to accurate
answers) regardless of whether the number of partly covered squares is odd or even. A possible
challenge for Sharon and Katie, like earlier mentioned, would be how to deal with squares that
are exactly half-covered.
Argumentation: In arguing for their strategy, Marco and Marcus suggested that their
strategy works because the small [segments] and the large ones would add up to make a whole
square. From Figure 11, we notice that for each partly covered square region inside the
triangle, there is another partly covered square region outside the triangle such that the two
regions appear to make a whole square. When asked to explain how they knew that the two
squares make a whole, they responded as follows:
Dr. Joanna:

How could you prove that, or how could you show that? Marcus?

Marcus:

Well, when you look at like the little portions of squares, you see
that you have two very tiny portions on one of the triangles and you
also have that on another one. Or you have one tiny on one and
one on the other and when you look, it is almost probably exactly
the same. You can kind of tell by just looking.

This argument seems to rely on mere inspection of the extent of coverage. No
“mathematical” justification is offered other than just “looking”. Furthermore, the strategy, in
general, is limited in the sense that it may not work for a case with an odd number of partly
covered squares or a case where all squares are covered beyond or below half. It appears,
however, that it can be used to address the challenge of exactly half-covered squares that
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Sharon and Katie’s strategy of counting or not counting depending on the extent to which
squares are covered may not properly address. Marcus and Marco would simply join every two
half-covered squares to make whole squares and count the total equivalent wholes to get the
area. Just as in the case of the claim by Sharon and Katie, Marcus and Marco used the pairing
idea presented above as an argument for their strategy and hence did not justify it any further.
Furthermore, they did point out some reasons for using it such as the fact that one region
looked smaller and the other larger. In a later section, I describe how this claim indicates that
the argument is anchored in mathematical properties.
Andrew and Chris
Problem situation: Andrew and Chris found themselves in a problematic situation at
the beginning of this task just like the other student pairs. While counting squares on the
rectangular part was easy, they claimed that “the president’s head” (the triangular part) was
challenging since “it is not all even”. The excerpts below illustrate Andrew and Chris’s
problematic situation as they tried to solve the task:
Dr. Joanna:

Can you figure that out? ... What is your strategy?

Chris:

What do you think?

Andrew:

Just count these. No square units. Oh, it is just the amount of square
units. You just count it, like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Chris:

Then how do you get in here, though? You have to measure without the
president’s head, but the other stuff. It is harder to measure because it is
not all even.

RA Rapti:

It is not all even. How would you find the squares there?
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Chris:

Um, like some of them are split in half, like that is split in half. That one
is in half, that is in half, that one is in half.

RA Rapti:

How about the ones that are not completely in half?

Chris:

I don’t know.

When Andrew suggested that they should count “the amount of square units”, Chris, in
reference to the triangular part, interjected by saying that “it is harder to measure”. Chris
pointed out that “some of them are split in half”, but others are not. Noticeably, all the squares
crossed by the hypotenuse of the triangle are either more than half-covered or less than halfcovered. It appears that these students’ use of the term “half” in this situation corresponds to
partial, but greater than half. As it will be illustrated later in episode 4 (area of an irregularshaped hole) this assumption can lead to large deviations from the area. When RA Rapti asked
them what they would do with squares that are “not completely in half” (i.e., less than half
covered), the students did not appear to know the answer to that, a further confirmation that the
task, indeed, posed a problematic situation to this pair.
Strategy choice and implementation: Although Andrew and Chris’s strategy was not
fully developed by the time the whole class discussion was called, it is possible to infer what
their strategy would be if fully implemented. Their strategy was to count the number of full
squares covered inside the triangle and then estimate the squares covered more than half as half
triangles. If this were to be implemented, it would lead to an answer of 21 square units since
there are 6 “half” squares (squares covered more than half) and 18 full squares. This strategy is
similar to Sharon and Katie’s strategy.
Argumentation: Andrew and Chris’s argumentation can be inferred from their
strategy. Although their strategy does not seem to account for the squares that are less than
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half-covered, one can argue that the fact that they are underestimating the area of squares that
are more than half covered as whole would lead to a more serious error. Their use of the term
“half” in this case seems to draw from one of the daily uses of the term in which not much
emphasis (except being more than half) is made on the exact fraction in question.
Sonia and Milly
Problem Situation: This pair, just like the rest, appeared to face difficulty with
determining the area of the triangular section of the golf hole. The excerpts below illustrate
this.
Sonia:

Maybe you multiply two of the sides of the triangle, but would you
multiply the two largest or the two smallest or the two extremes?
Or would you just multiply the average, or would you multiply all
three?

RA Rapti:

Okay, so are you trying to think of the triangle as being sort of like
a rectangle in some ways?

Sonia:

Yeah.

RA Rapti:

How is it sort of like a rectangle?

Sonia:

They are both polygons. They all have straight sides. They both
have areas, but we don’t know what the area is. I wonder ...

Sonia and Milly had learned the formula for finding the area of a rectangle and were
wondering if they could use some version of the formula to find the area of a triangle. At one
point, Sonia suggested (incorrectly so) that they could multiply two of the three sides of the
triangle in order to find its area. She was, however, unsure of which two sides to multiply.
They considered similarities between triangles and rectangles and wondered how the two
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relate. At some point, they suggested that since both are polygons and “have straight sides”
there must be a relationship between their areas. They did not, however, seem to know how to
find this relationship. This suggests that this task posed a problematic situation for the pair.
Strategy Choice and Implementation: After grappling with the idea of multiplying
two of the three sides, they finally appeared to find a way to relate the area of the triangle with
the area of a rectangle as illustrated in the excerpts below:
Sonia: Well, it looks like two of them would make a rectangle, so if we
did double that …
Milly: Yeah, yeah.
Sonia: It would be 4 times 3, so 4 times 3 divided by 2.
Milly: Yeah. No, no.
Sonia: Yeah, it would be 4 times 3.
Milly: Divided by 2.
Sonia: No, not divided by 2 because we are doing averages.
Milly: No, divided by 2 because we would be finding the area of this
rectangle. We have to draw it this way. So, the whole area is 20.
Sonia: No, yeah, 6 plus 14, or 20. Yeah.
Milly: Thank you. Oh, she got it.
Dr. Joanna: Okay, I have heard several different strategies. What is,
somebody tell me one strategy for finding the area of this hole.
Justine?
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This strategy involves, first, making a rectangle out of the triangle such that the length
of the rectangle equals the length of the longer leg of the triangle as shown in Figure 12.
Second, the students found the area of the rectangle and then divided it by two.

Figure 12: Sonia & Milly’s strategy: forming a rectangle with the triangle.
Argumentation: Milly and Sonia argued that their strategy of forming a rectangle with
the triangle and then dividing by two would work because the “two of them (the triangles)
would make a rectangle”. The idea of using the area of a rectangle as a way of finding the area
of the triangle seemed to arise from the fact that they had just learned about area of a rectangle.
This is one of the pairs that figured out that to find the area of a rectangle – multiply the length
and the width. This saved them time that would otherwise be spent counting all the squares in
the rectangle. In this task, however, dividing the area of the new rectangle by two in order to
get the area of the triangle assumes that the two triangles are congruent. When pushed by the
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researcher to explain how they knew that the two triangles are actually congruent, the students
seemed to struggle. Although one would expect the students to be able to see that, by
construction and by the fact that there is a shared side, the two triangles have the same
dimensions and hence are congruent, this was not the case. Instead, the students argued that if
you cut out the two triangles along the diagonal and then place them on top of one another,
they would fit exactly meaning that their areas are exactly the same. While this explanation
may not be regarded as mathematical, it is nevertheless a way of justifying.
Forms of Reasoning Across the Four Groups. The results presented above on the
various students’ solution strategies and argumentation illustrate deep engagement with the
problem as well as use of different novel strategies. Although some of the arguments that
students put forward in support of their strategies may not be considered fully mathematical,
they could, nevertheless, be an indication of creative reasoning that often forms the basis of
more precise methods and hence a deeper understanding of mathematics. For a reasoning
sequence to be categorized as creative, there must be complete or partial argumentation (direct
or inferred) in support of a used strategy. Furthermore, the argumentation must be based on
intrinsic mathematical properties as explained in the previous chapter.
In Sonia and Milly’s strategy, for example, an important intrinsic mathematical
property that came out is the relationship between a right triangle and a rectangle. The idea that
a diagonal divides a rectangle into two congruent triangles is a fact that many people take for
granted, perhaps because the idea is used so often in school mathematics and some daily life
situations. This was, however, not the case for Milly and Sonia who discovered it at least
informally. While mathematicians would use congruence theorems such as Side-Side-Side
(SSS) or Side-Angle-Side (SAS) to prove this, Sonia and Milly suggested a non-formal method
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of cutting out the triangles and then placing them on top of one another. Although this nonformal method of proof may not be acceptable among mathematicians, it is nevertheless
important that the students were able to recognize the importance of “proving” that the two
areas are the equivalent. Without this, the idea of dividing the area by two would not make
sense conceptually.
Milly and Sonia’s strategy (and argument) was equivalent to the popular and often
misused formula among middle school students for finding the area of a triangle, that is A = ½
(base) x height. Studies (e.g., Huang & Witz, 2011) have shown that many middle school
students tend to use this formula without understanding it conceptually. The end result of doing
this is that students use the formula even in situations that are not appropriate such as when the
triangle is not right-angled. In their solution, there was no evidence that Milly and Sonia had
knowledge of this formula. If they had been introduced to this formula previously, it is highly
likely that they had forgotten it. Hence, it can be argued that they constructed their solution
from scratch. Their arguments for dividing the area of the rectangle by two in order to obtain
the area of the triangle was based on the intrinsic mathematical properties of diagonals of a
rectangle and triangle congruence. As a result of this work, Sonia and Milly were able to
generate new knowledge for themselves as opposed to having it handed down to them by
someone else (e.g., an instructor or peer). I thus categorized this form of reasoning as creative
mathematical reasoning (CMR).
Sharon and Katie, on the other hand, used a strategy based on square counting and
estimation. In their strategy of taking squares that were partly covered beyond half as full
squares and squares that were covered less than half as empty/uncovered squares, the students
were using the intrinsic mathematical property of rounding off decimal numbers into whole
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numbers as earlier explained. This rounding may have been motivated by the fact that they
learned and defined area as the number of square units and worked with shapes (e.g.,
rectangles) that were split into a whole number of square units that could be easily counted.
Although this may appear to be a form of content fixation (Haylock, 1997) to whole
numbers, the students did seem to rise above it by attempting to make sense of their answer
and recognizing that their answer was only an estimate. Rounding off is an acceptable
mathematical procedure especially when one is doing estimation. Estimation is, indeed, an
important mathematical skill that is applied widely in real life situations. In school
mathematics, this property is often used only in the context of numbers and therefore, the
students’ ability to use it in the context of geometry illustrates flexibility of thought and to
some extent creativity. As stated above, Sharon and Katie’s and Andrew and Chris’s
arguments were based on intrinsic mathematical properties of rounding off and I therefore
categorized it as CMR.
Like Sharon and Katie, Marcus and Marco’s strategy was based on estimation.
However, they did not argue for their pairing up of smaller regions and bigger regions of partly
covered squares into wholes. Although they did not provide any justification for pairing the
pieces in this manner, the students seemed to understand the concept concerning creating
wholes from parts. Specifically, they appeared to understand that a region that is less than halfcovered must be paired with one that is more than half-covered in order to make a whole (in
this case a square). In terms of fractions or decimals, it can be argued that these students have
an understanding of fractions as parts of wholes and addition of fractions. Furthermore, these
students argued that their pairing method was based on “just looking” and therefore recognized
that their answer would, as a result, be only an estimate. They did not seem to realize that their
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method actually led to the exact answer. Nevertheless, since their arguments were consistent
and based on intrinsic mathematical properties of fraction and decimal addition as explained
above, I categorized their reasoning as CMR.
Finally, Andrew and Chris’s strategy of regarding partly covered squares as halves if
they were more than half-covered appeared to rely on one of the daily uses of the term “half”
as described earlier. This argument is anchored in non-intrinsic mathematical properties and
the reasoning of this pair is thus characterized as imitative reasoning.
Episode 2: Similar Figures and Area
In this episode, the students’ task was two-fold: first, they were asked to come up with
a way of determining when two figures are mathematically similar and then find the actual
ground area of Anne’s hole whose scale drawing was presented in episode 1. The first part was
done in class while the second part was done out of class as homework submitted by each
student. Although there were slight differences between the work of the students that worked
in the same group, the work was in the same direction. This could be an indication that
collaborative work, as encouraged in the class, continued out of class. The in-class discussions
focused on the measurements that could change and those that must stay unchanged for similar
figures. In their discussions of this task, they used Anne’s scale drawing and imagined the
actual hole on the ground. For this episode, I present the results for the four groups together
since most parts of the discussion was conducted in a whole-class setup. Furthermore, the
students’ ideas had much in common.
Problematic situation: Generally, each of the four pairs appeared to have difficulty
with this task. They appeared to struggle when asked to tell when two or more figures could be
said to be mathematically similar. Although in the discussions the students brought up the idea
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of measuring angles and sides, they still did not seem confident about how these measurements
could be used to explain mathematically and determine similarity between figures. The
conversation between the teacher-researcher (Dr. Joanna) and Marcus and Marco below
exemplify this scenario of a problematic situation as described.
Dr. Joanna:

Which are the exact same measurements that if you measured on your
scale drawing, they would be the same? And which ones are different?

Marcus:

Did you get that?

Marco:

I think that, well, the angles are the same. Like all the angles would be
the same.

Marcus:

That I do know. But I think that like if you, like ... in our scale, from like
this point A to point B, that would equal like the 50 inches, so I mean,
like .... But like the angles are the same. That I do know. It just fell off.
But like ....

In this snippet, Marcus and Marco seemed to know that angles do stay the same, but
they appeared unsure about what happens to the sides. Similar uncertainty was evident in the
work of the other groups. Sharon and Katie, for example, brought up the idea of “the shape of
it” staying the same “except for smaller”. It was not clear to this pair how angles and sides on
the drawing relate to angles and sides on the actual hole and hence shape preservation.
Katie:

Oh, yeah. Well, the shape of it is the same, except for smaller.

Sharon:

But it is still the same shape, just not size.

Katie :

Yeah.

As the discussion progressed, Sharon and Katie as well as the rest of the class were able
to figure out the relationship between angles and sides for similar figures and how these
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measurements relate to shape preservation. This became their strategy for determining similar
figures.
Strategy choice and implementation: In suggesting possible solutions to this problem,
all student groups seemed to recognize that distances and angles would be useful
measurements to consider. They suggested that if two figures are similar, then, all angles on
the figures have to be congruent but distances may not be congruent. The question of how the
distances change whenever they do was also discussed and appeared to pose some difficulties
among the groups as witnessed in the excerpts below:
Marco:

I think that, well, the angles are the same. Like all the angles
would be the same.

Marcus:

That I do know. But I think that like if you, like ... In our scale,
from like this point A to point B, that would equal like the 50 inches,
so I mean, like .... But like the angles are the same. That I do
know. It just fell off. But like ....

Dr. Joanna:

The ninety-degree angles stayed the same? Others? Sonia?

Sonia:

The one thirty and the one thirty three angles.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay, anybody disagree with saying those? Okay. Anybody have
anything else to say that did stay the same? Okay. Which things
changed? Grant?

Grant:

The thirty inches got shorter.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay, so when they measured the 30 inches there, how many inches
did you really make it? How many units did you really make it on
your scale drawing?
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Grant:

Three.

Dr. Joanna:

Three. So, you didn’t draw thirty inches All right. Justine?

From this snippet we see that the first thing that these students would do in checking for
similarity is ensuring that all angles are the same. Justine’s suggestion that “two lines that are
parallel on the main figure must be parallel on the drawing” is further evidence for this
assertion. Second, the students recognized that distances became shorter but argued for a while
on the issue of how short. Over the course of the discussions, the students came to a conclusion
that sides must change proportionately. For example, since 30 inches on the ground becomes 3
units on paper, 50 inches on the ground should become 5 units on paper (more description
provided under argumentation). No student challenged this strategy and therefore I took it to be
an agreed upon strategy for all groups. In the next section, I provide the argumentation for this
strategy of determining similarity.
Argumentation: Preserving shape was a key component of the students’ arguments for
their strategy of reducing distances and keeping angles the same. Most of the students
indicated that distances are to be reduced and seemed to be intuitively aware that this does not
happen arbitrarily. For example, given that 30 in on the hole was drawn as 3 units on paper, the
researcher probed further by asking if it would be okay to draw 50 in on the hole as 7 units on
paper. The following responses came from Marcus and Marco’s class:
Dr. Joanna:

The angles didn’t change, but I think that everybody agrees that
the measurements we made on the scale drawing are a lot
smaller.… If we make this 30 inches side - make it represented by 3
units, could we represent this 50 inches side by 7 units?

Marcus:

No.
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Dr. Joanna:

No, why not? Dana?

Dana:

Because that would equal 70 inches.

Here, the students were arguing for why a consistent scale must be maintained for all
the distances. Dana, for example, noticed that drawing 50 inches as 7 units on paper would be
wrong since 7 units would be an equivalent of 70 inches. The students suggested that the scale
“must be the same”. As illustrated in the next excerpt, the students were able to notice that
failure to maintain a consistent scale would cause problems such as having shapes that do not
look the same.
Dr. Joanna:

Okay, it wouldn’t be in the same scale, would it? So, once you have
a scale, you have to make sure that everything is consistent with
that. What would happen if we didn’t use the same scale for all
parts of the drawing? Jennifer?

Jennifer:

The lines would be like bigger or smaller than they are supposed to
be.

Dr. Joanna:

And do you think it would end up looking like the hole?

Jennifer:

No.

Dr. Joanna:

No, it wouldn’t really look like the hole.

S3:

Also, the lines might not even connect at all.

Apart from noticing that the figures would look different, the students also realized that
“some lines might not connect at all” and that one would not end up with a polygon (a polygon
must be closed). This is especially true if a line that was supposed to be, say, 80 feet on the
hole is drawn on paper as 4 units when working with the same scale as above.
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Written work on similar figures: One of the problems given to the class at the end of
this lesson (worksheet 3) required the students to identify a triangle that would emerge if the
triangle in Figure 13 were to be enlarged or reduced. It is worth noting that none of the
triangles provide any side lengths or angle measures. Hence, it is expected that the students
would have to move beyond mere memorization and be able to apply what they know. They
would have to study the figures and make estimates of the angle measures and side lengths of
the original triangle and then do the same for the available options in order to find a possible
answer.

Figure 13. Identifying similar figures.
All students chose the first triangle (triangle a) for their answer. This triangle (a correct
answer) does indeed look similar to the original triangle after enlargement. Although neither
side lengths nor angle measures were provided, it appears that the students went by what they
had learned in class in making this choice. They likely estimated the measures of the angles
(perhaps side lengths as well) on the original triangle and on each of the provided options as
their first step. Doing this would, however, have made them notice that triangle c is also
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similar to the original triangle only with a different orientation. Since they did not notice this,
it is likely that the change of orientation made them not to see triangle c as similar. Another
possibility is that the students stopped searching as soon as they found their first answer.
Connection to area: In the second part of this episode, the students were asked to find
the area of Anne’s original hole using the scale drawing. The worksheets had scale of ½ unit =
1 foot written on them, but the instructors asked the students to change that to 1 unit = 1 foot.
Since this task was solved out of class, I used the students’ written artifacts in order to
understand their work.
Notably, the students did not seem to face any problematic situation on this task.
Perhaps this is because the most important idea in solving the task (similarity) had been
extensively discussed in class. The students had even worked on the area of Anne’s hole on a
scale drawing in a previous class (episode 1). The only difference here was that they were
required to find the area of the actual hole from the drawing. Surprisingly, although the
students had used different strategies for finding the area of the triangular part of Anne’s hole
(the scale drawing version) in episode 1, their strategies in this episode were all the same. They
found the area by extending the triangle into a rectangle, found its area and then divided by
two. It is possible that this strategy (used only by Sonia and Milly in episode 1) was able to
convince everybody else. It could also be due to the fact that during the class wrap up the
instructor emphasized this as an accurate strategy for finding the area of a right triangle.
On strategy choice, most students computed the area of the scale drawing and took it to
be the actual area of Anne’s hole. Despite the fact that they were asked to explain their work in
this task, three pairs of students did not provide clear explanations and/or justifications for
their work. The students who made attempts to provide written explanation only appeared to
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mention the steps that they took in solving the task. It was, therefore, difficult to know if they
used the provided scale or not (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Marco and Marcus’s solution.
Perhaps it could have been easier to tell if the students used the scale or not had the
original scale (½ unit = 1 foot) been retained. A common understanding of area measurement
among many students is that it is measured in square units. Although this is true, sometimes
students face difficulty when required to convert from one area unit to another or to find
equivalent area measurements on similar but different-sized shapes. Only one pair (Milly and
Sonia) appeared to use the provided scale in a consistent and clear manner (see figure 15).
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They did this by first finding equivalent measurements in feet on the hole and labeled them
appropriately on their drawing and then computed the area. Just like the other groups, they got
an answer of 20 square feet, with the difference being that they worked with the linear
measurements of feet right from the beginning.

Figure 15. Sonia and Milly’s solution
Forms of Reasoning Across the Four Groups. Although most of the time the
students’ arguments on the first part of the task were not based on proper mathematical
language, they nevertheless were anchored in intrinsic mathematical properties involved in the
study of similarity. For example, ensuring that one stays consistent in the use of a given scale
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for all sides of a figure when enlarging or shrinking it indicates knowledge of linear scale
factor and its used in similarity and in scale drawing. It is important to point out that although
this idea may look trivial at face value, it is nevertheless a big idea especially when it comes
from learners that have not yet been introduced to this idea in school geometry. Thus, the
students generated new and important mathematical knowledge for themselves. Since the
arguments provided, as indicated above, were based on intrinsic mathematical properties, I
categorized students’ reasoning in the first part of this episode as CMR.
On the second part of the task, most students appeared to take for granted the fact that
they had been given a scale. From the earlier description, they did not argue for how the
provided scale would be used to find the area of the actual hole. Their strategy of finding the
area of the scale drawing had been discussed in detail in recent classes and it appeared that
they repeated what they had done previously. Therefore, although they got the correct answer
for the area of the actual hole, the fact that they did not make a connection between the already
learned idea of similarity and their strategy for finding the actual area of Anne’s hole illustrates
that this task was only performed as an exercise. This form of reasoning is therefore imitative
since the reasoners did not create new knowledge for themselves and/or use an already learned
idea in a new way. Since the current problem looked very close to the earlier problem, they
only appeared to use recalled knowledge to solve the current problem. More specifically, the
part of the task where students used the idea of extending a triangle into a rectangle and then
dividing by two in order to find the area of the right triangle was done by guided imitative
reasoning since it had been discussed during the whole class discussion of the task in episode
1.
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By converting the side lengths of the drawing into the side lengths of the actual hole
before proceeding, Milly and Sonia were trying to “stay consistent” in use of the scale in order
to reproduce an exact figure but larger. In their written work, therefore, these students
imagined the actual hole first and then computed its area as opposed to a case where they
would compute the area of the scale drawing and then try to convert it into the actual area
using the provided scale. Using this method, it is reasonable to argue that if the scale had
stayed ½ unit = 1 foot as originally printed on the paper, Milly and Sonia would still have
gotten the correct answer for the area of the actual hole. This, however, could not be
guaranteed for the other three groups who just computed the area of the scale drawing and then
affixed the units (square feet). Sonia and Milly used what they knew in a new context and
provided arguments for the same based on intrinsic mathematical properties of similarity. They
converted the measurements on the drawing into equivalent measurements on the actual hole
and then computed the area of the actual hole. I thus categorized their form of reasoning in this
task as CMR.
Episode 3: Area of an Octagonal Miniature Golf Hole
The task in this episode was part of nine tasks that were discussed for the day. There
was a long worksheet that ended up being split in two (worksheets 9 and 9A) according to
difficulty. The tasks in worksheet 9A, as stated by the teacher-researcher, were easier while
those in worksheet 9 were more challenging. The classroom discussion was structured such
that the students discussed the tasks in worksheet 9A before those in worksheet 9.
The task that was discussed in this episode was from worksheet 9A (the easier ones).
This task required students to find the area of a miniature golf hole that had the shape of an
irregular concave octagon shown in Figure 16. However, unlike the problem in episode 1 and 2
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above where the holes were embedded in square grids, this problem had no grid. Therefore, the
method of counting squares that most students had used earlier would not be of much help in
solving this task unless the students decide to introduce a grid of their own. Doing this, of
course, would still be problematic in many ways. Furthermore, more efficient strategies had
already been discussed in several whole-class sessions by this point.

Figure 16. Octagonal miniature golf hole
All students appeared to use the same strategy in solving this problem. The strategy involved
subdividing the figure into several regions that included rectangles and a triangle and then
computing the areas of the smaller regions individually. Since the students’ work was using the
same strategic process, I present their results together as opposed to the case by case analyses
done in episode 1. I start the next section by presenting the students’ problem situation,
followed by strategy choice/implementation, and finally argumentation.
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Problem situation: Although the research team announced that this task was among
the most challenging ones for the day, it did not appear to pose any significant challenge to the
students. For example, as soon as Milly and Sonia finished reading the problem, they
immediately started working on the solution as illustrated in the following snippet.
Sonia: Find the area of the miniature golf hole shown below. Leave a paper trail.
Milly: Start right here.
Sonia: Yeah. Then ...
Milly: Here, I’ve got a ruler.
Milly’s statement “start right here” came immediately after they were done reading the
problem. This signals that the students already knew what they wanted to do and how they
would do it. The end that Milly signaled was the part that looked like a 2 foot by 2 foot square.
I can assume they chose to begin with this because it was “easier” to do. Their progress to the
other regions also shows that they finished pretty quickly. Similarly, when Andrew and Chris
read the problem, they immediately appeared to recall solving similar problems as illustrated in
the excerpts below:
Andrew:

Find the area of the miniature golf hole below. Leave a paper trail.

Chris:

I hate these!

Andrew:

They are bad.

Chris:

They take so long. If you don’t write in complete sentences, they
give you a minus.

Andrew:

Oh, well ....

Chris:

I’ve experienced that.

Andrew:

I’m sure you have.
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Andrew’s claim that this type of tasks “are bad” and Chris’s affirmation that “they take
so long” is an indication that they had worked on similar tasks previously and already know
how to solve them. Furthermore, they even seemed to know how their teacher grades this and
similar types of tasks. Hence there was no problematic situation for these two. Marcus and
Marco on the other hand exclaimed that “this is easy!” as soon as they were done reading the
question. Like the rest of the group, Sharon and Katie immediately started their solution after
reading the problem. The problem in the current episode did not, therefore, pose a problematic
situation for any of the students.
Solution strategy and implementation: All four pairs started their solution by
subdividing the octagonal hole into simpler and familiar geometrical shapes whose areas they
knew how to find. Although the groups subdivided the hole into rectangles and a triangle, it is
worth noting that they did this differently. This did not, however, change the fact that the
problem appeared easy to them. They all got the same answer. For example, Milly and Sonia
started by subdividing the hole into four sections that they labeled A, B, C, and D as shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Milly and Sonia’s solution.
After labeling, they started off by finding the area of rectangle A (perhaps because the
dimensions were clearly labeled) by multiplying the sides followed by rectangle B, and C. For
the triangular part, they multiplied the height and the base and then divided by 2. It should be
noted that this is the same strategy that this pair used in episode 1.
Andrew and Chris on the other hand, subdivided the hole in the same manner as Sonia
and Milly but labeled the regions using the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 with 1 being the triangular
section (see figure 18). Just like Sonia and Milly, they used the area of a rectangle formula for
the rectangular part.
Notably, Andrew and Chris did not use this formula in episode 1. They likely learned it
from their colleagues especially since it was presented in whole-class discussion as indicated
earlier.
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Figure 18. Andrew and Chris’s solution.
On finding the area of the triangular part of the hole (region 1), Andrew and Chris used the
idea of finding the area of the full rectangle as shown in the extension and then dividing it by
2. It should be noted that this is not the way they solved the earlier similar problem in episode
1. I conclude that, just like the students learned the formula for the area of a rectangle, they
learned this new method of finding the area of a right triangle from their peers who used the
method from the beginning and/or from the whole-class session for episode 1 during which the
method was discussed.
The other two pairs (Sharon/Katie and Marcus/Marco) used the same methods as above.
Surprisingly, no pair saw the figure as part of a whole in their strategy. When regarding this
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figure as part of a whole, the students would do much less work. For example, if the figure
would be completed into a whole (a rectangle), then one would only need to compute the area
of the missing two rectangles and a triangle and then subtract it from the area of the whole
rectangle. Another possible strategy would be viewing the region as a trapezoid and then
subtracting the area of the two missing rectangles from the area of the trapezoid.
Argumentation: Although from the students’ classroom discussion transcripts there
was minimal predictive or verificative argumentation offered, it can be concluded that the
argumentation was done implicitly. Students’ choices and decisions during the task solving
process are, in most cases, informed by some reason or reasons that may or may not be stated.
In highlighting this point, Lithner (2007) stated that, “One may question whether the term
‘reasoning’ is proper for a solution without explicit arguments, but there are always at least
implicit reasons for the strategy choices” (p. 259).
Since the students were asked to leave a paper trail in solving this task (which they did),
their implicit argumentation can be inferred from these paper trails. The paper trails suggest
that they believed that the sum of the area of the individual parts would equal the area of the
whole figure. This is due to the fact that, as stated earlier, all student groups subdivided the
figure first, computed individual areas, and then added these areas. One of the reasons why the
students did not offer argumentation in this task could be the fact that the method of
subdividing a region into several smaller regions had been used in class earlier when they
worked on the area of Anne’s hole in episode 1. Although this implicit argument may seem
trivial, there is research showing that middle school students often face difficulty with the idea
of decomposing figures in this manner in order to find the area of the whole. This is especially
true since this strategy does not hold for perimeter. It should be noted that area and perimeter
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are, in most curricula, learned at about the same time. Figure 19 provides an example of a
problem that middle school students often find confusing when learning area and perimeter in
the context of adjoining shapes:

2cm

2 cm

4 cm

Figure 19. An illustration of adjoining two figures
Figure 18 shows two squares measuring 2 cm by 2 cm that are being adjoined (without
overlap) to make a bigger rectangle measuring 4cm by 2cm. Summing the areas of the two
squares (4 cm2 + 4 cm2) gives the same area as that of the newly formed rectangle (8 cm2). This
scenario is, however, not true for perimeter since the perimeter of the new rectangle is 12 cm
whereas the sum of the perimeters of the two squares would equal 16 cm. Indeed, while
summing the areas makes conceptual sense, doing the same for perimeter may not. It appears
that the students understood this fact at least for area.
Forms of Reasoning Across the Four Groups. From the foregoing discussion, it is
evident that all student pairs did not find any significant challenge (a problematic situation)
when solving this task. Furthermore, the students did provide arguments (at least implicitly) for
why their strategy led to correct answers. These arguments were, indeed, anchored in the
intrinsic mathematical property that when adjoining two regions on a planar surface, their area
is preserved. This reasoning on this part of the task is thus CMR.
The rest of the problem involved using what the students already knew to solve the
problem. For example, the class had learned about area of rectangles in multiple classes in
previous lessons. The fact that there was no grid, however, was expected by the teacher to be
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challenging for the students who relied on the grid and square counting in earlier episodes.
This was not the case. For the rectangles, they all used the area of a rectangle formula and for
the triangle they used the idea of extending the triangle into a rectangle, finding its area and
then dividing that by two. Although, as illustrated earlier, only one pair (Milly and Sonia) used
this strategy in episode 1, the fact that it was one of the strategies chosen and discussed during
the whole-class discussion session may have led the other students to adopt and use it in this
task.
The above work shows that none of the four groups created a new solution strategy nor
recreated a forgotten one. It can be argued that the students did not learn anything new and
only engaged in an exercise. As for the students who used the ideas that they did not use in
earlier episodes, it can be argued that they learned these from their peers. For these reasons, I
categorized the students’ reasoning on this part of the task as imitative. Furthermore, this task
could be solved by following specific steps such as decomposing the figure into simpler
shapes, finding the area of each shape using some formula, adding up all the areas. This is
indeed what most students did and presented as explanation of their work. For this reason, I
further categorized the form of reasoning as algorithmic imitative reasoning.
Episode 4: Area of an Irregularly Shaped Figure
This episode was parsed from the same classroom session as episode 3 above. The task
that was discussed in this episode was from worksheet 9 and was among the tasks that the
instructors had labeled as less challenging. The students were required to find the area of the
figure shown in Figure 20. Unlike the task in episode 3, however, this figure did not have
straight edges and brought back the square grid that we had in episode 1 and 2. Having no
straight edges meant that the students could not use any of the formulas used in the previous
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episodes. Furthermore, there were more squares covered beyond the half-way mark than those
covered below the half-way mark. This means that the task would offer opportunities for
further investigation of some of the strategies used by the students in episode 1. For these
reasons, therefore, I considered this task as having the potential to elicit novel strategies that
had not been used before and included it for analysis.

Figure 20. Area of an irregular shape
Since the figure had a circular-like shape, several students referred to it as a circle and
even used the terms diameter and radius from time to time during their discussions. This is to
be expected since most children learn the names and features of different shapes such as
circles, rectangles, triangles, ovals, among others in lower grades before learning how to
compute different measurements (such as area and perimeter) related to the shapes. For most
students in these lower grades, any unfamiliar shape (such as the one in this task) is given the
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name of the shape with closest resemblance. Although they often referred to the figure as a
circle, none of the students used the area of a circle formula (A = 𝜋𝑟 2) to compute its area, an
indication that they had not learned the formula or had forgotten it. It is, therefore, reasonable
to argue that the students’ use of the term circle was meant simply to serve as a way of
identifying the figure as opposed to the strict mathematical use of the term.
One solution strategy that all groups used was the square counting technique. As
pointed out earlier, this strategy is to be expected from most middle school students when
asked to compute the area of any shape embedded in a square grid. However, different groups
used this counting technique in different ways, leading to different estimates for the area.
Because of this, I present the students’ work case by case, as in episode 1.
Marcus and Marco
Problematic situation: By their very nature, problems of this kind do not have a
formula for solution like we have formulas for regular shapes (e.g., triangles, rectangles). A
commonly used algorithm however involves counting all partly filled squares and dividing the
result by two to get what could be considered an equivalent number of whole squares. Marcus
and Marco did not appear to know this algorithm. Furthermore, unlike episode 3 in which the
students could recall information learned from episode 1, this task posed a new challenge for
Marcus and Marco.
Strategy choice and implementation: In Marco and Marcus’s strategy, they saw the
figure as being contained inside a square whose area is 16 square units. They, therefore,
figured that the area of the figure has to be less than 16 square units and had to decide how to
find this “missing area”. The excerpts below illustrate Marcus and Marco’s efforts at finding a
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strategy for estimating the missing area that would make the area of the “circle” equal that of
the bigger 4 units by 4 units square:
Marcus:

My estimation would be about ...

Marco:

four, there are four whole ...

Marcus:

The whole square is 16.

Marco:

Yeah.

Marcus:

So, minus about, I would say 14, because if you minus around the
outside, subtract around the outside ...

Dr. Joanna:

Worksheet 9 has a front and a back.

Marcus:

All the outsides there is about...

Marco:

I would say twelve.

Marcus:

twelve? You think there is ...

Marco:

Because these corners count a lot.

Marcus:

I would say 14.

Marco:

Like one of these ...

Marcus:

No, I say 13. 13 units and then does your estimate seem
reasonable? Why or why not?

From this excerpt, it appears that Marcus and Marco’s strategy for finding the best
estimate for the area was based on mere inspection of the visual aspects of the figure. It is
unclear how they were doing this or if they were following a particular method in doing it. At
some point Marco suggested that the area of the missing part would be 4 since there are 4
whole squares inside but Marcus thought the area is 2 (when he suggested the area of the figure
would be 14) without providing a reason for the same. This lack of a particular method
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indicates that the students were making informed guesses. As shown in Figure 21, Marco and
Marcus’s written work shows that they took the lost area to be 3 square units but does not
explain how this determination was made. Thus, they accepted to use 13 square units (16 – 3)
for their final answer (appears as 11 due to a correction but was originally 13 square units).

Figure 21. Marcus and Marco’s strategy.
Argumentation: Marco and Marcus’s judgment of the reasonableness of their answer
was based on the fact that if the full area (the square) is 16 square units, the area of the “circle”
has to be less than this number. Therefore, they focused on finding this “missing area” that
would make the figure’s area equal that of the 4 by 4 square. Although there does not seem to
be further explicit argumentation for their methods of finding this area, we can say that there
are implicit arguments for this that are consistent with Lithner’s (2007) assertion. For example,
by stating an answer of 13 square units, the pair seemed to recognize that the four full squares
inside the “circle” and the other partly filled squares do account for a substantially large area
that makes the area close to the area of the square (16 square units). Indeed, in their discussion
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above, one of the students observed that “there are 4 wholes”, that would increase the inside
area and that “the corners count a lot”, that would increase the missing (outside) area. This is
an indication that, in their thinking, they did not only focus on the missing/outside area, but
also on the covered inside area in finding the area of the figure. In particular, they noticed that
each of the uncovered areas at the four corners was substantially big (in fact bigger than half)
and that by itself, that area would be greater than 2 square units. Therefore, adding that to the
rest of the regions outside the other squares (eight of them) would lead to an answer of about 3
square units.
Sonia and Milly
Problem situation: Just like Marco and Marcus, Sonia and Milly did not appear to
have prior knowledge of any solution strategy to this task. There was no evidence in their
discussion suggesting that they had solved a similar problem in the past or in the current class.
Thus, the task posed a problematic situation to them as they engaged in deep discussions about
how to best estimate the area. Like in the case of Marcus and Marco, these two students had
disagreements on their strategies from time to time.
Strategy choice and implementation: In their solution, Milly and Sonia’s work,
unlike Marcus and Marco, appeared to start from the inside of the figure and moved out. They
first counted the number of whole squares on the inside of the figure (four of them) and then
estimated the extent to which the squares that are crossed by the boundary line were covered.
The excerpts below illustrate how Sonia and Milly solved this problem:
Milly: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. I guess about 12 and then …
Sonia: Hold on; that is 5.
Milly: It is about 12 sq. units.
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Sonia: I say 9.
Milly: I say 12.
Sonia: I say 9. I’ll put 10.
Milly: I’m putting 12 because look – there is 4 units right there and these
are practically wholes and they just need this area, this area, this
area and this area to make them whole.
Sonia: You are right.
Milly: So, that is why I say 12.
Here, Milly and Sonia counted the number of partially covered squares; a number they
determined (correctly so) to be 12. However, they noticed that the extent of coverage was not
the same for the 12 squares. Out of the 12, they figured out that eight were more covered than
others (four squares) and labeled them using numbers 1 through 8 (see Figure 22). They also
determined that the other four partly covered squares were about equally covered and grouped
them together by labeling them with cross marks (x). They also counted the four full squares to
the inside of the figure and labeled them as A, B, C, and D.
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Figure 22. Milly and Sonia’s solution
In order to determine the area of the figure, they added the number of full squares (4),
the number of almost full squares (8), but dropped the four squares that were labeled with a
cross. They, therefore, concluded that the area of the figure was 12 square units (i.e., 8 + 4).
Their argumentation for dropping the four squares and considering the eight squares full is
provided in the next section.
Argumentation: Milly and Sonia argued for their strategy by claiming that the area of
the regions marked with crosses would be used to fill up the area not covered by the eight
squares that were almost full. This argument essentially claims that the total area marked with
crosses (x) equals the total area not covered by the squares labeled 1 through 8.
The above reasoning, commonly found in the study of fractions, is what Clarke, Roche,
and Mitchell (2008) referred to as residual thinking. In residual thinking, students look at part
of a whole from the perspective of what is missing (the residual) to make it full. While this
strategy might have produced a good estimate of the area of the figure as required by the task,
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the students did not provide argumentation for why they thought that the uncovered area in the
squares labeled 1 through 8 would approximately equal the filled area in the squares labeled
with crosses (X). It is possible, however, as pointed out earlier, to infer their argumentation for
this part.
By inspecting the squares and the extent of coverage, it appears likely that the students
determined that the missing areas of the eight squares were quite a bit smaller than the covered
part of the four corner squares. So, by residual thinking, it makes sense to argue that if one
needs to fill up smaller but many fractions into wholes using bigger fractions, they would have
to use fewer of the bigger fractions. Notably, Milly and Sonia did not provide estimates for
these fractions or the extent of coverage other than saying that “they just need this area, this
area, this area and this area to make them whole”. As will be illustrated from the other
students’ strategies, attempts were made at estimating the area of these partly covered squares
using different fractions such as one half, one quarter, and others.
Sharon and Katie
By the time the whole class was called to order and instructions given for the next class,
Sharon and Katie had not done problem number 3. As pointed out earlier, tasks that had not
been finished by the end of class were often assigned as homework and so was this one.
Therefore, since there is no classroom discussion data for this pair, I chose to use their written
work done as homework (Figure 23) in order to infer their strategy choice and argumentation. I
assumed that the two worked together since that is how they always worked in this class and is
what was expected of them.
Problem situation: Although there are no classroom data available for Sharon and
Katie’s work on this task, the fact that they did not manage to do the problem in regular
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classroom task could be an indicator of the presence of a problematic situation. Similarly, it is
important to note that for all episodes analyzed thus far, whenever there was a problematic
situation for one pair, such was present for all other pairs. For these reasons, one can argue that
Sharon and Katie too did face a problematic situation in solving this task.
Solution strategy and implementation: Sharon and Katie’s strategy is illustrated in
Figure 23. As pointed out earlier, due to the fact that they did not complete the task in class, I
used this written work in identifying their strategy as well as argumentation.

Figure 23. Sharon and Katie solution
In this work, Sharon and Katie counted the 4 full squares inside the figure first and
shaded them. They then labeled the side squares that were almost full using crosses (X) and
considered them whole squares. Finally, they labeled the four corner squares using ½ and
counted them as half-filled squares. The four squares labeled as ½ would give an equivalent of
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2 full squares. In order to find the area of the figure (conclusion), then totaled these numbers
(4 + 8 + 2 = 14).
Argumentation: Sharon and Katie’s work raises questions such as: why would they
consider the squares labeled with a cross full when they are clearly not full? Another question
would be: how did they know that the corner squares are half-filled and not one third filled, or
some other fraction? While there is no explicit argumentation for this part of the students’
work, one can infer what the arguments could be.
In everyday language, people often use the terms half-filled or half-way to refer to
situations that would correspond to one-half or fractions that are pretty close to one half.
Another common term is a quarter or quarter-way in situations that would correspond to
fractions near one fourth. It is uncommon to hear people talk of other fraction situations such
as one-third, five-sevenths, and one-fifth in this manner. Instead, fractions are often
approximated to zero, one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters, or full (one) depending on how
close they are to these four numbers (Clarke, Roche, & Mitchell, 2008). A fraction such as
one-third is often approximated to a half, while one-fifth is approximated to a quarter.
Similarly, five-sevenths would be approximated to a whole or three-quarters. This could be the
thinking that informed Sharon and Katie’s approximations illustrated above. Indeed, as shown
in Figure 23 the squares marked with crosses (X) appear filled to eighty percent (four-fifths) or
more while the squares marked as ½ appear filled to about thirty percent (one third).
Andrew and Chris
Just like Sharon and Katie, Andrew and Chris had not finished this task by the end of
class time. As a result, they did it outside class as homework and hence only their written work
was available for analysis.
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Problematic situation: For the same reasons as Sharon and Katie, I assumed that this
pair too faced a problematic situation in this task. Although they used the counting method as
did the other three pairs, Andrew and Chris’s work was different in a major way from the other
groups’ work.
Strategy choice and implementation: Like Sonia and Milly and Sharon and Katie’s
square counting method, Andrew and Chris started by counting the four whole squares in the
center before proceeding to the other partial squares. Unlike the other pairs, however, they
considered the eight squares on the sides (top, bottom, left, and right) as half squares and the
four corner squares as quarters (see Figure 24).

Figure 24. Andrew and Chris’s solution
In order to get the answer for the estimated area of the figure, they totaled the four full squares
(4), the eight “halves” (an equivalent of 4 whole squares), and the four “quarters” (an
equivalent of 1 full square) to get 9 square units. Their reasons for doing this could be inferred
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just like it was done for the two pairs’ (Sharon/Katie and Milly/Sonia) above. This is provided
in the next section (argumentation).
Argumentation: Andrew and Chris neither stated the reasons for considering the eight
side squares to be half-filled, nor the four corner squares to be one quarter-filled each. The
argumentation for this pair can, however, be implied. It appears that they used a somewhat
different method of estimation that, again, appears to have its roots in daily language. This is
not surprising as Northcote and McIntosh (1999) pointed out that more than 60% of daily life
calculations only require estimation.
In their estimation, Andrew and Chris appeared to consider as half a region that is filled
to more than half but not full and anything filled to less than half as a quarter. This is a slightly
different method from what Clarke, Roche, and Mitchell (2008) talked about in their study.
Clarke et al.’s suggestion was that students consider a fraction to be 0, ½ or 1 depending on
how close it is to these numbers. Using those reasons, we would expect the eight side squares
to be estimated to ¾ or even 1 but not ½. In some cultures, like mine, the Swahili term “nusu”
(translated to English as “half”) is commonly used to refer to anything that is not full
(including quarters). The Cambridge dictionary of English provides “only partly” as one of the
common uses of the term “half”. For example, a phrase such as “the door is half open” is
commonly used even when the door is only slightly (perhaps 10%) open. Another example is
“the bottle is half empty” which is also used even when the bottle is missing only a slight
amount to fill up. These are examples of daily language use of the term half that may have
influenced Andrew and Chris’s thinking in their strategy.
It is important to note that the use of the term half in the manner explained above is not
considered mathematical and often leads to serious errors when working with fractions. As
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such, this would mean that the arguments implied in the above pair’s work are anchored in
non-intrinsic properties (non-mathematical) as explained further in the next section.
Forms of Reasoning Across Groups. As pointed out in the discussion above, not all
students were able to finish their solutions during the regular classroom time. Those who could
not were, however, able to finish the task outside class as homework. Nevertheless, it was
possible to determine students’ argumentation (directly and inferred) for why they thought
their solutions were correct. Some of the students' arguments (implicit or explicit) were
anchored on intrinsic mathematical properties while others were not. The main mathematical
properties on which the arguments were anchored were, broadly speaking, fractions, and
estimation. These arguments and their relevant anchoring is an important consideration in
determining the forms of reasoning that the students used.
Sonia and Milly’s work, for example, illustrates that they understood that since the
figure was contained inside a four by four square, its area had to be less than 16 square units.
Their argument that the side squares that were almost full only needed the corner areas crossed
out to be full can be said to be based on the fact that one can break down fewer but bigger
fractions into more but smaller fractions. For example, if we take the four corner squares to be
approximately one third covered and the eight side squares to be approximately one-sixth
uncovered, then, it can be argued that these students used the equivalence of the fractions 4/3
and 8/6 in their strategy. Equivalence of fractions is an important mathematical property and
one that most middle school students find very challenging (Clarke, Roche, & Mitchell, 2008).
The fact that these students were able to use that property in working in this task indicates a
deep understanding of the idea. The plausibility of Sonia and Milly’s strategy as well as the
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fact that their arguments were based on intrinsic mathematical properties of, among others,
fraction equivalence means that their reasoning was CMR.
Like Sonia and Milly, Marcus and Marco’s argument that the area had to be smaller
than 16 square units indicates an understanding that if a region is contained inside another,
then the area of the region that is to the inside must be smaller than the area of the bigger
region. While this property is true and important to know, I consider it trivial for the students
given what they had already learned from solving other tasks regarding area. Their implicitly
provided argument for why the uncovered region is 3 square units was, however, anchored on
intrinsic mathematical properties of fractions and general number sense. Their use of the term
“about” in their assertion that “the region loses about 3 square units ...” is an indication that
this their guess was informed by the above-mentioned intrinsic properties. Furthermore, their
reasoning led to a pretty good estimate of the area of the figure (13 square units). Therefore, I
categorized Marcus and Marco’s reasoning on this task as CMR.
On the other hand, Sharon and Katie’s strategy took the four corner squares that were
less than half covered as half and the eight side squares that were nearly fully covered as full.
This strategy led to an error that slightly overestimated the area of the figure. Unlike Milly and
Sonia, Sharon and Katie’s arguments for doing this did not seem to be anchored on any
intrinsic mathematical properties. This is evidenced by the fact that they did not seem to notice
that their strategy as implemented would lead to an overestimate of the area. Had they known
this, they could have realized that the eight squares that they considered full were only close to
full and that the error (the missing residual) was propagated approximately eight times, once
for each square. Similarly, the four squares that were less than half-covered but regarded as
half propagated the error four times. Thus, not realizing this means that their arguments were
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based on the daily use of fractions to mean partly. For these reasons, I categorized Sharon and
Katie’s reasoning on this task as imitative.
Similarly, Andrew and Chris’s argumentation that considered the eight side squares to
be half-covered and the four corner squares to be quarter-covered ended up underestimating
the area of the figure. First, each one of the eight side squares that were taken to be halfcovered were more than half-covered. Since there are eight side squares, the error is
propagated eight times and ends up becoming more serious. Second, each one of the four
corner squares that were taken to be quarter squares were more than one-quarter covered. The
overall error in the work is thus propagated a total of twelve times. As in the case of Sharon
and Katie, Andrew and Chris did not seem to realize that there was this error in their work.
Their arguments, therefore, were not based on any intrinsic mathematical properties of the
involved mathematical objects (e.g., fractions in this case). Rather, the arguments provided
were anchored in the daily use of the term fraction as opposed to its mathematical use. I
regarded this reasoning, therefore, as imitative.
Summary of Research Question One
The foregoing discussion indicates that students engaged in both creative mathematical
reasoning and imitative reasoning. The use of CMR by the participants was one of the most
prevalent forms of reasoning. In solving “area of a triangular section of a miniature golf hole”
for example, three out of four student pairs engaged in CMR. On “similar figures and area”, all
four groups engaged in CMR for the first part with one group engaging in CMR for the second.
As for “area of an irregularly-shaped figure” two out of four groups engaged in CMR. In
summary, CMR occurred for at least two groups in three out of four tasks considered in
research question one.
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Imitative reasoning, on the other hand, was mainly prevalent in “area of an octagonal
miniature golf hole” where all participants did not seem to engage in any novel reasoning.
They appeared to have mastered the area of a triangle and area of a rectangle formula and thus
their role was to just recall those and use them alongside decomposing the figure. Although
there were easier methods that the students could have used for this problem, and that would
need some novel ways of thinking, they relied entirely on recalling what they had done
previously. Other episodes for which the participants engaged in IR were “area of an
irregularly-shaped figure (two groups), “area of the triangular section of a miniature golf hole”
(one group) and the second part of “similar figures and area” (all four groups).
The next part of this chapter provides the results for the second research question.
Part 2: Influence of Collaboration on Students’ Mathematical Reasoning
In the second research question, I sought to investigate the influence of collaboration on
students’ mathematical reasoning. In doing this, I used the four components of Rochelle and
Teasley’s framework (1995) (see detailed description in chapter 3) that include: (a)
establishing and maintaining a joint problem space (JPS), (b) creating, testing, and evaluating
solution strategies, (c) repairs (i.e., observing and correcting divergencies and misconceptions,
and (d) reaching a conclusion.
As I noted earlier, collaboration was a key component of this study. Therefore, I
selected only those episodes for which collaboration was evident. I did this by ensuring that a
JPS was initiated, sustained, and repaired where necessary throughout the task solution
process. After this, I investigated the students’ developing reasoning as they negotiated and
agreed on their strategies and/or argumentation. Such strategies, according to Granberg and
Olsson (2015), are often tested and evaluated for effectiveness not only through language use
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but also through use of gestures. However, since gestures were not a focus of study for the
CIOMP project, there data were unavailable. Given that the students selected for the project
(especially the four on whom this study is focused) had been identified by the teacher as fairly
articulate and students who enjoyed contributing in class, I relied on their verbal and written
language.
The negotiation process stated above is characterized by three important components,
namely questions, agreements, and disagreements. Whenever one or more of these occurred
during the task solving process, I investigated them further to determine their purpose. Possible
purposes for the occurrence of these include sustaining/advancing the JPS, repairing the JPS,
extending ideas of others, introduction of a new idea, among others.
For reasoning, I focused my attention on the negotiated argumentation part to determine
if they were based on intrinsic properties or surface properties. I only considered arguments
that were agreed upon. Specifically, I highlighted the role of repairs that happens around the
argumentation. For example, if a member refuted another member’s claim by providing a
different claim that then is agreed upon, then we have a repaired argument. Whenever the
agreed upon argumentation was based on intrinsic properties, I concluded that the
collaboration process led to CMR. On the other hand, whenever an agreed upon argumentation
was based on surface properties, then the collaboration led to imitative mathematical
reasoning.
As for instances in which collaborators were in total agreement and hence there was no
negotiation, I investigated the extent to which the agreed upon strategy or argument was shared
between collaborators. For example, I sought to ensure that the person agreeing to a suggested
strategy or argument indeed understood what was said and was not just agreeing for the sake of
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it. I did this because it is not uncommon in classroom situations to have students agreeing to
what others suggest without a full understanding of what the others are suggesting. In such
cases, the students who agree often lack enough understanding to question what was suggested.
This, indeed, makes sense since it is hard to question what you do not understand well. I
considered a strategy or argument to be shared if it received extensions (e.g., by way of
providing more examples or even refining it in some way) and/or if it was successfully used in
its presented form by the agreeing student.
Episode 1: Area of a Triangular Part of a Miniature Golf Hole
The task in this episode was one of the those that generated the most intense
student discussion and intellectual engagement. Furthermore, the students used a wide
range of strategies although some were equivalent. The episode was parsed from a
broader class session where the class was trying to determine the area of the drawing of
the miniature golf hole shown in Figure 25. As explained earlier, I separated the broad
task into two parts (subtasks) namely, area of the rectangular part and area of the
triangular part. This is because all students viewed the golf hole as two adjoined
polygons (a rectangle and a right triangle) and determined its area stepwise starting
with the rectangular part. While determining the area of the rectangular part was fairly
easy for most students (most did it by simply counting the number of squares), finding
the area of the triangular part proved to be more challenging.
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Figure 25. A drawing of Anne’s miniature golf hole
Although students’ strategies to this task were already presented in discussing the previous
research question, I present them again but with a focus on collaboration between and among
students in order to answer the second research question. I discuss the ways through which
such collaboration influenced the students’ mathematical reasoning that was already
determined in research question 1. The first step in doing this, therefore, is to establish that
collaboration did indeed take place by discussing how the students initiated (and sustained) a
joint problem space throughout the task solving process.
Initiating a joint problem space. Three of the four student pairs were able to
successfully initiate and maintain a joint problem space (JPS) when working on this task.
During this process, they negotiated and agreed on certain aspect of the task that they would
need to attend to. For example, the students agreed that the squares that were split in parts
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would pose a challenge when finding the area of the triangle and that they had to address that
in order to succeed. Furthermore, for two of the three student pairs, there was at least one idea
suggested by one of the students to which the other either objected or agreed to. The other pair
experienced a temporary breakdown with their JPS but this was later repaired (details provided
in a later section). I provide a detailed explanation below on how the students initiated their
JPS while working on the task.
Sharon and Katie
The conversation between Sharon and Katie in the following excerpt came after the two
had worked on the rectangular part of the whole and were ready to start the triangular part.
They agreed that it would be appropriate to cut off the triangular part and deal with it
separately. This was the preliminary phase of their JPS.
Katie:

Then you just cut off this part. Then you ... This one is a different way.
You can’t do it that way because it is cut off.

Sharon:

This one is harder because it doesn’t have a whole unit.

Katie:

Yeah, but it is like, it is pretty much split in half, right?

Sharon:

No.

Katie:

Yeah, never mind.

Both Sharon and Katie had already read the task and agreed that the partial squares
would be a challenge for them. In the above excerpt, Katie’s statement that “it is pretty much
split in half, right?” is a suggested idea to which Sharon objected by saying “No”. Katie seems
to have noticed that this is not the case and responded by saying “Never mind” (an agreement).
From this conversation, we see that the students have already set a common goal and have
actually began to work towards achieving it together. Hence, their JPS at this point had been
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initiated and ready to go. It is important that this JPS is maintained throughout the solution
process. Without this, the JPS is said to have broken and hence poor or no collaboration. A
broken JPS would have to be repaired. Thus, I will follow up these students’ solution process
on this task to check if the JPS broke and whether or not it was repaired.
The breakdown of a JPS, as noted earlier, could have important learning moments during
which someone else gets convinced by another’s ideas or a negotiated settlement is reached.
Marcus and Marco
Like Sharon and Katie, the work of Marcus and Marco indicates that they initiated their
JPS by setting a common goal of finding the area of the rectangle and the triangle separately.
This is illustrated in the excerpts below and explained further afterwards:
Marcus:

Let’s see if I get it right anyway. Yeah, I did get it right. I did it
somehow with centimeters. What you would probably want to do was
measure the angle of this, the area of this rectangle and this triangle.

Marco:

The problem with that, there is no problem with that, but how would you
count like these little microscopic ones?

Marcus:

See, either way you would just know that this is 5 and you would
subtract like the 1, 2, 3, 4 half inches. So, it would be, so this would be 4
feet, 5 feet, and then you would figure that this was 3 feet because this is
7 and this is 4, so 3, 5, and 4 you would find the area using those
numbers.

Since their strategy for finding area at this point was generally based on counting,
Marco wondered how that will work for the partial squares by saying “but how would you
count like these little microscopic ones?” Marcus, who appeared to share the same problem
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responded to this by suggesting an idea. The students at this point had created a common goal
of “finding the number of square units” of a region with some squares partly covered. The
events up to this point meant that their JPS had taken off and hence effective collaboration on
the task from the onset. The idea suggested above also forms the first part of the students’
reasoning sequence that is developed later.
Sonia and Milly
The work of this pair also indicates that a JPS was initiated at the beginning of the task
solving process. Excerpts:
Milly:

I think we ought to find the area of this rectangle first and that is easy.
You just multiply 2 feet by 75, sure, 7 feet, 2 feet by 7 feet, which is 14
feet and then you find the area of this triangle, which I don’t know how
to do.

Sonia:

I was looking at it up there, which you took off and her lines are a lot
more precise. Some of them line up. Like, I don’t know. I would have to
look at it again.

Milly:

I don’t know either.

Sonia:

Like one side ...

Milly:

Like here is a line there. Like down here there is spaces where there is a
line there and then if you took that place there and flipped it around and
put it there, it would make one whole square.

Sonia:

Right. But I think all we have to do is find the area of the rectangle and
the triangles, which we just haven’t learned yet. Then add the two
together.
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This pair, just like Marcus and Marco, used the method of decomposing the hole into
two familiar shapes. They both acknowledged that the area of the rectangle was easy to find
but none of them knew how to find the area of the triangle. This, therefore, became a common
goal in their JPS. Milly suggested the idea that doubling the triangle would make “one whole
square [rectangle]”. However, instead of responding to this specific idea, Sonia seemed to
repeat their earlier agreed upon strategy of finding the area of the triangle and the rectangle
separately and then adding the two (irrelevant information). This is an example of a situation
where the students had not established a common goal and hence a threat to the sustenance of
their JPS and hence their collaboration. Therefore, although on one part this pair’s JPS had
been initiated, it needed to be repaired before proceeding. A later section explains how they
repaired their JPS and hence continued collaboration.
Strategy Creation and Argumentation Within a Sustained JPS. In this section,
I present the students’ suggested and implemented strategies as well as argumentation made in
support of those strategies. Since the aim was to determine the impact of collaboration on the
students’ reasoning forms, I will only report cases where the JPS was maintained throughout
the task solving process. Thus, whenever a JPS gets threatened and needs repair, I will provide
the students’ repairs and their possible influence on the students’ reasoning forms. Threats to a
JPS, as I noted earlier, occur when there are disagreements about various aspects during the
task solving process (e.g., differences in argumentation, different strategies within a pair, not
understanding someone else’s suggested idea).
Sharon and Katie
As indicated in the analysis of research question 1, Sharon and Katie had not come up
with a strategy by the time the whole-class session began. Thus, I turned attention to the
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whole-class session. By calling upon students to explain what they were thinking as well as
revoicing student strategies, the teacher-researchers expertly shifted the JPS to the whole class
where students continued to engage in deeper thinking about the task. One of the first
responses given during this whole class session came from Vicky and was discussed in
research question 1. Sharon and Katie closely followed this strategy and agreed to it alongside
the argumentation that was offered. Thus, I attributed this strategy to them as well as the form
of reasoning that arose from that argumentation.
Following the discussions that continued within the whole-class JPS, Sharon suggested
an idea of her own on how to find the area of the triangle. This idea spurred further discussion
about this task. However, in answering the first research question, I did not follow up on this
since it was beyond the scope of my study. My focus was on the first complete reasoning
sequence that students generated (or agreed to) and not forms of reasoning arising from
subsequent alternative solutions. This is consistent with Lithner’s (2008) framework for
mathematical reasoning. The framework suggests that once a conclusion is reached on a task,
that marks the end of the reasoning sequence. An alternative way of thinking in the same
problem would require that one starts over again and would be more complicated than I set out
to investigate in this study. For example, having solved a given task one way might have an
influence on the second way, which could mean that imitative and creative reasoning could
happen at the same time. This is one of the limitations of the current study that I will address in
a later chapter.
The JPS, as initiated in the whole class setup, continued smoothly throughout the
solution process even after Sharon introduced a new strategy that was remarkably different
from the one suggested by Vicky. This new strategy spurred deep engagement from several
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class members who appeared to be largely in agreement. The strategy is illustrated in the
following excerpts:
Dr. Joanna:

Does somebody else have another idea? The real problem seems to be
with these right here, where the line cuts through the squares, right?
How to deal with those – Sharon?

Sharon:

How you can do that is when you take like the corner line, like where the
obtuse angle is, take the corner and just go down to the other part to like
there and that is split in half where the line goes so just count up the
squares and divide them.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay. I think what you are saying is this. Make a rectangle here, okay, so
what Sharon was suggesting is that for this triangular part here, you draw
the line straight down. Then you have a rectangle here.

Katie:

That was good!

Dr. Joanna:

Okay? So Chris, how could you find the square units in this part?

Chris:

It is like just counting.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay, you could just count them, right? Now, would that give you the
number that is in here? How would that number compare, Rachel, if we
counted all the squares in this rectangle, how would that number
compare to the ones that we are trying to find just in the triangle?

Rachel:

Like for this one?

Dr. Joanna:

If we counted all the squares in this rectangle, with the red line here, how
would that number compare to the one we want to find in this triangular
region?
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Rachel:

We could just cut them in half and do the triangles.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay. How many people think that this part here is half of the whole
rectangle? Okay. How do we know that? S3?

Sharon’s idea is that one could create a rectangle from the triangle and “just count up
the squares and divide them”. It is not clear if by “divide them” she meant dividing by two.
Sharon’s partner, Katie, agreed to this suggested idea by saying “that was good”. The
questioning sequence by the teacher researcher in the excerpts reveals that Sharon’s idea was
accepted in the whole class discussion. When, for example, Rachel stated “we could just cut
them in half and do the triangles” in reference to the fact that the diagonal divides the triangle
into two congruent triangles, no students objected.
In summary, therefore, the agreed upon strategy was to compute the area of the
rectangle and then divide it by two. The agreed upon argument was that the diagonal of a
rectangle divides it into two congruent triangles. This was further justified in subsequent
discussions. As noted above, there were no instances of disagreements that required repairs to
the JPS for this strategy.
Milly and Sonia
As presented in research question 1, Sonia and Milly were able to come up with their
strategy within their small group work time. Their strategy was similar to that suggested by
Sharon above and was developed within their strong JPS from the beginning to the end. The
excerpts below illustrates how the students developed an argued for their strategies:
Sonia:

Well, in a square or rectangle you multiply two of the sides. But this one
only has 3 sides and none of them are the same.

Milly:

This is 4, 5, 3 feet.
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Sonia:

So, none of them are the same. Wait, if you do an average. I don’t know.

Milly:

I believe that would be 4 feet on average.

RA Rapti:

Can you think of a triangle, like you know how to find the area of the
rectangle, right?

Milly:

Yeah.

RA Rapti:

So that is something you know. And here the triangle you don’t know
yet. So usually, you remember in math how we always do the unknown
things in some way to the known – you know the rectangle?

Sonia:

Maybe you multiply two of the sides of the triangle, but would you
multiply the two largest or the two smallest or the two extremes? Or
would you just multiply the average, or would you multiply all three?

RA Rapti:

Okay, so are you trying to think of the triangle as being sort of like a
rectangle in some way?

Sonia:

Yeah.

RA Rapti:

How is it sort of like a rectangle?

Sonia:

They are both polygons. They all have straight sides. They both have
areas, but we don’t know what the area is. I wonder ...

RA Rapti:

Draw that triangle and you can visually see it. Just try to look at that
triangle. Try to see if there is any way ...

Sonia:

Well, it looks like two of them would make a rectangle, so if we did
double that.

Milly:

Yeah, yeah.

Sonia:

It would be 4 times 3, so 4 times 3 divided by 2.
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Milly:

Yeah. No, no.

Sonia:

Yeah, it would be 4 times 3.

Milly:

Divided by 2.

Sonia:

No, not divided by 2 because we are doing averages.

Milly:

No, divided by 2 because we would be finding the area of this rectangle.
We have to draw it this way. So, the whole area is 12.

Sonia:

No, yeah, 6 plus 14, or 20. Yeah.

Milly:

Thank you.

In this snippet, Sonia and Milly were struggling to relate the area of a rectangle and a
right triangle. The students’ understanding of the area of a rectangle formula appears
questionable when they said “in a square or rectangle you multiply two of the sides. But this
one only has 3 sides and none of them are the same”. It appears that their understanding of the
area of a rectangle formula was not based on conceptual understanding of area. It appears that
they would only focus on two (different) sides for a rectangle. This idea of multiplying two
sides when you have four-sided figure made both of them wonder what would be done for a
three-sided figure, in this case, a triangle. Furthermore, one can argue that had two of the sides
of the triangle been the same, they could have considered multiplying them in order to find the
area. When Milly suggested that “this one has only three sides”, Sonia agreed and extended
this by giving the actual sides as 3, 4, and 5. When Milly suggested the idea of taking the
average of the three sides, Sonia went ahead and did the average and quickly responded by
saying that “I believe that would be 4 feet”. At this point, the research assistant (RA Rapti)
intervened and started questioning the students in order to help them solve the task, but without
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explicitly telling them how to do it. All events up to this point indicate that Sonia and Milly’s
JPS was working and well maintained, hence high-level collaboration.
During the questioning sequence, Sonia appeared to suggest that two congruent right
triangles would make a rectangle by saying “two of them would make a rectangle”. Although
this suggested idea had not been proved yet, Milly agreed to it by saying “Yeah, yeah”. This is
further indication that this pairs JPS was still working well.
Immediately after suggesting the idea that two such right triangles would make a
rectangle, Sonia tried to further suggest how that strategy would be implemented by claiming
that “It would be 4 times 3, so 4 times 3 divided by 2”. However, Milly agreed but
immediately disagreed by saying “No, no”. This situation, as explained earlier, presented a
threat to these students’ JPS and called for repair. It looked like Milly was still stuck on the
earlier idea of taking averages in some way in order to find the area. However, the repair
happened successfully when the two agreed on why they had to divide by two, that is, because
4 times 3 gives the area of the rectangle that contains two congruent triangles. They then
reached an agreed upon conclusion that the answer would be 6.
Marcus and Marco
Marcus and Marco’s strategy, as presented earlier, involved pairing up squares that
“looked like” they could make a whole. In the end, they found three six pairs of such squares
and then added this to the number of full squares fully inside the triangle. Throughout this
process, the two worked collaboratively and maintained their JPS without need for repair. It is
important to note that Marcus and Marco’s JPS moved to the whole class session and hence
there were contributions from other class members. Unlike the case of Sharon and Katie, a
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member of the group in focus (Marcus) suggested an idea following a well thought out
questioning sequence by the instructors as shown in the excerpts below:
Mrs. S.:

Well one strategy, one thing you could do is count it, right? You
could obviously count it. What would you do with these, if you
are counting with these boxes that are not full boxes?

Marcus:

Well, you can sometimes, if you look, you will have like one real
small segment and one real large segment and sometimes you can
put them together to make what one full segment would be. A lot
of times that happens like on this one.

Christina:

Right; we did do that. Here is 14 and here was 6. Then what we
did was for the bottom part, the diagonal part, we found out the
whole squares and the part squares and then matched them up
together to make a whole square.

Dr. Joanna:

Okay, so like here, there is this part used, maybe it would go
together with that part over there to make a whole square. Okay.
Dana?

Mrs. S. :

Dana, I can’t hear you back here, I am sorry.

Dana:

You couldn’t do it because after a lot more squares; it wouldn’t
look the same.

From the above conversation, we have at least three students actively engaged in
discussing the same task. For example, the suggestion by Marcus was agreed to by Christina
who stated that “Right; we did do that”. Furthermore, Dana’s statement that “you couldn’t do it
because after a lot more squares; it wouldn’t look the same” suggests that she disagreeing to
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some idea. From the way the class proceeded, it is possible that this is situation was repaired in
subsequent discussions. All these illustrates that the whole-class JPS was well maintained
throughout the task solving process. When asked how they knew that two of the partly covered
squares would make a full square Marcus said that “you have one tiny one and one on the other
side and when you look, it is almost probably exactly the same. You can kind of tell by just
looking”. The detailed discussion on the validity and mathematical anchoring of this argument
was discussed in research question 1. Although Marco did not say anything during this
discussion, I assumed that he agreed with the strategy provided above as well as the supporting
arguments. This analytic step is consistent with Roschelle and Teasley’s (1997) framework
which suggests that in a collaborative task solving setup, ideas that are not challenged are
assumed to be agreed upon.
Influence of Collaboration on Forms of Reasoning. From the above results, we see
that the most important component of collaboration (a JPS) was available throughout the task
solving process. From the time the students accepted the task, they collaboratively made sense
of the task and strategies suggested by individuals were debated whenever necessary to such a
point that they became the accepted group strategies. Whenever students were able to work
through the task before the whole class session was convened, it was established that
collaboration was present from the beginning to the end. However, whenever students were not
able to finish the problem in their small groups, the JPS shifted to the whole class and still
collaboration continued (but with more members). Furthermore, as soon as strategies were
suggested, they were either accepted as correct or refuted. Whenever they were accepted, the
JPS continued just fine but whenever they were refuted, the JPS became unstable and repairs
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were done appropriately. Unstable JPS’s in this sense led to negotiation around the
strategies/arguments and eventually shaped the form of reasoning used.
In the case of Milly and Sonia, for example, the idea of “dividing by two” in order to
find the area of the triangle was conceived differently between the two students. While one
appeared to think that the division by two was a way of doing averages (an idea suggested
earlier in the process), the other thought it was for finding half the area of the rectangle. This
divergence led to negotiation (repairing their JPS) between the students after which they came
to an agreement that the area of the rectangle was twice that of the triangle and hence dividing
by two gives the area of the triangle. Furthermore, the students went ahead to show that this is
true by suggesting cutting the rectangle along its diagonal and placing one triangle on top of
the other. It should be noted that the agreed upon argument, spurred by intense negotiation
within an effective JPS and collaboration, was anchored in the intrinsic mathematical
properties of triangle congruence and diagonal properties of rectangles. Thus, the students
reasoning in this episode, which I categorized as CMR from the previous research question,
was heavily influenced by collaboration.
Although Sharon and Katie used the same strategy as Milly and Sonia, their JPS (in this
case whole-class) did not undergo any repair during their task solving phase. This was mainly
because of the fact that they agreed on all suggested strategies and supporting arguments.
Although there was major agreement during their task solving process, it was established that
the students who agreed did not do so by merely following what was suggested. Rather, they
made contributions to these strategies that in most cases made them better. These
contributions, furthermore, indicated that the students understood Sharon’s strategy and hence
the JPS was still intact. Chris, for example, remarked that the strategy was equivalent to
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counting but did not give further information about this. Another student (Rachel) took it up
and claimed (correctly so) that the triangles make up the full rectangle and hence division by
two would be a helpful way of counting. The argument arising from this collaborative work
was based on intrinsic mathematical properties and thus led to CMR form of reasoning.
Episode 2: Area of an Irregularly Shaped Figure
Like the task discussed in the previous episode, the task in the current episode elicited a
wide range of strategies from students and high levels of student engagement. Unlike the
previous task, however, this task had an irregular shape, which means that some of its squares
(along the boundary) were partly covered in a manner that one would not easily find a way of
knowing the exact extent of coverage. Thus, a rule or formula for finding the area of the shape
was unavailable to the students. For easy reference, the task is attached in Figure 26 again.

Figure 26. Area of an irregular figure
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As in the previous episode, I present students’ solutions but with a focus on
collaboration at various stages during the task solving process and how such collaboration
influenced the argumentation (hence reasoning forms) that the students presented. I start the
next section by illustrating the nature of collaboration beginning with the initiation of a JPS
(pairwise and/or whole-class).
Initiating a joint problem space. Two of the four student pairs (Marcus and
Marco, Milly and Sonia) were able to initiate and maintain a successful JPS while working on
this task in class. The other two pairs completed the problem out of class as homework and
submitted their solutions in a folder. Since collaboration was highly encouraged in this unit, I
presume that the two pairs who worked out of class as well worked collaboratively consistent
with the spirit of the class. It was, however, not possible to analyze the nature of their JPS
since the students were not recorded while working on the task out of class. Furthermore, their
written work would not be helpful in getting this kind of information. For research question
one, however, the students’ written work was used since the students had written explanations
of their work as required for most tasks in this class. Whenever their written work did not
provide enough information, I inferred the argumentation based on the strategies and
information on what the students had already learned in the unit. The work of the two pairs that
did the problem in class and for which the transcripts were available to understand the nature
of their JPS is provided below.
Marco and Marcus
The work of Marcus and Marco in the snippet below provides an example of a case
where a JPS is initiated.
Marcus:

My estimation would be about ...
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Marco:

Four, there are 4 whole ...

Marcus:

The whole square is 16.

Marco:

Yeah.

In this conversation, we see that Marco suggested that “there are 4 wholes”, an idea that
was responded to by Marcus who also added that “the whole square is 16”. Marco then agreed
to this by saying “Yeah”. At this point, the students’ JPS had been initiated since an idea had
been suggested and it received a response from the other partner. This indicates that the focus
of both students was, at this point, on the same task. Their common goal was to find the area of
the shape. By determining the number of complete squares inside the shape and the area of the
full grid in which the shape was inscribed, the stage looked set for moving on to the next
challenge, that is, determining the area of the region not covered by the shape. As illustrated in
a later section, this established JPS continued to exist throughout the solution process.
Milly and Sonia
Similar to Marcus and Marco, the conversation below between Milly and Sonia
illustrates how the students were able to initiate their JPS and set a common goal.
Sonia: Find the area of the figure shown below.
Milly: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. I guess about 12 and then …
Sonia: Hold on; that is 5.
Milly: It is about 12 square units.
Sonia: I say 9.
Milly: I say 12.
Sonia: I say 9. I’ll put 10.
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As soon as Sonia was done reading the question, Milly started counting the number of
partial squares, which she found to be 12. Although it was not clear at this point why she was
doing this, the situation appears to be an implicitly suggested idea that to find the area, one
would need to know the number of partly covered squares. She was about to explain what they
could do next when Sonia interjected by saying “hold on; that is 5”. Milly seemed to suggest
that the area of these 12 partly covered squares would be 12 but Sonia was firm that the area
would be 9 square units. It is worth noting that the objection by Sonia led to a brief moment of
instability in the JPS and hence a negotiation between the two students on the task. This step,
as explained earlier is a form of repair and is necessary if the JPS (and hence collaboration) is
to be sustained. Sonia appeared ready to find a middle ground between the two answers by
suggesting that 10 square units would be appropriate answer. Up to this point however, none of
them had offered any argumentation for their answers. As the negotiation continued into the
next phase, the students explained their thinking.
Strategy Creation and Argumentation Within a Sustained JPS. In this section,
I illustrate how the JPS as initiated in the work of the two pairs of students above continued to
operate even during creation of strategies and generation of supporting arguments. These
arguments were predictive (meant to check whether strategies would work) and/or verificative
(meant to assess the effectiveness of those strategies).
Marco and Marcus
Following the setting up of their JPS and a common goal at the beginning of task
solving, Marcus and Marco went on to offer strategies for solving the task as well as
argumentation for their solution. Since the strategy had been explained in detail in research
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question 1, I will put emphasis on their continued collaboration during this phase of task
solving. Below is an excerpt illustrating Marcus and Marco’s strategy:
Marcus:

The whole square is 16.

Marco:

Yeah.

Marcus:

So, minus about, I would say 14, because if you minus around the
outside, subtract around the outside ...

Dr. Joanna:

Worksheet 9 has a front and a back.

Marcus:

All the outsides there is about ...

Marco:

I would say 12.

Marcus:

12? You think there is ...

Marco:

Because these corners count a lot.

Marcus:

I would say 14.

Marco:

Like one of these ...

Marcus:

No, I say 13; 13 units and then does your estimate seem
reasonable? Why or why not.

The strategy that Marco and Marcus agreed on was to estimate the area to the outside of
the figure and then subtract it from the area of the whole grid (16 square units). This is evident
when Marcus points out that “the whole square is 16” to which Marcus agreed by saying
“yeah”. However, what they did not seem to agree on was how much area is to the outside of
the figure. Marcus’s statement that “I would say 14 because if you minus around the outside
...” indicates that he thought the outside area would be 2 square units. Marco’s response that “I
would say 12” is a disagreement to Marcus’s suggestion of 2 square units. It is worth noting
that, right from the beginning, Marco had said that “there are 4 whole” meaning that the area to
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the outside of the drawing was four square units. This disagreement shook the students’ JPS,
hence necessitating repairs.
The repairs followed in terms of negotiation and argumentation aimed at convincing
each other. For example, Marco’s only offered argumentation for the outer area being 4 square
units was that “the corners count a lot”. He did not give more detail on how the four corners as
well as the other eight regions on the sides would make up “four wholes” (square units). As a
result, his argument (which can be said to be unconvincing) was rejected by Marcus. This
disagreement can be said to cause further strain to the JPS. In what would be seen as an effort
not to annoy his classmate (a form of negotiation), Marcus ceded ground and settled for an
average of the two answers (i.e., 3 square units). As if to ward off further argumentation, he
quickly moved on to read the next part of the question, that is, “does your estimate seem
reasonable?” Noticeably, despite rejecting Marcus’s answer of 4 square units and the
accompanying argument, Marcus did not offer any argument for his own answer of 2 square
units or for rejecting Marco’s answer. However, by taking the average of the two values as
explained, it makes sense to assume that he accepted Marco’s argument, at least in part.
The above discussion shows that the answer of 3 square units for the outside and hence
an area of 13 square units for the figure was shared between Marcus and Marco. Although not
extensive, the only offered argumentation of “the corners count a lot” was also taken to be
shared for both students since one of them did not offer an alternative argument (Roschelle and
Teasley, 1995).
Milly and Sonia
As explained in a previous section, Sonia and Milly’s established JPS was shaken early
during the task solving process. Thus, they sought to repair it first through negotiation, a
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process that ultimately led them to come up with a shared argumentation for their strategy. The
excerpts below illustrates part of this negotiation process:
Sonia: I say 9.
Milly: I say 12.
Sonia: I say 9. I’ll put 10.
Milly: I’m putting 12 because look – there are 4 units right there and these
are practically wholes and they just need this area, this area, this
area and this area to make them whole.
Sonia: You are right.
Milly: So, that is why I say 12.
Without offering any justification, Sonia suggested that the area of the figure would be
9 square units, an answer that Milly disagreed with by suggesting 12 square units instead. This
is a stalemate, which meant that the already established JPS was under threat and needed
repair. In what could be seen as a way of repairing their JPS for continued collaboration, Sonia
suggested 10 square units, a number that is between her answer of 9 square units and her
partner’s answer of 12 square units. Note, however, that this answer is closer to her answer of
9 square units than it is to Milly’s. This negotiation technique is similar to that used by Marcus
and Marco with the difference being that Marcus and Marco used the actual average.
The repair effort by Sonia above did not achieve much as Milly insisted on 12 square
units. At this point, it became necessary for Milly to give a convincing reason/argument for her
answer. She argued that the eight side squares were “practically wholes” and that they needed
the area covered by the four corner squares to be whole. Since there were already four whole
squares inside the figure, one could then add the four to the 8 to get an answer of 12 square
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units. Sonia listened to and accepted this argument by saying “you are right”. Although it
originally came from Milly, the argument is now attributed to both students since they all
accepted it. Further evidence that the argument was now shared between the two students is in
the fact that both students offered an answer of 12 square units in their written work (see more
detail in episode 4 from part 1; research question 1).
Influence of Collaboration on Forms of Reasoning. As in the previous episode, the
students’ continued collaboration on the current task appeared to have an impact not only on
the strategies that they ended up using, but also on the kinds of arguments that they offered in
support of those strategies. In the case of Marcus and Marco, for example, they agreed on the
strategy of estimating the area of the figure by figuring out what area was uncovered and then
subtracting it from the area of the whole square (16 square units). Although they agreed on the
overall strategy, major differences were noted on its parts and implementation. This
disagreement prompted one of the students (Marco) to offer a justifying argument. This
argument, as explained in the previous research question, was anchored in the intrinsic
mathematical property of estimation and hence the form of reasoning was CMR. Furthermore,
since Marcus accepted this argument, and presented it in his written work that asked them to
explain whether their answer was reasonable, I attributed it to both students. One can argue
that if Marcus were not working with someone else, he could have gotten a different and
perhaps less reasonable answer than he did. He also may not have offered any argumentation
for his work. Similarly, it can be argued that Marco’s offered argumentation was aimed at
convincing his partner and that had the partner not disagreed, perhaps the argumentation may
not have been offered at all.
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Similar to Marcus and Marco, Sonia and Milly’s successful collaboration led them to
generate an argument anchored in intrinsic mathematical properties and hence a reasonable
solution to the task. Although both pairs successfully collaborated in generating strategies and
supporting arguments, the nature of their collaboration was slightly different. For example,
while the two pairs used the strategy of averaging answers as a negotiation for repairing their
JPS, this did not work for both of them. In the case of Marcus and Marco, the idea of averaging
came from Marcus and was not challenged by Marco. However, when Sonia tried the same by
suggesting 10 square units (a value closer to 9 than it is to 12), Milly stood her ground by
saying “I am putting 12”. At this point, it looked like the JPS was going to break until Milly
went on to offer an argument for why she went with 12 square unit. As stated earlier, this
argument, which was based on intrinsic mathematical properties, was readily accepted by her
partner (Sonia) who responded by saying “you are right”. At that point, that argument could be
attributed to both of them. Since the argument was based on intrinsic mathematical properties
(described in detail under research question 1), I categorized the students’ reasoning (now
shared) on this task as CMR. The key role that collaboration played in influencing this
reasoning was ensuring that the argumentation was brought out.
Summary of Findings
The preceding work in this chapter has offered detailed description on how findings to
the two research questions in this study were developed. In this part of the chapter, I seek to
give a summary of the findings in table form for both research questions. The table summaries
are organized by episode and feature both the students in focus and important components
from the analytic framework.
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Research Question 1:
Table 2
Episode 1: Area of a triangular section of a miniature golf hole
Sharon & Katie

Marcus & Marco

Sonia & Milly

Andrew &
Chris

Problematic
Situation
Strategy Choice
and
Implementation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Square regions
covered more
than half counted
as full squares.
Otherwise, zero.

Create rectangle
from the triangle;
find the area of
the rectangle;
divide by two
(equivalent to ½
(base x height)

Argumentation

Since the counted
squares were not
full anyway, the
uncounted
squares will fill
them up.

Matching and
pairing up
covered regions
according to
extent of
coverage (more
than half matched
with less than
half)
The pairing as
described creates
new wholes.

Square
regions
covered more
than half
counted as
exact half
squares.
Otherwise,
zero.
Half-covered
squares are
those that are
covered
beyond half

Anchoring of
argument

Intrinsic
mathematical
properties
(General number
sense/estimation)
CMR

Forms of
Reasoning

Intrinsic
mathematical
properties
(General number
sense/estimation)
CMR
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Area of one of
the two triangles
is half that of the
rectangle since
diagonal divides
rectangle into
two congruent
triangles.
Intrinsic
mathematical
properties
(triangle
congruence)
CMR

Nonintrinsic/nonmathematical
properties
IR

Table 3
Episode 2: Similar Figures and Area
Sharon & Katie

Marcus & Marco

Sonia & Milly

Andrew &
Chris

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Preserving
angles but
changing sides
proportionately

Preserving
angles but
changing sides
proportionately

Preserving angles
but changing sides
proportionately

Preserving
angles but
changing sides
proportionately

Argumentation If angles are
not the same,
the shape will
be altered.
Some lines may
“not connect at
all” if distances
are not changed
proportionately.

If angles are not
the same, the
shape will be
altered. Some
lines may “not
connect at all” if
distances are not
changed
proportionately.

If angles are not
the same, the shape
will be altered.
Some lines may
“not connect at all”
if distances are not
changed
proportionately.

If angles are
not the same,
the shape will
be altered.
Some lines may
“not connect at
all” if distances
are not changed
proportionately.

Anchoring of
argument

Part 1: Intrinsic
mathematical
properties; part
2: surface
properties

Part 1: Intrinsic
mathematical
properties; part
2: surface
properties

Part 1: Intrinsic
mathematical
properties; part
2: surface
properties

Forms of
Reasoning

CMR on part
one, IR on part
two.

CMR on part
one, IR on part
two.

Part 1: Intrinsic
mathematical
properties; part 2:
intrinsic
mathematical
properties
CMR on part one,
CMR on part two

Problematic
Situation
Strategy
Choice
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CMR on part
one, IR on part
two.

Table 4
Episode 3: Area of an Octagonal miniature golf hole
Sharon & Katie

Marcus & Marco

Sonia & Milly

No

No

No

Subdividing
shape into
smaller regular
shapes, finding
individual areas,
and summing
them up

Subdividing
shape into
smaller regular
shapes, finding
individual areas,
and summing
them up

Subdividing shape
into smaller
regular shapes,
finding individual
areas, and
summing them up

Argumentation Area of a region
is equivalent to
area of its
individual parts
joined as long as
there is no
overlapping
(implicit
argument).

Area of a region
is equivalent to
area of its
individual parts
joined as long as
there is no
overlapping
(implicit
argument).

Area of a region is
equivalent to area
of its individual
parts joined as
long as there is no
overlapping
(implicit
argument).

Problematic
Situation
Strategy
Choice

Area = l x Marco
(rectangle)
Area = (l x
Marco)/2
(Implicit
argument)

Area = l x Marco
(rectangle)
Area = (l x
Marco)/2
(Implicit
argument)

Area = l x Marco
(rectangle)
Area = (l x
Marco)/2
(Implicit
argument)

Anchoring of
Argument

No new strategy
created. Relied
on recall of
already learned
material.

No new strategy
created. Relied
on recall of
already learned
material.

No new strategy
created. Relied on
recall of already
learned material.

Forms of
Reasoning

IR- Algorithmic

IR- Algorithmic

IR- Algorithmic
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Andrew &
Chris
No
Subdividing
shape into
smaller regular
shapes, finding
individual
areas, and
summing them
up
Area of a
region is
equivalent to
area of its
individual
parts joined as
long as there is
no overlapping
(implicit
argument).
Area = l x
Marco
(rectangle)
Area = (l x
Marco)/2
(Implicit
argument)
No new
strategy
created. Relied
on recall of
already learned
material.
IRAlgorithmic

Table 5
Episode 4: Area of an Irregularly shaped Figure
Sharon & Katie
Problematic
Situation
Strategy
Choice

Yes

Counted full
squares (4),
estimated eight of
the partially filled
squares as wholes
(8) and four of
them as halves
(2). Got an
answer of 14
square units.
Argumentation Consistent with
some daily use of
the term “half”, if
coverage is less
than half, then,
that is estimated
as half. If more
than halfcovered, that is
estimated to
either ¾ of full
unit (1). In this
case, they went
with full unit.
Anchoring of
Surface
argument
properties/daily
life situations.

Forms of
Reasoning

IR

Marcus &
Marco
Yes

Sonia & Milly
Yes

Yes

Finding the
missing area that
would make the
shape’s area
equal to area of
the square grid.
Settled for an
answer of 13
square units.

Counting full
squares (4) and
estimating eight of
the partially
covered squares as
wholes (8) and
“ignored” the rest.
Got an answer of
12 square units

The shape is a
subset of the
square hence its
area must be less
than 16 square
units. The shape
is fairly large;
hence its area is
close to 16
square units.

The unused areas
of the partially
covered squares
that were
“ignored” would
be used to fill up
the eight partly
covered squares
that were taken to
be wholes.

Counted full
squares (4),
estimated eight
of the partly
covered squares
as half (4), and
the other four as
quarters (1) for
an answer of 9
square units.
Consistent with
some daily use
of “fraction”
which regards
anything to be
half only if it is
more than halffilled and ¼ if it
is less than halffilled.

Intrinsic
mathematical
properties
(General number
sense and
estimation)

Intrinsic
mathematical
properties
(equivalence of
fractions, and
number
sense/estimation)
CMR

CMR
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Andrew & Chris

Surface
properties/daily
life situations.

IR

Research Question 2:
Table 6
Episode 1: Area of the triangular section of a miniature golf hole
Sharon & Katie

JPS initiation

Marcus & Marco

Yes. Continued to Yes. Continued
whole class session to whole class
session

Sonia & Milly

Nature of
Initially via
threats to JPS disagreement on
suggested answer

No major threats
to JPS

JPS
sustenance

Broad agreement
to suggested idea
among class
members.

Success of
Collaboration
Influence of
collaboration
on reasoning

Yes

Sustained
through broad
agreements
among group
members
Yes

Yes. Proceeded
successfully to
completion within
the pair
Disagreements in
answers and
strategy between
the two.
Sustained mainly
through repairs.
Partners had to
offer convincing
explanations
Yes

Suggested strategy
and supportive
argumentation
shared among all
members via full
participation and
agreement.
Extensions were
offered.

Suggested
strategy as well
as supportive
argumentation
were fully shared
among class
members.
Extensions
provided.

Suggested strategy
and supportive
arguments were
agreed upon and
fully shared after
intense
negotiation.
Extensions
provided.
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Andrew &
Chris
Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Table 7
Episode 2: Area of an Irregularly-shaped figure
Marcus & Marco

JPS initiation

Yes. Continued
successfully to
completion
within the pair.
Nature of
Disagreement on
threats to JPS certain parts of
the strategy
JPS
sustenance

Sustained
through both
agreements and
repairs. Repairs
followed some
sort of social
negotiation.
Yes

Success of
Collaboration
Influence of
Suggested
collaboration strategy as well
on reasoning as supportive
argumentation
were agreed upon
and fully shared
within the pair.
Disagreements
prompted
argumentation.
Extensions were
also provided.

Sonia & Milly

Sharon & Katie

Andrew &
Chris

Yes. Proceeded
successfully to
completion within
the pair.
Disagreements in
answers and
strategy between
the two.
Sustained mainly
through repairs.
Partners had to
offer explanations
aimed at
convincing each
other.
Yes

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Suggested strategy
and supportive
arguments were
agreed upon and
fully shared after
intense
negotiation.
Disagreements
prompted
argumentation as
well as its
refinement.
Extensions were
provided.

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the various aspects of middle school
students’ mathematical reasoning in a context that connects the students’ in-school and out-ofschool experiences. Specifically, I sought to investigate the forms of mathematical reasoning
that the students use in such contexts as well as the influence of collaborative work on such
reasoning. In order to achieve these goals, I used a small subset of existing data collected in a
major NSF-funded project called “Connecting Students’ In-school and Out of School
Mathematics Project” (CIOMP). This chapter presents a discussion of the major findings of the
study as it relates to the above goal and research literature on mathematical reasoning and
student collaboration during task solving. The chapter concludes by providing the
contributions and limitations of the study, a discussion of possible areas of further research,
implications of the findings for different people, and a brief summary.
The specific research questions investigated in this study are:
1. What forms of mathematical reasoning do middle school students exhibit
when engaged in various aspects of designing miniature golf holes ?
2. How does collaboration between and among students influence the forms of
mathematical reasoning used?
There are various forms of mathematical reasoning identified in the literature review
section of this study. However, the reasoning forms in focus for this study and that participants
engaged in were (a) creative mathematical reasoning (CMR), and (b) imitative reasoning (IR).
The CMR form of reasoning occurs when the reasoner provides novel argumentation that is
based on intrinsic mathematical properties while IR occurs when argumentation is not provided
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at all (memorized reasoning) or when the provided argumentation is based on non-intrinsic
mathematical properties or on non-mathematical properties.
In regard to collaboration, Roschelle and Teasley (1995) identified the establishment and
maintenance of a Joint Problem Space (JPS) as the key component of successful collaboration.
The participants of this study were able to successfully collaborate in both small groups and in
the whole class context. This collaboration influenced their forms of reasoning in ways such as
(a) production of argumentation that may otherwise not have been presented, and (b)
refinement and clarification of argumentation through actions such as providing more evidence
(extension) and/or different evidence (refutation) in support of claims. In the next sections, I
provide a more detailed interpretation of the findings that were presented in the previous
chapter.
Forms of Mathematical Reasoning Used
As indicated above, the students in this study engaged in two main forms of
mathematical reasoning. These were creative mathematical reasoning (CMR) and imitative
reasoning (IR). In this section, I provide the details on these findings in light of the task used
and the nature of interactions among participants. I also discuss findings from related studies in
relation with the findings of this study.
Creative Mathematical Reasoning
One of the most significant findings in this study was that participants engaged in
CMR more often than they did in IR. Furthermore, most tasks that elicited CMR form of
reasoning were those that presented a problematic situation for participants. In other words, the
CMR occurred for tasks that required creation of their own strategies (Wirebring, Lithner,
Johnson, Liljekvist, Norqvist, & Nyberg, 2015) as opposed to those that could be solved using
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previously learned strategies or procedures. This finding is consistent with the findings by
Boesen, Lithner and Palm (2010) who reported that use of CMR was often more likely
whenever students were given unfamiliar tasks than when they were given familiar ones.
Furthermore, in studies by Kapur (2008, 2010), it was reported that students who engaged in
solving ill-defined problems (unfamiliar) outperformed their counterparts who engaged in
solving well-defined (familiar) problems. Kapur’s findings indicate that the type of tasks used
and how they are designed appears to have an impact on students’ mathematical reasoning and
learning. Just like Kapur’s studies, in the current study, the tasks that students found
problematic were mostly ill-defined and, in most cases, required them to impose their own
meanings. For example, when the students visited Funscape, they were not told what
measurements to take in order to reproduce the hole on paper. Rather, all they were given were
various tools and it was up to them to figure out what measurements would be necessary to
take and how.
The findings reported above are, however, in contrast with other studies on
mathematical reasoning. For example, Sumpter (2013) pointed out that students often expect
mathematics tasks to be solved using memorized algorithms (a form of IR) and that when
given novel tasks, they tend to engage in IR more often than CMR. Similarly, in a study on
problem-solving involving geometry, Schoenfeld (1985) cited naive empiricism where students
tested the correctness of their work by constructing figures and looking at their shapes. The
study pointed out that the students did not attempt to use the mathematical properties
associated with the geometrical shapes to construct any kind of deductive argument (a form of
CMR). Lithner (2000), on the other hand, found that students often focus on what is familiar
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and remembered when presented with any task solving situation including one that might
require novel ways of thinking.
Other studies that reported similar findings as the ones above include Bergqvist,
Lithner, and Sumpter (2008), Jader, Sidenvall, Sumpter (2017), and Wirebring et al. (2015).
Unlike these studies, the current study shows that students can directly engage in CMR without
attempting IR methods. For instance, after defining area as the number of square units, the
participants in this study immediately started exploring ways of finding the total number of
square units in a triangle that had some squares covered only partly. Indeed, as explained in the
previous chapter, one of the pairs discovered the formula for area of a right triangle (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =
1
2

𝑏ℎ, where b = base and h = height) and even went ahead to prove it (albeit informally) using

triangle congruence.
An important aspect that appeared to influence students’ use of CMR is the nature of
the tasks that they were engaged in. In the study reported here, students worked in a context
that connected their within-school and out-of-school contexts. As indicated earlier, the students
visited a miniature golf course, observed various aspects about it, and took various
measurements that they thought would help them in solving the tasks. This setting appeared to
allow the students freedom to use any methods that they deemed useful in solving the tasks
that they were given. The fact that students engaged in CMR form of reasoning for the most
part could provide some evidence to this notion since one characteristic of CMR is use of
novel strategies and that the strategies do not have to be correct. This finding challenges the
commonly reported conception that students have about school mathematics, that is, the
subject is made up of rules and algorithmic procedures to be strictly followed (Bergqvist et al.
,2008; Lithner, 2000; Schoenfeld 1985; Sumpter, 2013). The students in this study felt
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empowered to come up with and use rules and procedures on their own. Indeed, that could be
the reason why use of paper cutting may have ended up being suggested and accepted as a way
of verifying triangle congruence.
In a study conducted by Fatimah, Pramuiditya, and Wahyudin (2019) to investigate the
extent to which vocational high school students engaged in CMR in a context involving
horticultural agribusiness, it was reported that CMR was more prevalent than IR. Fatimah and
colleagues found that the nature of the task and the context was the main reason behind the
students’ use of CMR. The fact that the task were not of the typical textbook type and that
students were given the freedom to use anything that they found helpful allowed them to use
their competence in horticultural situations to solve the problem. Although the findings by
Fatimah et al are consistent with the findings of this study, the fundamental difference is that
the current study used an expanded view of context that was not limited to direct use of reallife contexts. Indeed, as indicated earlier, the students visited a miniature golf course, but the
explorations and discussions took place within school and still they engaged more in CMR
than in IR.
It is important to note that in many strict within-school and textbook driven settings,
some strategies (such as the paper cutting method mentioned above) can and are often
discredited as non-mathematical ignoring the fact that it serves the same purpose that a formal
proof serves, that is, convincing someone or oneself of the truthfulness of a mathematical
statement or claim. The paper cutting technique mentioned above made an important part of
the students’ argumentation and hence contributed significantly to their forms of reasoning.
Another incident where students appeared to raise critical issues was when they raised
the question of whether area must always be flat. This question appeared to have been
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prompted by the fact that some places on the actual miniature golf holes had bumps and
obstacles. The students wondered how accurate their answers would be given that they were
using a scale drawing that did not capture these aspects. Notably, these questions may not have
been brought up had the students not been afforded the opportunity to experience and take
measurements on the miniature golf course. These issues show that the nature of the tasks that
students are engaged in can influence how they engage and also the forms of reasoning that
they use. Similar findings as these were reported by Hilton et al. (2013) who reported that
when engaged in a hands-on activity involving a real-life context, students often had “a real
reason” (p. 24) for finding answers and that the context provided a reference point during
discussions. In refuting claims made by others and supporting their own claims during
discussions, the students made reference to the various aspects of the context since they had it
right in front of them. This points out the important role that context can play during classroom
discussions aimed at encouraging use of higher forms of mathematical reasoning such as CMR.
Imitative Reasoning
Although the participants in this study engaged in CMR for the most part, there were
some incidents where they engaged in IR. For the “area of an octagonal shape” task, for
example, the challenge was computing the area without relying on less effective and timeconsuming methods (such as square counting). The research team sought to achieve this by
asking students to find the area of the region but with no grid embedded. Although it might
have been expected that the fact that the grid had been taken off would provide a challenge, it
turned out that no student was challenged by this. This can be attributed to the fact that the area
of a triangle and area of rectangle formulas had been discussed in previous classes. With this
knowledge in mind, the problem could easily be solved by decomposing the figure into several
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familiar shapes (i.e., triangles and rectangles), computing the individual areas, and then
summing them. Notably, it was only this task and the second part of “similar figures and area”
where all students engaged in IR. The common characteristic that these two tasks share is that
both of them could be solved using strategies that had been discussed in class without making
major alterations. For example, although several students did not use the area of a triangle
formula during episode 1, they all used it for the new area problem. This could be attributed to
the fact that this strategy was presented during whole class discussion and agreed to by several
students as effective and less cumbersome.
This situation where students abandon their own ideas and follow ideas from different
students was also reported by Hershkowitz, Tabach and Dreyfus (2017) in their study aimed at
investigating shifts of knowledge within whole class and small group discussions. As far as
mathematical reasoning is concerned, Hershowitz et al.’s study concluded that ideas that were
not creative did not receive much following and were less influential during subsequent
discussions. On the other hand, ideas that were creative, especially during whole class
discussions, received greater following and were often “downloaded” (p. 33) and used by
several students in later discussions. The findings of the current study extend Herskowitz et
al.’s findings in the sense that when multiple creative ideas are presented, students may choose
certain ideas over others. For example, although the square counting methods used in episode 1
was found to be creative and was also presented in whole-class discussions, the participants of
this study abandoned that strategy in favor of the strategy where one finds the area of the
rectangle and then divides it by 2. This strategy seemed less strenuous and could be used in a
more general sense as opposed to the square counting strategy which required a grid.
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Although the students used IR, it is important to indicate that they, nevertheless, got the
correct answers and that they understood the procedure well. While the use of IR is often
portrayed as bad by some researchers due to its ineffectiveness in production of new
knowledge, it can, nevertheless, be effective in solving routine/practice tasks or when students
need to solve simpler tasks as part of a major task. For instance, in finding the vertex of a
quadratic function, facility with the procedure of completing the square could be part of the
process. Engaging in CMR in this case is unnecessary and perhaps time consuming. In a study
conducted by Johnson et al. (2014) to investigate students’ learning via creative reasoning and
algorithmic reasoning (AR) (a form of IR), the findings indicated that students who relied on
AR outperformed their counterparts who relied on CMR to solve problems during practice
sessions. This difference, arguably, resulted from the support of the provided formulas and
procedures for which the AR group was proficient.
Collaboration and Mathematical Reasoning
Production of Argumentation
A key component in determining the forms of reasoning is argumentation. Indeed, whenever
argumentation is not produced or whenever the argumentation is based on non-intrinsic or nonmathematical properties, the reasoning form is categorized as IR. On the other hand, when
argumentation is produced and is based on intrinsic mathematical properties, the reasoning
form becomes CMR. In this study, I found that collaboration played a key role in production of
argumentation in at least two ways discussed next.
The first way was through disagreements. These disagreements often served as
opportunities for provision of justifications (through argumentation) of claims made. In some
cases, the students who refuted claims made the arguments as for why they were disagreeing
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with their partner’s suggested idea. Doing this naturally led to production of argumentation
that was later crucial for categorizing the forms of reasoning used.
The case of Milly and Sonia working on the “area of the triangular part of a miniature
golf hole” exemplifies a situation where disagreement prompted production of argumentation.
Although these students agreed that to find the area they would need to make a rectangle and
multiply the two sides then divide by two, they did not seem to agree why they would need to
divide by two. Milly initially seemed to think that the division by two was because they were
doing the average of the two sides. Sonia responded to this claim and said that they would need
to divide by two because the diagonal divides the rectangle into two congruent triangles.
Furthermore, when solving the “area of an irregular shape” task, Milly suggested an answer of
12 but Sonia thought 9 would be more reasonable. Sonia’s reluctance to accept 12 as a correct
answer prompted Milly to offer argumentation in support of 12. Interestingly, Milly’s
argument was eventually accepted by Sonia. For both of the cases presented here, the students
ended up agreeing on a common strategy and their form of reasoning was categorized as CMR.
The second way through which collaboration led to production of argumentation was
via agreements and extensions. Extensions happened when suggested ideas were accepted as
correct and then improved on by way of providing more examples or by suggesting different
but equivalent ideas. In such cases, the collaborators negotiated and settled on a common
shared idea that they then used to move forward. This scenario where participants negotiate
and agree upon ideas and ways of reasoning in mathematics is referred to as collective
understanding (Martin, Towers, & Pirie, 2006).
An example where this happened was during the whole class discussion of the formula
for the area of a triangle. When the idea of making a rectangle and then dividing it by two was
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suggested, Chris remarked that the strategy was equivalent to their square counting method.
Although he did not explain how the two were equivalent, we can speculate that it could
because the two methods produced the same result. Notably, although Chris thought that the
two strategies were the same, later episodes showed that he adopted the new method even
though it was different from his own. This could be an indication that he understood it. On her
part, Rachel went ahead to agree with the idea and extended it by saying that the two triangles
would indeed make up a rectangle and that dividing the area of the triangle by two would be
correct. Rachel’s argument is being made in agreement with someone else’s suggested idea and
would be very important in determining the form of reasoning in use.
Similar findings as the ones presented above have been reported by Francisco (2013),
Hurme and Järvelä (2005), and Granberg and Olsson (2015). Hurme and Järvelä, for example,
investigated secondary students’ metacognitive practices during collaborative mathematical
problem solving using technology. This study reported that “the networked technology
contributes to the students’ use of mathematical knowledge and stimulates them into making
their thinking visible” (p. 49). The networked technology in Hurme and Järvelä’s study
required students to work on the same tasks and have similar goals throughout the task solving
process and can hence be equated to the idea of joint problem space in this study. Furthermore,
the fact that this networked technology stimulated students to make their thinking visible can
be equated to the idea of producing argumentation reported in the current study.
Although Granberg and Olsson’s (2015) main aim was to investigate the influence of a
dynamic software (Geogebra™) on collaboration and reasoning, they reported that “students’
collaborative activities aimed toward sharing their reasoning with one another enhanced
creative reasoning” (p. 48). These collaborative activities included introducing individual
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knowledge (equivalent to suggesting an idea), negotiating a shared goal (equivalent to
disagreements, agreements, and extensions). These collaborative activities, according to the
study, played a key role in influencing students’ use of creative reasoning not only by initiating
discussions, but also by improving the agreed upon strategies that the students presented for
their solution. Francisco’s (2013) study, on the other hand, reported that in a collaborative
problem solving setup, students suggested ideas and also responded to other students’ ideas.
Most responses were often aimed at making justifications following a rejection of a suggested
idea. The study reported that the overall result of this kind of engagement was more nuanced
solution strategies. Although Francisco’s study was not directly concerned with mathematical
reasoning and did not evaluate it, the fact that the students were able to produce justifications
as a result of rejected ideas is similar to the findings of my study where argumentation was
made following disagreements.
Refinement of Argumentation
Another important role that collaboration played in influencing the forms of reasoning that the
participants used was refinement of argumentation. Just like they led to production of
argumentation, disagreements and extensions often improved the overall quality of the agreed
upon strategies. As a result of this, I found the forms of reasoning used were, for the most part,
CMR.
As an exemplar of the above finding, I refer to the work of Sonia and Milly. These
students’ disagreement on why division by two to find the area was necessary actually changed
the form of reasoning that might have been attributed to Milly had she been working alone.
Milly’s initial argumentation was that when finding the area of a right triangle, division by two
serves the purpose of finding average of the two sides. Although this kind of argumentation
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would not prevent Milly from getting the correct answer, it is still incorrect since it not based
on intrinsic mathematical properties (Lithner, 2012). A possible intrinsic mathematical
property for this situation, as explained in earlier sections, would be triangle congruence.
Notably, even with a correct answer, this reasoning would end up being categorized as IR.
The fact that Milly disagreed with Sonia in the above example prompted Sonia to
explain that division by two was because the diagonal creates two congruent triangles and
hence dividing by two gives the area of one of the triangles. Milly was convinced by this
argumentation and hence accepted it. In the end, this argumentation ended up as shared
between the two and hence their reasoning form was categorized as CMR. The JPS, an
important component of collaboration, established during the discussion of this task was the
main reason behind the refinement of the group argumentation. Indeed, studies have reported
that in a collaborative task solving setup, the meanings brought by participants undergo
transformations that contribute towards the creation of shared understanding (Stein et al.,
2007). In their study about the different roles that students play during collaborative problem
solving, Tatsis and Koleza (2006) found that groups that had both collaborative initiators
(starters of ideas) and collaborative evaluators (responders to suggested ideas) produced the
largest amount of shared meanings compared to groups that had other kinds of role players
(e.g., dominant initiator and collaborative evaluator). The idea of both the evaluator and
initiator playing their roles collaboratively is similar to the notion of creating a JPS in this
study. This means that the students can work together and resolve any differences among them
in an amicable way. The collaborative evaluators played a crucial role in improving the ideas
suggested by initiators who in turn synthesized the modifications and went on to initiate new
ideas or to restate the modified ideas. The current study can be thought of as extending Tatsis
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and Koleza’s findings by investigating the nature of the shared meanings from a mathematical
reasoning perspective.
Similar findings have been reported in other studies such as Çacir (2009), Granberg and
Olsson (2015), Francisco (2013), and Puntambekar (2006). Çacir’s study, for instance,
investigated interaction practices enacted by students working collaboratively in virtual spaces
and reported that whenever new contributions were made, more contributions that often
modified the previous contribution followed. Some of the ways through which the
modifications improved previous contributions included provision of further examples to
consolidate the suggested idea, provision of counter example which often led to the original
idea being modified, etcetera. The end goal, according to the study, was more nuanced
mathematical understandings shared among all participants. Although Cacir’s study was not
directly concerned with mathematical reasoning, their finding that further examples were given
is equivalent to extensions in this study while that of counter examples and modification of
contributions can be thought of as repairs to argumentation resulting from disagreements.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
Although this study has identified several aspects of students’ mathematical reasoning
in a context that connects the students’ within-school and out-of-school experiences, it did so
within the bounds of a few limitations worth pointing out.
First, the study considered students’ developing ideas and strategies during discussions
in both small group and whole class setup. However, for various reasons (such as incomplete
solutions), some ideas that had started developing in small groups did not make their way to
the whole class discussion. Yet, according to the framework used, one can only determine the
reasoning forms used if the line of thought ends in a conclusion (or answer). Thus, I had to
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examine the students’ worksheets and, sometimes, journal reflections to determine the strategy
and argumentation the students provided. For some worksheets, the students’ argumentation
was not clear, and I had to make inferences using my own judgment. Further, I must note that
these written artifacts were done out of class (a different problem space) which meant that it
was impossible to determine with certainty the external factors that might have contributed to
their strategies. These circumstances mean that I may not have determined accurately the
reasoning forms of some of the students and the findings I reported may not be generalized to
certain classroom settings. It may be helpful for future research to investigate how
mathematical reasoning in collaborative task solving classrooms develops when every group is
able to complete their work and enough time allowed to present their solution. A detailed
investigation of how different argumentations presented during whole class discussion
influences the discussants’ choice of certain strategies over others could also be a worthwhile
addition to the literature on collaborative task solving and mathematical reasoning.
Second, the study assumed that forms of reasoning can be either imitative or creative.
However, it is possible to have both processes occur at the same time or for different parts of
the same task. This is especially true for cases when the arguments provided appeared to be
partly anchored in intrinsic properties and partly on non-intrinsic properties. Categorizing
argumentation into these strict categories may have led to a misrepresentation of some
participants’ reasoning forms, at least in part. Future research can seek modifications or
extensions of Lithner’s framework for mathematical reasoning to include the grey areas where
the presented argumentation appeared to be partly based on intrinsic properties and partly on
non-intrinsic or non-mathematical properties.
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Third, although the data used to develop the findings of this study was rich in the sense
that the students were involved in extensive explorations of ill-defined problems in a setting
that connected their within-school and out-of-school experiences, interviewing students as they
solved the problems (focus group or task based interviews) would likely have produced even
richer data. Nevertheless, the questioning patterns adopted by the teacher-researchers were
very helpful in bringing out the students’ thinking. Although the teacher-researchers asked
questions that helped bring out the thinking of most students, it is important to note that they
were also helping the students to learn. It would be helpful to study mathematical reasoning in
a collaborative setup with the interviewer playing the role of a researcher only.
As mentioned above, since the data were collected in a teaching setting meant to help
the students learn, the teacher-researchers did offer varying degrees of scaffolding meant to
support students during the task solving process. This kind of scaffolding is often helpful for
students to negotiate a task in various ways that may include boosting understanding and/or
pointing the students towards important mathematical information. It is, therefore, reasonable
to argue that scaffolding can influence the students’ ways of thinking. Although there was
scaffolding, this study did not examine the nature or extent to which scaffolding influenced the
students forms of reasoning. Nevertheless, the identified forms of reasoning were entirely
attributed to the students and their collaborative work. These circumstances limit the results in
the sense that they may not be generalized to students’ unaided mathematical reasoning. For
future research, investigations can be conducted to determine the role of teachers in shaping
students’ mathematical reasoning in collaborative settings. Similarly, the role of teachers in
influencing the nature of collaboration can also be studied. For example, although three out of
four groups in this study worked fairly well for most tasks, some groups seemed to work better
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than others. What role can teachers play in making up groups that work well? How can this be
done with mathematical reasoning as the goal? Answers to these questions would be very
informative to the mathematics teaching fraternity.
Fourth, as mentioned earlier, there were instances in the course of the study where
students reached conclusions, but their argumentation and solution strategies were insufficient
or lacking and were, therefore, inferred. For example, while the transcripts from classroom
audio recordings allowed a fairly easy identification of argumentation and hence reasoning
forms, this was not always possible for written artifacts. This was mainly because some of the
written artifacts lacked the expected explanations. In such cases, the interpretations and
inferences that I made about students’ possible strategies and argumentation depend on my
understanding of these students’ work and my own mathematical background and/or culture. It
is possible that my imposed views may deviate from the actual meanings that students held at
the time of writing their solutions. For future research on mathematical reasoning using written
artifacts, it might be helpful for researchers to conduct follow up interviews to check whether
their interpretations correspond with the students’ intended meanings.
Finally, this study reported a few instances where collaborators appeared to avoid
argumentation because they wanted to maintain their collegiality. A good example can be seen
in episode 4 where Marco and Marcus had different answers, that is, 12 square units and 14
square units, respectively. Without challenging each other, the two appeared to settle on the
average of the two (i.e., 13 square units) as the answer. An examination of these students’
written work, however, showed that Marco did not write 13 square units as agreed. He wrote
12 square units and went ahead to explain why he thought 12 square units was correct. Marcus,
on the other hand, wrote 13 square units but struggled to explain this answer. I saw this
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scenario as evidence for what was not a genuine agreement. Had the students agreed to
disagree on their answers and argue them out, I would expect a more productive collaboration.
Future research can investigate ways of promoting student confidence in disagreeing with and
challenging one another while still maintaining their friendship. This seems especially true
because the study pointed out disagreements as one of the aspects of collaboration that was
most influential on argumentation and hence forms of reasoning.
Implications of this Study
The implications of this study touch on three main areas. These include implications for
teaching, implications for textbook authors, and teacher education programs.
Implications for Mathematics Teachers
Since use of CMR leads to generation of new knowledge, providing students with
opportunities for engaging in CMR during task solving would be helpful in enhancing
students’ learning. Teachers can do this by carefully selecting tasks that lend themselves to
using this kind of reasoning. The literature review section of this study and a section of finings
indicated that tasks that require use of CMR are not necessarily complex and/or long. Rather,
they can be as short as one sentence or even a few words/graphics. Furthermore, besides these
tasks being cognitively engaging, they need to include relevant out of school contexts that
students are familiar with and enjoy engaging in. Doing this means that the students’ interest
will be captured and that means they are more likely to persevere in solving the tasks even
when they are out of school.
Although some mathematics teachers do use groups in their teaching, it is not always
clear how one can make the best out of groupwork. What happens in some cases where
groupwork is used is cooperation and not collaboration. In cooperation, group members split a
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task or a series of tasks so that each member completes their own part and finally the members
combine their work to present. As I pointed out in the literature review, this kind of groupwork
is not always productive. This study advanced the notion of collaboration that views
groupwork in terms of groups working on the same problem at a time and setting common
goals. Every group member is expected to introduce ideas to the joint problem space and/or
respond to other group members’ ideas. The end product of this kind of engagement is
generation of shared mathematical meanings and understandings. Using this kind of groupwork
might lead to deeper and more meaningful understanding of mathematics.
Implications for Mathematics Textbook Authors
Textbooks are the most commonly used resource for the teaching and learning of
mathematics. Apart from being the main source from which mathematics teachers draw
content, students do read the books on their own. This, therefore, means that the way textbooks
present their content has an influence on how students learn. The main findings of this study
that could be useful for textbook authors regards forms of reasoning in relation to the type of
task. Tasks can be designed in such a way that a wide range of reasoning forms is required for
completion. For instance, since the findings of this study indicated that ill-defined tasks often
produced CMR, textbooks can have a few tasks of this kind. Most studies on mathematics
textbooks report that tasks and exercises can often be completed by merely following the steps
outlined in the presented examples (Johnson, Norqvist, Liljekvist, & Lithner; 2014, Norqvist,
2018; Sidenvall, Lithner, & Jader, 2015). In terms of the current study, that would mean a
majority of tasks can be completed by using IR. This does not have to be the case.
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Implications for Mathematics Teacher Education Programs
The findings of this study could also have implications on teacher learning through
teacher education programs. According to Shimizu (1999), teacher education programs play a
key role when it comes to the learning of both preservice and in-service teachers. Thus, the
teacher education programs can use the findings of this study to develop courses that would
equip teachers with the skills of recognizing various forms of reasoning and creating learning
environments that foster the use of such forms of reasoning.
Studies have reported that most test items given to students can be completed by purely
engaging in IR. While engaging in IR is not necessarily a bad thing, the findings of this study
indicated that it is possible for students who engage in imitative reasoning to complete a task
without understanding the underlying reasons behind their solutions. Thus, having a few items
on tests that would require students to use CMR, at least in part, would be helpful in helping
teachers assess the extent to which their students understand material learned and also if they
can apply it in other contexts. Since teachers play a key role in assessment and test writing,
teacher education programs can draw from the findings of this study to train teachers on how
to write test items that require use of various forms of reasoning, including creative
mathematical reasoning.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I provided highlights of the key findings of the study in relation to
existing knowledge in mathematics education. The key findings include (a) students tend to
engage in more desirable forms of mathematical reasoning (such as CMR) when engaged in
solving interesting problems that have features of their out of school experiences, and (b)
collaboration between and among students positively influenced the forms of mathematical
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reasoning that the students used. Having context improved argumentation in ways such as
providing a way to verify strategies (verificative argumentation) and also provided evidence
for refuting or agreeing with certain claims made.
On collaboration, some situations where the forms of reasoning could have ended up
being imitative changed course and ended up being creative as a result of having suggested
ideas evaluated by other group members. Although such cases occurred most when
collaborators disagreed (e.g., repairs), they also did occur when collaborators agreed (e.g.,
extensions). These findings provide valuable insights into ways that can be used to improve
student meaningful participation in the construction of mathematics knowledge and also their
attitudes towards mathematics.
One of the most important contributions of this study is how it informs our
understanding of the finer details of collaboration and how that impacts the forms of
mathematical reasoning that students engage in. This is mainly as a result of the fact that many
studies on mathematical reasoning view reasoning as an individual activity even when students
are working in collaboration.
Another contribution of this study is in the fact that a well-defined conceptualization of
mathematical reasoning is used as opposed to the generic use of the term. I believe that this
will encourage a more productive discourse about mathematical reasoning among both scholars
and practitioners. Furthermore, I believe that this is the first study using Lithner’s
mathematical reasoning lens to study forms of reasoning in a contextualized setting that
incorporates and accepts students’ non-formal arguments as being “mathematical”. Indeed,
accepting some non-formal arguments and building on them to cultivate more formal
arguments has the potential of leading to more productive views of mathematics among
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students. If this is done, I believe that a lot more people will find mathematics enjoyable and
learn to appreciate its beauty and its relevance to their daily lived experiences. Perhaps, the
common assertion in society that people “do not see why they had to learn mathematics in
school” will become less common.
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APPENDIX A: Daily Worksheets
Worksheet 1:
Draw a rough sketch of a miniature golf hole you have played (or of a class hole).

Describe in short phrases the details of the hole (its general shape, details of its sides
and angles, any obstacles, etc.).

What measurements should you take to be able to reproduce the hole at another time?
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Worksheet 2
Anne made the following rough sketch of a miniature golf hole she had played. The
sketch includes the measurements and notes she made about the hole.

1.

What geometrical shape is the hole?

2.

What other measurements might Anne have recorded?

3.

Why is this a rough sketch?
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Worksheet 3
1. If you are making a scale drawing of a miniature golf hole and the scale you are
using is 4 cm = 1 ft, how many centimeters would you use for the following lengths of
sides:

a. _____ cm = 8 ft

b. _____ cm = 10 ft

c. ______ cm = 4 ft 6 in

d. ______

cm = 6 ft 3 in

2. If you had a map of the Syracuse area that used the scale 1 inch = 5 miles, how many
miles would be represented by the following lengths on the map:

a. 6 in = _____mi

b.

2.5 in = _____ mi

3. Circle the triangles below that you could get by enlarging or reducing this triangle.

4. Circle the rectangles below that you could get by enlarging or reducing this
rectangle.
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Worksheet 4
Explain how to use the following scale drawing of Anne’s hole to find the area of the
original hole.
Scale 1/2 inch = 1 ft
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Worksheet 5
1.
The following miniature golf hole has a rectangular 1.5 ft by 5 ft pool filled with
water. What is the area of the remaining section? Show and explain all your work.

15 ft

5 ft

POOL

2.
Find the area of the octagonal shaped miniature golf hole whose dimensions are
given below. Show and explain all your work.

3 ft

5 ft

7 ft

3 ft
2.5 ft

11 ft
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Worksheet 6
1.
Anne plans to carpet her miniature golf hole using carpet that is 3 ft wide. If you
use the scale drawing on Worksheet 4 as a model of the hole how wide should a strip of
paper be to model the carpet?

2. Come up with a way to carpet the hole that would minimize the amount of carpet
Anne has to buy. It is necessary to keep all seams parallel to each other and minimize
the amount of wastage.
Once you have a plan for fitting the paper carpet on the scale drawin g sketch the plan
below.

3.

What is the minimum length of carpet that must be bought for your plan?

4.

How much wastage is there? (in square feet)

5.
If the carpet costs $4.75 per square yard, what is the cost of buying the carpet
needed for your plan?
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Worksheet 7
Estimate the length (in feet) of board needed to edge Anne’s miniature golf hole
according to the design below. Show your work.

each board is 2 inches thick

2 ft

4 ft

7 ft

5 ft

6 ft
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Worksheet 8
1.When Anne goes to the hardware store, she finds that the kind of board she wants is
sold in lengths of 5 ft, 8 ft, and 10 ft. with the cost per foot being the same for each
length. Explain which boards she should buy and how they should be used to minimize
wastage. Show your work and include a drawing.

2.

Approximately how many feet of board are wasted according to your plan?
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Worksheet 9
Find the area and perimeter of the rectangles in #1 and #2.
1.

2.

A = ______

3.

P = ______

A = ______ P = _______

Estimate the area of the figure below in square units.

A = ____________

Does your estimate seem reasonable? Why or why not?

4.

The length of a rectangle is 20 in. The width is 10 in.

a.

What is the area? ________________

b.

What is the perimeter? _______________
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5.

The area of a rectangle is 24 cm 2 . One dimension is 6 cm. What is the
perimeter? Show how you found this answer.

6.

Challenge Problem: The area of a rectangular parking lot is 24 yd 2 . Find all the
possible whole-number dimensions in yards of the parking lot.

Find the area of the miniature golf holes in #7 and #8 in square units. The scale is 1
unit = 1 ft.

7.

8.

A = ___________

9.

A = ___________

Find the area of the miniature golf hole shown below. Leave a paper trail and
explain how you got your answer.
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Worksheet 10
1.

Record your observations about the path of the ball as it is hit and rebounds
off of a wall. Draw pictures to illustrate your observations.

3. Make a prediction about the path of the ball as it is hit and rebounds off of a
wall.

4. Record what we did to test our prediction and what the results were. Draw
pictures to illustrate what we did.

4.

Do you think your prediction is true? Why or why not?
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APPENDIX B: Journal Assignments
Journal Assignment #1
•

During this geometry unit, you will have several journal assignments.

•

We ask you to think about the question or statement and then write your response below
the assignment.

•

You may use illustrations in your response.

•

Please write in complete sentences.

Assignment #1: What mathematics do you think might be involved in designing a miniature
golf course?
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Journal Assignment #2
Assignment #2:
•

Describe how you went about measuring and drawing a hole.

•

Describe what was easy to do.

•

Describe what was difficult to do.

•

Describe what strategies you used in playing two different holes.
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Journal Assignment #3
Assignment #3: Five different strategies that students in Math 6, 7 and 9 have come up with
for measuring a curved side of a hole are shown below.

•

Pick the one that you think is best.

•

Explain what measurements you need to take.

•

Explain why you think this is the best way to measure a curved side.
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Journal Assignment #4
Assignment #4: What angle ideas are involved in the path of a ball and its rebound? Be
specific and include a drawing.
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Journal Assignment #5
Assignment #5: How is a circle similar to a polygon? How is it different?
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Journal Assignment #6
Assignment #6: Now that we are nearly done with the geometry unit, think again about your
first journal assignment and answer the question, “What mathematics do you think might be
involved in designing a miniature golf course?”
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Appendix C: Codes for Mathematical Reasoning
Code

Definition

Examples from data

Problematic

A situation in which students are

This is hard

Situation

unclear how to proceed with a given

I am not sure how to do this

task. May occur at the beginning,

This is a scale drawing, so tracing

during, or even towards the end of

isn’t going to work,

the solution process.

At the top where the circle joins
on to the 60 in. line. You would
need to know the measurement of
that angle, I think.
They both have areas, but we
don’t know what the area is. I
wonder ...

Non-problematic

A situation where students know

That is easy

situation

exactly what to do and how they

This one looks familiar. We have

want to do it. May be right or wrong.

done it before.
There is no problem with that.

Strategy

Information regarding an approach

All angles would be the same...

or method that students are

because the shape would look

implementing in solving a task. The

different.

strategy need not have a

Lengths would be smaller

"mathematical" name such as

because the shape needs to fit on

completing the square or

paper.
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Pythagorean method. It could be a

You would have to find the area

description of how the students

of the rectangle and then divide

made the choices. In several cases, it

by two.

can be inferred.
Argumentation

These are statements meant to give a

All angles would be the same...

rationale or a kind of justification of

because the shape would look

chosen strategies. In most cases,

different.

strategy choice and implementation

Lengths would be smaller

happen together.

because the shape needs to fit on
paper
You would have to find the area
of the rectangle and then divide
by two because the triangle is half
of the rectangle.
You need to divide by two in
order to find averages of the
sides.

Intrinsic

Sound mathematical concepts or

Adding this smaller region and

properties

notions and/or procedures. Could

this bigger one look like they can

include fraction concept, Area

make a whole.

concept, length of a curve, number

Similar figures have congruent

sense, among others.

angles sides are not necessarily
congruent.
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Non-intrinsic

Concepts that do not draw on

properties

mathematical concepts. For
example, 1 + 1 = 11 because the
symbols look like two strokes. The
area of a circle is given by 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 2
because that is what my father said.
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1

2

One third (3) and two thirds (3)
are both halves since they are not
wholes.
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